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Instruments of the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) are
operating on three different Earth-orbiting spacecraft. The Earth Radi-
ation Budget Satellite (ERBS) is operated by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, and the NOAA 9 and NOAA 10 weather
satellites are operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration. An overview is presented of the ERBE mission, in-orbit
environments, and instrument design and operational features. An
overview of science data processing and validation procedures is pre-
sented. In-flight operations are described for the ERBE instruments
aboard the ERBS and NOAA 9 spacecraft for the period from November
1984 through January 1986. This period covers the first 15 months of
operation of the instruments on ERBS and the fii_st 12 months of opera-
tion of the instruments on NOAA 9. Calibrations and other operational
procedures are described, and operational and instrument housekeeping
data are presented and discussed.
Introduction Nomenclature
The objective of the Earth Radiation Budget Ex-
periment (ERBE) is to determine long-term trends in ACR
monthly averages of the Earth's longwave and short-
wave radiation fields. Three sets of ERBE instru- AVHRR
ments were launched into Earth orbits. The ERBS
spacecraft was launched into a 57 ° inclination orbit CAL
in October 1984, and NOAA 9 and NOAA 10 were
launched into Sun-synchronous orbits in December DAC
1984 and September 1986, respectively. The ERBE Det
mission concept is described in reference 1. The
ERBE nonscanner instrument is described in refer- ERBE
ence 2, and the scanner instrument is described in
references 3 and 4. ERBS
References 5 and 6 discuss results derived from FOV
data acquired during the first few months of oper- FOVL
ation of the ERBE instruments aboard the ERBS
spacecraft. Reference 6 also describes the prelaunch GSFC
instrument calibration efforts and the postlaunch Hex
flight data analysis that was performed to validate
the ERBE science data. Archival of ERBE science HIRS
data at the National Space Science Data Center was
begun in February 1986, and archival of the first year HK
of ERBE science data from the ERBS and NOAA 9
INT
spacecraft was completed in March 1990.
IVT
This paper presents an overview of the ERBE
mission design, in-orbit environment, and the design LaRC
and operational features of the ERBE instruments, LW
as well as an overview of the data processing and dis-
tribution system. In-flight operations are discussed MAM
for the first year of the ERBS and NOAA 9 missions. MFOV
Mission operations are discussed in an overview and NASA
in a month-by-month format. The ERBS data cover
the period from November 1984 through January
1986, and the NOAA 9 data cover the period from
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Mission Design and Implementation
The goal of the Earth Radiation Budget Exper-
iment is to produce monthly averages of Iongwave
and shortwave radiation parameters on the Earth at
regional to global scales. Preflight mission analy-
sis led to a three-spacecraft system to provide the
geographic and temporal sampling required to meet
this goal (ref. 7). Three nearly identical sets of in-
struments were built and launched on three separate
spacecraft. These instruments differ principally in
the spacecraft interface electronics and in the field-
of-view limiters for the nonscanner instruments re-
quired because of differences in the spacecraft orbit
altitudes.
The ERBS spacecraft was launched by Space
Shuttle Challenger in October 1984 and was the first
spacecraft to carry ERBE instruments into orbit.
ERBS was designed and built by Ball Aerospace Sys-
tems under contract to the NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC), and ERBS was the first
spacecraft dedicated to NASA science experiments
to be launched by the Space Shuttle. ERBS car-
ries the Stratospheric Aerosols and Gas Experiment
(SAGE II) in addition to the ERBE instruments.
The Payload Operation and Control Center (POCC)
at GSFC directs operations of the ERBS spacecraft
and the ERBE and SAGE II instruments, employ-
ing both ground stations and the Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) network. Space-
craft and instrument telemetry data are received at
GSFC where the data are processed by the Infor-
mation Processing Division that provides ERBE and
=
2
SAGE II experiment tapes to the NASA Langley Re-
search Center (LaRC).
The second and third spacecraft launched with
ERBE instruments are Television Infrared Radi-
omctcr Orbiting Satellite (TIROS) N-class space-
craft, which are part of the NOAA operationM
meteorological satellite series. The NOAA 9 and
NOAA 10 spacecraft were launched in December
1984 and September 1986, respectivcly. The NOAA
spacecraft include other instruments, such as the Ad-
vanced Very High Resolution Radiomcter (AVHRR)
and the High-Resolution Infrarcd Radiometer Sound-
er (HIRS), which provide NOAA with data for near-
real-timc weather forecasting. Both spacecraft are in
nearly Sun-synchronous orbits. The equator-crossing
times of the ascending nodes for the NOAA 9 and
NOAA 10 orbits at launch wcrc 14:30 UT and 19:30
UT, respectively, where UT denotes universal time.
The Satellite Operations and Control Center (SOCC)
at the National Environmental Satellite and Data
Information Service (NESDIS) operates the NOAA
spacecraft. NOAA also provides decommutation pro-
cessing of the telemetry data and generates ERBE
data tapcs for LaRC.
NASA tracks the ERBS spacecraft, and the North
American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD)
tracks the NOAA spacecraft. Thc tracking data arc
provided to GSFC where orbit ephemeris data are
calculated for all three spacecraft and provided on
magnetic tapes to LaRC.
Data Processing and Validation and
Distribution of Science Data Products
The Langley Research Center has the responsibil-
ity of processing and validating all science data from
the ERBE mission and of distributing the resulting
data products to the science community. The pro-
cessing and validation of the data are done in close co.
operation with the ERBE science team members who
provide the required science data processing algo-
rithms. The ERBE data processing system at LaRC
uses a modular software subsystems approach to pro-
cess the ERBE data, starting with the input teleme-
try and ephemeris data from GSFC and NOAA and
ending with the production of the required science
data products.
The diagram in figure 1 shows the major steps
in the science data processing, together with the pri-
mary input and output data products. The first step
in this processing procedure is to ingest 24 hours
of telemetry data from the ERBS, NOAA 9, or
NOAA 10 spacecraft into the front-end processing
subsystem of the Data Processing System. The pro-
cessing at this step accounts for spacecraft differences
and for differences in the data acquisition and han-
dling systems of the ERBS and TIROS N satellites.
The data arc organized into a format that is common
to data from GFSC and NOAA. Extensive data qual-
ity editing and evaluation are performed, including
the checking of quality flags appended by the track-
ing networks and processing systems at GSFC and
NOAA. The operational status of the instruments
is determined, and all instrument housekeeping data
and selected spacecraft housekeeping measurements
are converted to engineering units and edited. Point-
ing vectors for the optical axes of the detectors are
calculated in a local horizon coordinate system at tile
spacecraft.
The 8-day ephemeris data sets are processed and
validated separately before combining them with
the corresponding telemetry data. Orbital data are
tested for consistency with data from the previous
week, and tests are performed to verify the consis-
tency of the orbit calculations between 1-minute data
points. The tests include checks for in-plane and out-
of-plane consistency and precision. The routine ver-
ification processing and other analyses performed to
verify tile accuracy of the ephemeris data have gen-
erally demonstrated accurate orbit determination for
both the ERBS and NOAA spacecraft (ref. 8).
The next major processing stage begins with the
merging of the output data from telemetry process-
ing with data output from ephemeris processing. The
field-of- view (FOV) locations on a surface at the top
of the Earth's atmosphere (TOA) are determined for
every radiometric measurement. The FOV locations
are more critical for the scanner measurements than
those of the nonscanner because of the smaller FOV
of the scanner instrument. A FOV accuracy analy-
sis reported in reference 8 has shown that the cal-
culated locations of the scanner measurements are
well within the FOV footprint of the instrument on
the Earth. A Raw Archival Tape (RAT), containing
the raw Earth-located radiometric measurements, is
generated at this processing stage. The RAT, which
provides a historical record of the raw measurements,
is archived at the National Space Science Data Cen-
ter (NSSDC) in Greenbelt, Maryland.
At this processing stage, the raw measurements
for each radiometric detector are also converted to
incident radiances at the spacecraft. The conversion
algorithms employ calibration coefficients that are
based primarily on ground-based calibration data,
but which are updated with results from in-flight cali-





scannerdetectorsareusedto identifythe type of
sceneor sourceat the TOA that producedtheraw
radiometricmeasurements.Basedonthescenetype
andgeographicallocation,thescannermeasurements









the otheremploysnumericalfiltering. An archival
product,calledtheProcessedArchivalTape(PAT),
is producedat this point to retain detailedtime
historiesof estimatesof the radiant fluxesat the
TOA.
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alsocombinesdata from all availablespacecrafto
producea combined-satelliteproductof TOA fluxes
averagedoverthe samespatialscales.An archival
productof solarmonitormeasurementsis alsopro-




thesetwo NOAA instrumentsareusedto validate
thesceneidentificationalgorithm.All archivaldata








of archivalat theNSSDC,anda notationonspecial
operationaleventsduringthemonth.
Table 1 presentsthe data from ERBS and
NOAA 9 in chronologicalorder.However,thedata
werenot processedin that order. To validatethe
operationof the instrumentsand thedataprocess-
ing system,a singlemonthwasselectedfromeach
quarterof the first yearof operationof both satel-











membersfor final review. After approvalfromthe
ScienceTeam,thedataproductswerearchivedat the
NSSDCfor accessby thewidersciencecommunity.
Instrument Design and Operational
Capabilities
Instrument Design
An overview of the instruments and their oper-
ational features and capabilities is provided in this
section. This information, together with the descrip-
tion of the in-flight coordinate systems in the next
section, will be helpful in following the discussion of
the in-flight operations and analysis. More informa-
tion on the design of the ERBE instruments can be
found in references 2 and 3.
The ERBE nonscanner and scanner instruments
(see fig. 2) have several important design features
in common. The baseplate attaches the instrument
structurally to a spacecraft, and the pedestal houses
the major part of the instrument electronics. The
contamination covers were designed to protect the
detectors from gases and aerosols until the instru-
ments were uncaged and checked out in orbit. Both
instruments have rotating azimuth and elevation
beams, thus giving them the capability to rotate the
optical axes of the detectors in two degrees of free-
dom. The fixed and rotating coordinate axes systems
of the instruments are described in the next section.
Both instruments can perform two different types of
in-flight calibrations: solar calibrations using the Sun
E
as the calibration source, and internal calibrations
using temperature-controlled blackbodies and special
Shortwave Internal Calibration Sources (SWICS).
Both instruments have microprocessors that process
and execute ground-commanded or stored commands
to direct and control their operation.
The nonscanner instrument, shown in figure 2(a),
consists of five detectors located on the head as-
sembly. Four of these detectors have coaligned op-
tical axes for making Earth-viewing measurements,
and the fifth detector (the solar monitor) is de-
signed to measure the radiant output of the Sun.
The four Earth-viewing detectors are unchopped, ac-
tive cavity radiometers (ACR's). Each detector sub-
assembly consists of a reference cavity and an active
cavity. (See ref. 2 for details.) Two of the detectors
have wide-field-of-view (WFOV) apertures allowing
the detectors to view the entire disk of the Earth;
the other two detectors have medium field-of-view
(MFOV) apertures that restrict their Earth fields of
view to circles with diameters of about 10 ° in a great-
circle arc, or about 1100 km across. The solar ports
are openings whose viewing axes are aligned approx-
imately with the viewing axis of the solar monitor,
through which the Earth-viewing detectors can view
the Sun during solar calibrations. The solar monitor
consists of an unfiltered, chopped ACR designed to
measure direct solar radiation as a means for cali-
brating the Earth-viewing detectors. The response
time of each of the detectors is about 1 sec.
Two of the Earth-viewing nonscanner detectors
(one WFOV and one MFOV) and the solar moni-
tor detector measure total radiation, ancl the other
two Earth-viewing detectors measure shortwave radi-
ation. The spectral characteristics of the five detec-
tors are listed in table 2(a). The shortwave spectral
bands are achieved by use of fused silica-dome filters
placed over the detectors.
The nonscanner instrument has two internal cal-
ibration sources. A temperature-controlled black-
body is used to calibrate the total detectors, and the
SWICS assembly is used to check the stability of the
shortwave detector. The SWICS has a tungsten fila-
ment lamp source coupled to a fiber optic assembly
to illuminate the shortwave detector. The tungsten
lamp is driven by a constant current source that can
be commanded to three levels of output, in addition
to a zero (off) level.
The scanner instrument has three coaligned de-
tectors that are located on the instrument as illus-
trated in figure 2(b). Each detector consists of an ac-
tive and a compensating thermistor bolometer flake.
The three detectors are essentially identical in design
except for optical filters on two of the detectors that
restrict their spectral ranges to only a portion of the
Earth's radiation bandwidth. (See ref. 3 for more de-
tail.) The spectral characteristics of the three scan-
ner detectors are listed in table 2(b). Each detector
has a solid-angle spatial field of view defined approx-
imately by a 3 ° angle in the scan plane and a 4.5 °
angle in a plane that includes the sensor optical axis
and is normal to the scan plane. The response time
of the detectors is about 12 msec.
Like the nonscanner instrument, the scanner in-
strument has two internal calibration sources. The
longwave and total blackbodies are used to calibrate
the long-wave and total-radiation detectors, and the
SWICS assembly is used to check the stability of the
shortwave detector. The scanner-instrument SWICS
consists of a tungsten filament lamp in an optics mod-
ule that is designed to provide a uniform, diffuse
short-wavelength source to the scanner-instrument
short-wavelength channel. The output of the lamp is
monitored by a silicon photodiode to permit normal-
ization of instrument response to the lamp output.
The Mirror Attenuator Mosaic (MAM) assembly
of the scanner instrument directs attenuated, diffuse
solar energy to the instrument as the Sun moves
across the MAM viewing window during solar cal-
ibrations. The MAM complements the calibration
capability of the scanner instrument SWICS by pro-
viding an additional input source to the shortwave
detectors and the shortwave portion of the output of
the total detectors.
Instrument Operational Capabilities
Both ERBE instruments can operate in several
different modes, thus permitting thc collection of
radiation measurements over a wide range of op-
erational conditions. Each instrument has its own
microprocessor to control and direct the various op-
erations. The operation of an instrument can be
controlled in two ways: (1) through operation com-
mands, which can change the operational mode of
an instrument or store data required in a mode com-
mand, and (2) through pulse discrete commands
whose functions are to open and close electrical
relays.
Table 3 lists the operational and pulse discrete
commands for the instruments. Note that two sepa-
rate commands (on and off) are required for all func-
tions controlled by aTpulse discrete command. There
are two basic types of instrument operation com-
mands: (1) mode commands, which modify the ac-
tual operations of the instrument, and (2) data stor-






the datavaluesrequired.Thefirst digit of a mode
commandis "8," andthefinaltwodigitsidentifytile
specific ommandto beexecuted.Thefirst digitof a
dataaddresscommandis "4,"andthefinaltwodig-
its identifythe modecommandto receivethedata.
A "2" in thefirst digitof adatacommandis followed
bytwodigitsthat representthehigh-bytepartofthe
actualdatavalueto be stored. A "1" in the first
digit of a datacommandis followedby two digits
that representthe low-bytepart of thedatavalue.
A newmodecommandcanbeprocessedandex-
ecutedin 32secondsby eitherinstrumentonboth
spacecraft. This instrumentexecutionperiod is
basedon the major frameperiodof the telemetry
systemof theNOAA 9 spacecraft.Thethreedata
storagecommandsmustbeexecutedin the specific
orderof addresscommand,high-bytedata,andlow-













mandeddirectlyto rotateto 0°, 9°, or180°, or it can
be commanded to rotate to the azimuth angle stored
at the appropriate data storage address when com-
manded to rotate to azimuth angle position A or B.
Note that the nonscanner has only one eommandable
azimuth angle position, A.
:Table 3(a) shows that the nonscanner elevation
beam can operate at three positions: 0 ° (nadir), 78 °
(solar ports), and 180 ° (stow or internal calibration
position). The scanner instrument, however, has
three Earth scan modes, a stow mode, and a solar
calibration or MAM scan mode. (Sec table 3(b).)
The MAM scan mode is used to view the Sun in the
MAM window during solar calibrations, and the stow
mode is used to stow the instrument against risk of
danger.
Table 4 lists the nominal scan elevation-angle po-
sitions and views (Earth, space, MAM, and inter-
nal) for each of the 74 radiometric measurements in a
4-second scan cycle for the normal Earth scan mode,
the short scan mode, and the solar calibration or
MAM scan mode. In the normal Earth scan mode the
detectors make 8 measurements while viewing space
and then make 62 measurements while scanning the
Earth from limb to limb. Tile detectors then acceler-
ate to the position _of the internal calibration sources
for four measurements before retracing to begin an-
other scan cycle. The short scan mode is identical
to the normal Earth scan mode except that the scan
beam stops when it reaches a scan position of about
142 ° (view still on Earth), where the remaining I2
measurements in the scan cycle are made. The short
Earth scan mode is used to prevent the detectors
from directly viewing the Sun when it is above the
Earth limb.
The nonscanner Solar Monitor Assembly (SMA)
shutter command causes the solar monitor shutter to
cycle on and off to chop the solar input to the solar
monitor detector during solar calibrations. The de-
tector heaters control the temperatures of the heat
sinks that surround the Earth-viewing radiometric
detectors to the temperature values that are stored
at the address of the heat sink data commands. The
solar port heater command heats the solar ports, and
the blackbody heater command heats the blackbody
sources to the temperature values stored at the ap-
propriate addresses. A detector calibration heater
command produces a bias in the output of all the
Earth-viewing radiometric detectors at one of three
different levels. These biases prevent the output of
the detectors from going off scale during internal and
solar calibrations. The SWICS commands activate
the shortwave internal calibration sources for cali-
bration of the shortwave detectors.
When an instrument receives one of the auto-
mated calibration mode commands (8A1 or 8A2)
listed in table 3, it executes a sequence of commands
that is preprogrammed into the instrument computer
memory. No other commands can bc executed by an
instrument while an automated calibration sequence
is in progress. Appendix A describes these auto-
mated calibration sequences and how they are used
in conjunction with other commands during calibra-
tions. Appendix A also presents data acquired during
typical calibrations and describes the in-orbit geom-
etry during solar calibrations.
Data Output
The ERBE nonscanner instrument output con-
sists of a complete cycle of radiometric and house-
keeping measurements every 16 seconds, and the




scan cycles of radiometric and housekeeping mea-
surements during the same 16-second period. The
ERBS spacecraft telemetry system has a 16-second
major frame period and processes and transmits a
16-second cycle of the ERBE instrument output and
other data every major frame. The telemetry system
on the NOAA 9 spacecraft has a 32-second major
frame period and processes two 16-second cycles of
ERBE-related data every major frame.
A list of the data output by both instruments in a
16-second record is shown in table 5, which indicates
the specific instrument data that are on the RAT and
PAT and the units of each data quantity. Note that
the RAT contains all the data output by each instru-
ment and that most of the housekeeping measure-
ments have been converted to engineering units. The
PAT, on the other hand, contains the converted val-
ues of the radiometric measurements and none of the
housekeeping data. The nonscanner instrument data
in a 16-second cycle consist of 100 radiometric mea-
surements (20 each from the 5 radiometric detectors)
and 80 housekeeping measurements. Measurements
from the five radiometric detectors are made every
0.8 second in the order shown in table 5(a). Non-
scanner instrument housekeeping data are sampled
at 4-, 8-, or 16-second intervals. The housekeeping
data include temperature and voltage measurements,
azimuth and elevation position data, and instrument
command and status information.
Each of the 3 scanner detectors makes 120 mea-
surements in a 4-second scan cycle. This is true for
all instrument scan modes, and the measurements
of the three detectors are all made within a few
microseconds of each other. Only 74 of the 120 mea-
surements from a detector are sampled and output
in a 4-second scan cycle. The first eight measure-
ments in a scan cycle, which are made while view-
ing space (sec table 4), arc used to derive a zero-
reference measurement for the 4-second scan; and the
measurement at any other scan position is corrected
by subtracting the value of the reference measure-
ment. In addition to the 74 radiometric measure-
ments for each of the three radiometric detectors, a
4-second scan cycle of data consists of the 74 scan
position angles that correspond to the radiometric
measurements and a set of housekeeping data. A
complete list of scanner radiometric and instrument
housekeeping data for a 16-second record (four scan
cycles) is shown in table 5(b). The scanner house-
keeping data include temperature and voltage mea-
surements, azimuth and elevation-position data, and
operational command and status information.
Coordinate Systems and In-Flight
Geometry
A familiarity with Earth-Sun-spacecraft geome-
try and associated in-flight coordinate systems is
helpflfl in understanding in-flight operations and in-
strument data output. Pertinent coordinate systems
and in-flight geometry are described here, beginning
with a description of the instrument coordinate axes.
An additional description of the general Earth-Sun-
spacecraft geometry is given in appendix B, which
illustrates the important role that the Sun plays in
Earth radiation measurement missions.
When discussing detector pointing vectors, it is
convenient to assume that the origin of a set of
coordinate axes is at the focal point of the detector
of interest. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) illustrate the fixed
and rotating axes systems of the nonseanner and
scanner instruments, respectively. The fixed axes of
the nonscanner instrument are noted by the subscript
NS, and the fixed axes of the scanner instrument are
noted by the subscript SC. The axes of the rotating
azimuth beam are noted by the subscript c_, and the
axes of the rotating elevation beam are noted by the
subscript ¢.
The azimuth beam of either instrument has a
single degree of freedom relative to the fixed axes,
permitting the entire head assembly (the struc-
ture below the pedestal) to rotate about the fixed
X-axis. The rotating a-axes are coaligned with the
fixed axes when the azimuth angle c_ is zero. A pos-
itive rotation (clockwise) about the fixed X-axis of
either instrument produces a positive azimuth angle
(a), which is measured from the fixed Z-axis. The az-
imuth beam of either instrument can rotate between
angles of 0° and 180 °.
The nonscanner elevation beam can rotate in one
degree of freedom relative to the azimuth beam, per-
mitting the optical axes of the four Earth-viewing
detectors to rotate about the Ya-axis. Figure 2(a)
shows the alignment of the rotating C-axes with the
fixed and rotating a-axes of the nonscanner instru-
ment when the elevation angle ¢ is zero. A nega-
tive (counterclockwise) rotation about the rotating
Ya-axis of the nonseanner instrument produces a pos-
itive elevation angle (¢), which is measured from the
fixed X-axis. The elevation beam can operate at 0 °
(nadir), 78 ° (solar ports), and 180 ° (internal calibra-
tion source). The optical axis of the solar monitor is
fixed on the azimuth beam at an elevation angle of
78 °, which is 12 ° down from the spacecraft horizon.
Like its counterpart on the nonseanner instru-





the Ya-axis. A positive rotation about the rotating
Ya-axis produces a positive scan (elevation) angle ¢,
which is measured from the rotating Za-axis. Fig-
ure 2(b) shows the alignment of the rotating C-axes
when the elevation or scan angle is 90 °. The Z¢-axis
is aligned with the optical axes of the Earth-viewing
detectors and is, therefore, aligned with the rotating
Za-axis when the angle ¢ is 0 °. The scanner ele-
vation beam can rotate between angles of 14 ° (the
space look position for Earth scan modes) and 233 °
(the position of MAM). The optical axis of the MAM
assembly is fixed on the azimuth beam at an eleva-
tion angle of 11 ° (down from the horizon).
Figure 3 illustrates how the fixed axes of the
ERBE instruments are aligned with the axes of
the spacecraft on which they are mounted. The
ERBS spacecraft axes have the subscript nota-
tion E (ERBS), and NOAA spacecraft axes have the
subscript notation N (NOAA). As in figure 2, NS
refers to nonscanner instrument and SC refers to
scanner instrument. Note that only the orientation
of these axis systems is important, not the locations
of their origins. The positive Y-axis of the ERBS
spacecraft is in the direction in which the solar pan-
els are tilted, and the positive Z-axis of the NOAA
spacecraft is parallel to the axis of the boom that
supports the spacecraft solar panel.
Figure 4 illustrates how the axes of the two space-
craft are aligned with their respective in-flight local
horizon axes and on which side of the orbit the Sun
is positioned relative to the orbit plane or spacecraft
velocity vector. Here, _'rLH is the component of the
spacecraft velocity vector in the local horizon plane,
1_ is the orbit angular momentum vector, and XLH
and ZLH are local nadir vectors for NOAA 9 and
ERBS, respectively. Shown also in figure 4 is the
position of an instrument azimuth beam (a-axes sys-
tem) relative to the local horizon system when the
instrument rotating azimuth axes are aligned with
the fixed axes.
The attitude or orientation angles of a spacecraft,
which are provided in the telemetry data, are defined
relative to the specific local horizon system in which
the spacecraft operates. The spacecraft attitude an-
gles and the azimuth and elevation angles of the in-
struments are used to compute the pointing vectors
of the primary radiometric detectors, as well as those
of the solar monitor and MAM, in the appropriate lo-
cal horizon system of figure 4. The pointing vectors
for the ERBS spacecraft of figure 4(a) are then trans-
formed into the NOAA 9 local horizon system of fig-
ure 4(b), so that all pointing vectors have a common
local horizon system. The pointing vectors in this
common axes system are used to compute the Earth
locations of the primary radiometric measurements.
A detailed description of how the pointing vectors
and the Earth locations of the scanner detector mea-
surements are computed is given in reference 8.
When the ERBS spacecraft is flying X-axis for-
ward (i.e., the positive X-axis is in the direction of
the positive spacecraft velocity vector), the Sun is
normally on the right side of the ERBS orbit (look-
ing down range or down the velocity vector). When
the Sun crosses the ERBS orbit plane from right to
left, tile spacecraft is yawed (i.e., rotated about the
nadir (or ZE) axis) 180 ° to reposition the solar panels
so that they tilt to the left side of the orbit. About
36 days later, when the Sun again crosses the orbit
plane, this time from left to right, the spacecraft is
again rotated 180 °. The NOAA 9 spacecraft is in an
approximate Sun-synchronous orbit, and the space-
craft always flies with its Y-axis along the negative
of the velocity vector with the Sun on the left side of
the orbit.
Appendix B describes a local-horizon coordinate
axes system in which the Sun's position is normally
calculated. The azimuth and elevation angles of the
Sun in this system can be related directly to the Sun
angles in the instrument axes systems of the ERBE
nonscanner and scanner instruments described ear-
lier in this section.
General Discussion and Analysis of
Mission and Instrument Operations
The discussion in this section deals separately
with the instruments aboard each spacecraft. The
discussion for a spacecraft begins with a brief descrip-
tion of operational responsibilities and procedures.
Next, a discussion follows of operational activities to
check out and evaluate the instruments after launch
and orbit insertion. An overview of calibrations and
normal Earth-viewing operations is presented, fol-
lowed by a discussion of special operations, opera-
tional anomalies, and an analysis of the instrument
housekeeping measurements.
ERBS Spacecraft
Mission Operational Responsibilities and
Activities
The ERBS spacecraft and the ERBE instruments




Payload Operations and Control Center (POCC) at
the Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Mary-
land. The LaRC ERBE personnel are responsible
for planning changes in the instrument operation,
and the plans are coordinated with POCC person-
nel who implement the changes. Most of the opera-
tional mode commands are executed from commands
stored in the spacecraft computer memory. However,
commands are sometimes sent directly to the instru-
ments during real-time communication contacts for
immediate execution.
The operational status of the instruments and
housekeeping measurements are monitored directly
at the ERBS POCC during real-time passes. Pro-
cedures to follow when problems are detected have
been worked out between the operations control and
LaRC personnel. Sometimes the procedures require
notification of LaRC personnel. A telecommunica-
tion link between LaRC and the ERBS spacecraft
via the POCC has permitted LaRC personnel to do
limited real-time monitoring of the ERBE instrument
operations and housekeeping data. This communica-
tion link has proven particularly valuable when the
resolution of spacecraft or instrument problems has
required participation by LaRC personnel.
The ERBS spacecraft was launched into an ini-
tial low Earth orbit on October 5, 1984, by the Space
Shuttle Challenger and into its final orbit on Octo-
ber 10 by its own propulsion system. Several non-
scanner internal calibrations were performed between
October 10 and October 23. The nonscanner instru-
ment contamination covers were released on Octo-
ber 23. The elevation beam was then rotated to
the nadir, or Earth-viewing position, and the instru-
ment began making normal Earth-viewing measure-
ments. The first solar calibration of the nonscanner
instrument was on October 25, and additional solar
calibrations were performed on October 25 and 29
and November 1. The internal and solar calibra-
tions employed the automated sequences listed in ta-
bles Al(a) and A l(c), respectively.
Several scanner instrument internal calibrations
were performed between October 10 and October 23
with the elevation beam still in the caged (stowed)
position. These calibrations used the automated
sequences listed in table Al(b). The scanner in-
strument was uncaged on October 23 and some of
the instrument operational scan modes were exer-
cised, thus causing the detectors to make measure-
ments while viewing the inside of the contamination
covers. The contamination covers were released on
November 5 with the instrument in the stow posi-
tion. The instrument was then commanded to the
normal Earth scan mode where it began making nor-
mal Earth-viewing measurements.
Table 6 lists the operational modes in which the
instruments normally operated during the period of
this paper. However, changes from the normal op-
erational modes have been required to obtain cali-
bration data, and the instruments have sometimes
operated in special operational modes. Tables 7(a)
and 7(b) list the operational mode commands exe-
cuted by the nonscanner and scanner instruments,
respectively, aboard the ERBS spacecraft during the
time period of this paper. Tables 8(a) and 8(b)
list the same information for the instruments on the
NOAA 9 spacecraft. The tables include a description
of each mode command executed, its hexadecimal
command code, and the date and time of command
execution (in hours, minutes, and seconds of Uni-
versal Time (UT) and in minutes of universal day).
Spacecraft yaw and pitch maneuvers of the ERBS
spacecraft are also noted in table 7.
Earth-Viewing Measurement Operations
This section discusses operations when the instru-
ments were making Earth-viewing measurements,
which was over 97 percent of the time. Table 6 also
shows the temperature values for those commands
that require input data. Appendix C discusses data
acquired from both instruments on the ERBS space-
craft during a typical period when the instruments
were in the operational modes of table 6.
The nonscanner instrument on ERBS normally
operated at an azimuth beam angle of 0 ° and an ele-
vation beam position of 0 °. In this configuration the
solar monitor assembly was normally on the Sun's
side of the orbit. The scanner instrument normally
operated at an azimuth angle of 180 ° and in the nor-
mal Earth scan mode. In this operational configura-
tion, the detectors were positioned to view space on
the dark side of the orbit at the beginning of each
scan cycle. See the "Instrument Operational Capa-
bilities" section (p. 5) and table 4 for a description
of the normal Earth scan mode of operation.
All heaters and calibration sources remained off
on both spacecraft that are controlled by mode com-
mands during normal operations, except for the non-
scanner detector heaters and solar port heaters. Ta-
ble 6 also lists the normal status or positions of the
power relays for both instruments (On = Closed;
Off = Open). The positions of these relays, except
for those marked with asterisks, are controlled by
pulse discrete commands. (See table 3.) The in-
strument power and either the pulse A or pulse B




calibration mode command to activate the calibra-
tion heaters, and thus the detector calibration power
switch remained on at all times. On the other hand,
the scanner blackbody calibration heater is controlled
directly by a pulse discrete command. Therefore,
the pulse discrete scanner heater commands were in-
serted into the scanner internal calibration sequences
to turn the scanner calibration heaters on and off at
the times required (table A1).
Power to the azimuth and elevation motors is con-
trolled directly by the azimuth and elevation mode
commands, respectively. The azinmth motor power
for either instrument is turned on when a new az-
imuth mode command is executed and is turned off
when the rotation is completed. The elevation mo-
tor power for an instrument is turned off and on in
the same way by elevation mode commands. The
vlcvation motor power of the scanner instrument on
the ERBS spacecraft remained on at all times except
during the few cases when the scan head was stowed
because of risk to the detectors. The azimuth motor
power for either instrument and the elevation motor
power for the nonscanner instrument are turned on
only for the periods required to respond to azimuth
and elevation mode commands.
Calibrations
Most of the in-flight instrument operational mode
commands were associated with instrument calibra-
tions. (See table 7.) Appendix A describes the pre-
programmed, or automated, instrument calibration
sequences used for the instruments on the ERBS
spacecraft and how these sequences have bccn com-
bined with additional commands to facilitate in-flight
calibrations. During most of the time period of this
paper, internal and solar calibrations of both in-
struments were performed on alternate Wednesdays.
However, there were exceptions to this 2-week cal-
ibration procedure, primarily as a result of the ex-
treme beta angles (/3)of the ERBS orbit. These cal-
ibrations have provided a time history of calibration
data that covers the time period of this paper.
Special Operations
For several days in January and August 1985, the
ERBS scanner instrument operated with the azimuth
beam positioned at 90 ° for along-track scanning in-
stead of at the normal cross-track azimuth position of
180 ° . During these periods the scan elevation-beam
rotation was in the plane of the orbit. Thus, the field
of view of the Earth measurements during these pe-
riods was centered on a line along the orbit ground
track. These measurements provided data with a dif-
ferent set of viewing angles than those for the normal
cross-track measurements.
Twice during the first year of operation, the
ERBS spacecraft was pitched (rotated about the
spacecraft Y-axis) 180 ° . The pitch maneuvers were
performed on November 21, 1984, and October 19,
1985. In both instances,/3 was near 90 ° (see figs. 5
and 6) so that the Sun was nearly in the orbit plane.
The times of the pitch maneuvers are indicated in ta-
ble 7. With the spacecraft upside down, the scanner
detectors made measurements while viewing space
in the normal Earth scan mode. The nonscanner de-
tectors made measurements while viewing cold space
and while directly viewing the Sun. Table 7 indicates
there were a number of commands executed by both
instruments during the spacecraft pitch maneuvers.
Further discussion of the pitch maneuvers is given in
the "Discussion and Analysis of Operations Month
by Month" section. (See p. 15.)
A variation in/3 of the ERBS orbit has resulted
in periodic changes to the normal operations of the
scanner instruments. Table 9(a) lists some important
characteristics of the ERBS spacecraft orbit on Jan-
uary 1, 1985, and January t, 1986. Table 9(b) shows
the same information for the NOAA 9 orbit. The
ERBS spacecraft orbit is slightly elliptical. However,
the resulting differences in minimum and maximum
altitudes have not impacted the ERBE instrument
data collection or mission operations. The rotation
rate of -3.95 deg/day of the right ascension of the
ascending node of the ERBS orbit produces a range
of/3 during the year from 10 ° to 170 °. (See fig. 5(a).)
This variation in/3 has impacted the operations of the
ERBE instruments and has produced a wide range of
heating conditions for the instruments. The effects
of _ on the ERBS mission operations and on the in-
strument housekeeping temperatures are discussed in
the "Monitoring and Analysis of Instrument House-
keeping Measurements" section. (See p. 15.) A more
general description of how/3 affects Sun angles at the
spacecraft and on the Earth is given in appendix B.
When/3 is between 10 ° and 90 ° for the ERBS or-
bit, the Sun is on the left side of the orbit, looking
downrange. Figure 4(a) (with the X-axis backward)
illustrates the geometry for this case. The space-
craft positive X-axis points uprange along the neg-
ative velocity vector, and the scanner instrument el-
evation beam rotates from right to left as one looks
down the velocity vector from behind the spacecraft.
When/3 is between 90 ° and 170 ° , the Sun is on the
right side of the orbit (as illustrated in fig. 4(a)) with
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theX-axis forward. In this case, the spacecraft X-
axis is pointed downrange and the elevation beam
scans from left to right. When 13 approaches 90 °
from either direction, the ERBS spacecraft is yawed
(rotated about the Z- or nadir axis) 180 ° to reposi-
tion the spacecraft solar panels to tilt to the Sun's
side of the orbit. About every 36 days, ¢/ = 90 °.
The dates and times of the 180 ° yaw turns are indi-
cated in table 7. During most of the 180 ° yaw turns,
both instruments continued to operate in their nor-
mal modes. However, data acquired during the yaw
turns are not included in the science data products
because the locations of the measurements on the
Earth are questionable.
During several days in June and August 1985,
j3 was less than 24 ° (see figs. 5 and 6), and the
ERBS spacecraft was in sunlight continuously during
the period. Full-Sun orbits also occurred during
several days in December 1984 and in February and
December 1985 when/3 was greater than 156 ° . The
scanner instrument operated in the short scan mode
during most of these full-Sun periods, except in
December 1985 when it operated at an azimuth
position of 145 ° . These operations were performed
to prevent the scanner instrument detectors from
directly scanning the Sun when the Sun was above
the limb of the Earth and below the horizon of the
spacecraft at an azimuth angle a of 180 °. (Sec
table 4 for a description of the short Earth scan
mode.) Regularly scheduled calibrations were not
performed during the full-Sun periods. Normally,
a set of calibrations werc performed immediately
prior and after the full-Sun periods. Appendix B
shows that during the periods of full Sun, the Sun
terminator is continuously in the limb-to-limb view
of the Earth. Therefore, during these periods, the
nonscanner WFOV detectors do not view any regions
of the Earth that are totally illuminated or totally
dark.
Operational Anomalies
Azimuth-beam rotation anomalies were experi-
enced in orbit for both the nonscanner and scan-
ner instruments aboard the ERBS spacecraft. The
azimuth rotation problem is inherent in the design
of the azimuth position sensors. The position indi-
cator uses a light source to sense the position, and
the design permits exposure to external light, which
causes the output counter to reset. The problem is
more difficult to deal with because the angular posi-
tion system senses relative instead of absolute angu-
lar position.
Azimuth-beam rotation anomalies were a source
of concern from February 1985 until the end of
the period covered by this paper. Problems associ-
ated with the azimuth-beam rotation design required
significant increases in software development and
increased the data processing burden. The major
concern was with the scanner instrument. Azimuth-
beam position errors can cause mislocation of scan-
ner instrument measurements and can result in the
detectors directly scanning the Sun. After a solar
calibration in February 1985, anomalous behavior of
the azimuth beam on the scanner instrument led to
the detectors directly scanning the Sun. As a result
of scanning the Sun, the spectral characteristics of
the scanner total detector were modified significantly.
An analysis was required to determine the actual an-
gle of the azimuth beam of the scanner instrument
during the first several days in March 1985 because
of the azimuth-beam rotation anomaly in February.
No problems were experienced during elevation-
beam rotations of the nonscanner instruments. How-
ever, rotation problems were encountered with the el-
evation beams of the scanner instruments on both the
ERBS and NOAA 9 spacecraft during normal Earth-
viewing operations and internal calibrations. There
was sluggishness in beam rotations of both scanner
instruments from time to time, and sometimes the
beams hung up or hesitated during normal scan cy-
cles. Analysis using a coastline detection algorithm
reported in reference 8 indicated that the problem did
not cause serious mislocations in the fields of view of
the measurements from the scanner detectors.
One effect of the sluggishness of the elevation
beams was to cause misalignment of the radiometric
detectors with the internal calibration sources. Dur-
ing some internal calibrations, the misalignment sig-
nificantly affected the response of the shortwave de-
tectors to the shortwave internal calibration sources.
The effect of the scanner elevation beam problem on
the output of the scanner instrument detectors dur-
ing internal calibration is discussed further in appen-
dix A. The scanner elevation problem was investi-
gated in 1985, and the analysis and results of that
investigation are reported in reference 9. The in-
vestigators concluded that the problem was caused
by a faulty bearing lubrication design. Like the
azimuth-beam problem, the scanner elevation-beam
problem significantly added to the software develop-
ment and processing burden and also restricted in-
strument operations.
If the scanner elevation beam is operating
smoothly and uniformly in the normal Earth scan
mode, the mean value of the 74 scan angles in a
4-second scan period is about 87.9 °. The correspond-
ing mean value is about 84.3 ° when the instrument
is operating smoothly in the short Earth scan mode.
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Figure7 showsvaluesof the mean,minimum,and
maximumscananglesfor both spacecraftfor each
dayduringthe timeperiodof this paper.Unedited
valuesarebasedonall scananglesrecordedfor the
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Monitoring and Analysis of Instrument
Housekeeping Measurements
Monitoring housekeeping measurements of the in-
struments on the ERBS spacecraft was especially
important because of the wide range of /3 angles
that produced a large variation in heating on the
instruments and required changes in normal oper-
ational modes. In the real-time monitoring proce-
dure, the housekeeping measurements were checked
against both yellow limits, which indicate that an
instrument may be approaching a critical condition,
and red limits, which indicate that the instrument is
at risk of being damaged. On a few occasions during
the time period of this paper, some instrument house-
keeping temperatures exceeded their yellow-limit val-
ues during some orbits. However, all instrument
housekeeping temperatures and voltages have gen-
erally remained well within their red-limit bounds.
Analysis of instrument housekeeping measure-
ments performed during the ERBE data processing
has produced additional information on the behavior
of the housekeeping measurements. The processing
produces a complete history of the actual measured
values of all housekeeping temperatures and voltages,
and it accumulates the minimum, mean, and max-
imum values of all housekeeping measurements for
each day. The processing includes testing the value of
every housekeeping measurement to determine if the
value is within specified limits and if its rate of change
is less than a specified value. Values used to test
the magnitudes and rate changes of selected house-
keeping measurements of the instruments on the
ERBS spacecraft are listed in table 10. These edit
limits are significantly more restrictive than those
employed in the real-time monitoring process men-
tioned above. The more restrictive limits are em-
ployed because the output of the radiometric de-
tectors may be affected by temperature or voltage
changes before the health of the instrument is actu-
ally threatened. The processing procedure identifies
data values that exceed the expected input limits.
Figures 8 and 9 are plots of the daily mini-
mum, mean, and maximum values for selected house-
keeping measurements of the ERBE instruments
aboard the ERBS spacecraft. The plots cover the
period from November 1984 through January 1986.
Values of the nonscanner heat sink and aperture tem-
peratures and the scanner detector temperatures are
computed to a higher resolution than the plotted
values, and this difference accounts for the strange-
looking behavior of the plotted values of these param-
eters. The computed resolutions of the nonscanner
heat sink and aperture temperatures arc 0.013 ° and
0.010 °, respectively, and the computed resolution of
the scanner detector temperature is 0.001 ° . Differ-
ences in the minimum, mean, and maximum values
of a given housekeeping measurement on a given day
were primarily due to in-orbit variations in Sun an-
gles. Changes from day to day in values of the house-
keeping measurements are primarily due to changes
in the ]3 angle, in general, values of temperatures
increased as j3 approached minimum and maximum
extremes. More discussion on /3 effects is given in
appendix B.
The heat sink, aperture, and field-of-view lim-
iter temperatures of the nonscanner instruments (see
figs. 8(a), 8(b), and 8(c), respectively) all affect
the radiometric output of the Earth-viewing detec-
tors. The heat sink and aperture temperatures of
the Earth-viewing detectors are tightly controlled,
and therefore their effects are not modeled in the
radiometric data-conversion algorithms. However,
when values of these measurements are flagged be-
cause they fail limit tests, the corresponding radio-
metric data are rejected from further science data
processing.
The heat sink and aperture temperatures varied
only about 6ne-tenth or two-tenths of a degree during
the 15-month period covered by this paper (figs. 8(a)
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nal calibrationsof the instruments,and variations
in their temperaturesdo not affectthe output of
the radiometricdetectorsduringnormaloperation
(fig. 8(e)). The nonscannerelectronicslice3 and
powerconvertertemperatures(fig. 8(f)) areused
primarily in the real-timedata monitoringproce-
dures. Theyare calledpassivemeasurementsbe-
causethesetemperaturesareavailablein theteleme-
try datastreamevenif the ERBEinstrumentsare
powereddown. Thesehousekeepingtemperatures
arevery sensitiveto variationsin /3, and like the
FOV limiter temperatures, their maximum values on
ERBS correlate with the periods of/3 that produce
full-Sun conditions (fig. 6). The effects of the space-
craft pitch maneuvers are apparent in most of the
housekeeping temperatures (fig. 8).
The temperatures of the detectors varied less than
0.4 ° during the time period of the paper, and the
largest variations are correlated with the periods of
minimum and maximum/3 (fig. 9(a)). The effects of
the detector temperatures are still modeled in the ra-
diometric data-conversion algorithms of the scanner
instruments. The digital-to-analog converter (DAC)
voltages all drifted gradually during the period of
this paper (fig. 9(b)). However, the gradual changes
in the values of these output voltages have not af-
fected the output of the scanner radiometric detec-
tots, and thus edit-limit values are not shown in
table 10. The instantaneous rate of change in the
values of the DAC voltages affects the output of the
detectors, and the effects of the rate changes are mod-
eled in the radiometric data-conversion algorithms.
Values of the temperatures of the blackbodies
and the two passive analog temperatures from the
scanner instrument (figs. 9(c) and 9(d)) are included
for comparison with the corresponding measurements
on the nonscanner instrument (figs. 8(e) and 8(f)).
These temperatures exhibit behavior similar to that
for corresponding time periods of the nonscanner in-
strument and correlate with variations in the j3 an-
gle of the ERBS orbit. The sharp upward spikes in
the blackbody temperatures occur when the black-
body heaters are turned on during internal calibra-
tions. The effects of the spacecraft pitch maneuvers
in November 1984 and October 1985 are apparent in
the blackbody and passive analog temperatures.
NOAA 9 Spacecraft
Mission Operational Responsibilities and
Activities
The NOAA 9 spacecraft and the ERBE instru-
ments aboard it are controlled and operated by
the NOAA Satellite Operations and Control Center
(SOCC) located in Suitland, Maryland. The oper-
ational status of the instruments and housekeeping
measurements are monitored during real-time con-
tacts with the spacecraft by SOCC personnel. Pro-
cedures to follow when problems are detected have
been worked out between the operations control and
LaRC personnel, and some of the procedures require
notification of LaRC personnel. A telecommunica-
tion link between LaRC and NOAA 9 spacecraft via
the SOCC has permitted LaRC personnel to do lim-
ited real-time monitoring of the ERBE instrument
operations and housekeeping data. This communica-
tion link has been very helpful, particularly when the
resolution of spacecraft or instrument problems has
required participation by LaRC personnel.
The NOAA 9 spacecraft was launched into or-
bit December 12, 1984. Several internal calibrations
of the nonscanner instrument were performed before
the nonscanner contamination covers were released
on December 24. The first nonscanner solar calibra-
tion was performed on December 24, and several in-
ternal and solar calibrations were performed during
January 1985.
Several internal calibrations were performed prior
to uncaging the scanner instrument on January 15,
1985. After the instrument was uncaged it was tested
in its different scan modes. On January 17 the in-
strument was commanded to the normal Earth scan
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mode,andit remainedin that modewhilescanning
insidethecontaminationcoversuntil thecoverswere
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The NOAA9 orbit wasnearlySun-synchronous
(seetable 9), and fl varied only about 15° from
January 1, 1985, to January 1, 1986. (See fig. 5(b).)
The resulting in-orbit Solar environment was more
bcnign and much less variable than that for the
ERBS spacecraft. There were no periods during
the ycar when the spacecraft was in full-Sun orbits,
and no special spacecraft or instrument operations
were required to be performed because of the solar
environment. However, ¢? was about 4° less on
January 1, 1986, than it was a year earlier. Also,
the local time of the ascending node is 16 minutes
later on January 1, 1986, than it was a year earlier.
These differences result from a faster-than-nominal
rate of change in the right ascension of the ascending
node of the orbit.
Earth-Viewing Measurements and Calibrations
Table 6 lists the modes in which the ERBE instru-
ments aboard NOAA 9 normally operated for each
operational category, together with the data values
used during the period for the mode commands that
required input data.
The nonscanner instrument on the NOAA 9
spacecraft was expected to operate at an azimuth
angle of 170 ° to prevent interference with the Solar
Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV) instrument. In fact,
the azimuth-beam rotation problem resulted in oper-
ation at an azimuth angle of 180 ° most of the time.
The nonscanner instrument normally operated at the
Earth-viewing or nadir-pointing elevation-beam po-
sition. The scanner instrument normally operated
at the cross-track azimuth-beam position of 0° and
in the normal Earth scan mode. Like the scanner in-
strument oil the ERBS spacecraft, the scanner instru-
ment detectors on NOAA 9 spacecraft viewed space
on the dark side of the orbit and scanned the Earth
from dark to sunlit regions.
All heaters and calibration sources controlled by
mode commands remained off during normal opera-
tion, except for the nonscanner detector heaters and
solar port heaters. Table 6 lists the normal status of
the power relays for both instruments on the NOAA 9
spacecraft. The normal positions of the rclays are
the same as those for the instruments on the ERBS
spacecraft.
Most of the in-flight instrument operational mode
commands were assoeiatcd with instrument calibra-
tions. (See table 8.) Appendix A describes the pre-
programmed, or automated, instrument calibration
sequences used for the instruments on the ERBS
spacecraft and how these sequences have bccn com-
bined with auxiliary commands to facilitate in-flight
calibrations. During most of the period of this paper,
internal and solar calibrations of both instruments
were performed on alternate \Vednesdays. These cal-
ibrations have provided a time history of calibration
data that covers the period of this paper.
Operational Anomalies
Rotation anomalies occurred frequently with the
azimuth beam of the nonscanner instrument on the
NOAA 9 spacecraft. These anomalies resulted in the
azimuth beam of the nonseanner instrument oper-
ating most of the time at a beam position of 180 °
instead of the desired position of 170 ° . The azimuth-
beam position of the nonscanner instrument is some-
times shown on the RAT products as 170 ° when,
in fact, the azimuth beam is actually positioned at
180 °. Earth locations of the nonseanner measure-
ments were sometimes calculated using the erroneous
position of 170 ° . However, this error does not affect
the accuracy of the locations of the measurements be-
cause the detectors are nadir-pointing during normal
operation. Problems with azimuth-beam rotations
of the instruments on the NOAA 9 spacecraft were a
continuing concern, but no serious mishaps ever oc-
curred, such as the one with the scanner instrument
on the ERBS spacecraft in February 1985.
Sluggishness in the scanner instrument elevation-
beam rotation occurred from time to time, and the
elevation beam actually hung up a few times for short
periods. As was the case with the scanner instru-
ment on ERBS, the elevation-beam sluggishness af-







the scannerinstrumenton the NOAA 9 spacecraft
for severalperiodsduringthefirst yearof operation.
Thedifferencesbetweentheuneditedandeditedval-
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Monitoring and Analysis of Instrument
Housekeeping Measurements
On a few occasions during the time period of
this paper, some instrument housekeeping tempera-
tures exceeded their yellow-limit values during some
orbits. On one occasion in March 1985, the elec-
tronic slice 3 temperature of the scanner instrument
exceeded the red-limit value, and the scanner in-
strument was stowed and powered down for a few
hours. However, all instrument housekeeping tem-
peratures and voltages have generally remained well
within their red-limit bounds.
Table 10 shows the values used in the data pro-
cessing at LaRC to test the magnitudes and rates of
change of selected key housekeeping measurements of
the instruments on the NOAA 9 spacecraft. As was
the case with ERBS, these limits are much more re-
strictive than those used in the real-time monitoring.
Figures 10 and 11 are plots of the .minimum,
mean, and maximum values of key housekeeping
measurements for the instruments on the NOAA 9
spacecraft for each day from February 1985 through
January 1986. Differences in the values of the house-
keeping measurements during a given day are about
the same as those for the instruments on the ERBS
spacecraft (figs. 8 and 9). However, day-to-day varia-
tions in the values of the measurements are not nearly
as large as those for the instruments on the ERBS
spacecraft because of the smaller variation in the val-
ues of the/3 angle (figs. 5 and 6).
The only variations (0.10 °) in the values of the
heat sink temperatures of the nonscanner instrument
on NOAA 9 occurred during calibrations, and the
aperture temperatures varied by only about 0.20 °
(figs. 10(a) and 10(b)). The behavior of these con-
trolled temperatures was about the same as that for
the instruments on the ERBS spacecraft (figs. 8(a)
and 8(b)). The mean values of the solar monitor
heat sink and aperture temperatures (fig. 10(d)) were
nearly constant for t3 angles above about 57 °, and the
maximum values of the temperatures occurred near
the minimum value of/3 (fig. 5(5)).
There was only a slight change in the day-to-day
values of the nonscanner field-of-view limiter, black-
body, and passive analog temperatures (figs. 10(c),
10(e), and 10(f)), and the highest values occurred
near minimum/3 (figs. 5 and 6). The spikes in these
housekeeping measurements correspond to the peri-
ods when the blackbodies were turned on during in-
ternal calibrations.
The temperatures of the scanner detectors on
the NOAA 9 spacecraft varied about 0.1 ° during
the period covered by this paper, and this variation
is only about a quarter of the variation observed
for the scanner detectors on the ERBS spacecraft
(fig. ll(a)). However, the instrument was turncd
off for about 12 hours on March 20 because the
electronic slice 3 temperature exceeded the red limit.
The time when the instrument was turned off is
reflected in all the scanner measurements presented
in figure 11. The DAC voltages (fig. 11(b)), like
those for the instrument on the ERBS spacecraft,
all drifted during the first year of operation. The
blackbody (fig. 11 (c)) and passive analog (fig. 11 (d))
temperatures show only a small day-to-day variation,
but the times when the blackbodies are turned on
during internal calibrations arc reflected as spikes in
the data.
Discussion and Analysis of Operations
Month by Month
Introduction
This section discusses spacecraft and instrument
operations for the ERBS and NOAA 9 spacecraft
separately for each month, beginning with November
1984 (the first month for which data were archived)
and continuing through January 1986. The discus-
sion addresses "percent of data archived" (the per-
centage of 16-second records archived; see table 1),/3
angles (see figs. 5 and 6 and appendix B), spacecraft
maneuvers (see tables 1, 7, and 8), instrument cali-
brations (sec tables 1, 7, and 8 and appendix A), and
other instrument operations (see tables 1, 7, and 8).
During most of the period covered in this discus-
sion, the instruments were in their normal operating
modes. Special operations are discussed in detail.
Table 1 summarizes spacecraft and instrument
operations for both the ERBS and NOAA 9 space-
craft for each month, and it also gives the percentage
of data archived to both the RAT and PAT prod-
ucts. An archived record can contain fill data and/or
poor quality data that are flagged as bad. However,
the percentage of data archived is usually a good
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approximationof thepercentageof usabledata,par-
ticularly for data from the ERBSspacecraft.Dif-
ferencesbetweenthe RAT andPAT datapercent-
agesarise becauseof data quality problemsand
becauseof constraintsimposedonthedataarchived
to the PAT. Dataquality problemsare rarely en-
counteredin the ERBSdata, and this is reflected
in the smalldifferences,generallylessthan 1 per-
cent, betweenthe percentagesof data archivedto
the ERBSRAT andPAT.On calibrationdaysthe
differencesaregenerallyon the orderof 3 percent,
sincesomedatacollectedduringcalibrationsdonot
meetthe constraintsdiscussedbelow. On dayson
whichspacecraftmaneuvers,suchas pitchor yaw
maneuvers,areperformed,the differencesaregen-








NOAA.The lessefficientproceduresat NOAA re-
flectthefactthat NOAA9 isanoperationalweather
satellite,whereasERBSis dedicatedto the ERBE
andSAGEII instruments.
Data includedon the RAT arenot includedon




must not be in solaror internalcalibrationmode,
andcertainquality indicatorflagsmustbeset. For
the scannerinstrumenttheconstraintsarethat the
instrumentpowermustbe on, the azimuthmotor
powermustbeoff, the instrumentmustnot be in
solarcalibrationmode,the instrumentmust be in







on the ERBSspacecraftduringthe first 15months
oftheir operation.Table8 listsall operationalmode
commandsexecutedby thenonscannerandscanner
instrumentsonNOAA9 duringthe first 12months
of their operation.Mostof the commandseenin









erations.Whenthisoccurs,it will be notedin the
textandtables.Figures5and6showthe/_anglesfor
ERBSandNOAA9 for theentireyearandforeach
monthcoveredin this discussion.Figure7 shows
the daily meanscananglefor both the ERBSand
NOAA 9 scannerinstruments.Figures8-11 show
the responsesof instrumenthousekeepingtempera-
turesandvoltagesto theoperationsdiscussedin this
section,aswellasthe effectsof changesin Earth-
Sun-spacecraftgeometry.
ERBS Spacecraft Operations
ERBS spacecraft November 1984. Novem-
ber 1984 was the first month for which ERBE sci-
ence data were processed for archival, and it was the
first of five ERBE data validation months. It was the
first data month to be archived to the RAT, in Febru-
ary 1986, and the fifth data month to be archived
to the PAT, in July 1988. (See table l(a).) Al-
though the nonscanner instrument was operational
and making Earth-viewing measurements from the
beginning of the month, the scanner instrument con-
tamination cover was not released until November 5.
Thus, no data from either instrument for the first
4 days in November are included on the RAT or
PAT. All nonscanner instrument data on the PAT
are valid. However, since the scanner instrument
contamination cover was not released until 13:03 UT
and Earth-viewing operations did not begin until
15:57 UT on November 5, scanner instrument data
on the PAT for times prior to 15:57 UT on Novem-
ber 5 should be ignored. The percentage of data
for the month archived to the RAT was 86.58 and
to the PAT was 84.77. A 21-percent data loss for
the PAT occurred on November 21 because data col-
lected during the pitch maneuver were not archived.
Excluding those days for which no data were archived
(November 1 4), the percentage of data archived in
November was 99.90 for the RAT and 97.81 for the
PAT.
As table 7 shows, extensive instrument opera-
tions, including numerous nonscanner and scanner
internal and solar calibrations, were executed dur-
ing this month. In addition, the first of many rou-
tine yaw maneuvers was performed successfully on
November 20, 1984, and the first of two pitch ma-
neuvers was performed on November 21, 1984. The
following discussion presents a description of instru-








tionswill followthat of spacecraftoperations.
Successfulinternalcalibrationsof thenonscanner
instrumentwereperformedonNovember5, 12,20,
and26, 1984. The internalcalibrationof Novem-
ber 5 wasthe first performedon the ERBSnon-
scannerinstrumentafter normaloperationsbegan.
All nonscannerinternalcalibrationsusedthe auto-




blackbodyheaterswereturned on to temperature
level1. Theheatersremainedonuntil thedetectors
wererotatedbackto thenadirpositionjust priorto
the beginningof the internalcalibration.This was




quenceendswith the detectorsat the internalcal-
ibrationsource,andan additionalcommandto el-







at level3, andthe detectorfailedto respondwhen









wasuseduntil December3, 1984,whenit wasre-
placedwith themodifiedsequencelistedin table A2.
An explanationof the needfor the replacementse-
quenceisgivenin appendixA. A moredetaileddis-
cussionof spacecraftand Sungeometryis givenin
appendixB. Theentiresequenceof commandsasso-
ciatedwith the nonseannerinternalandsolarcali-







15:59UT onNovember5 duringthe releaseof the
scannerinstrumentcontaminationcover.
On November5, 1984,with the detectorsscan-
ningtheinsideof thecontaminationcover,ascanner
internalcalibrationwasperformedat 9:11UT using
the automatedcommandsequencein table Al(b).
At 11:06UT onNovember5,thescannerinstrument
wasstowedin preparationforthereleaseof tile con-





scanmodeof operationat 15:57UT, about3hours




formedat about 19:42UT on November5, 1984,




arenormallyincludedin the final scienceproducts.
Duringthe calibrationsthe SWICSis turnedonat
threedifferentlevelsto coincidewith thetimesin a
scancyclewhenthedetectorsareviewingthecalibra-
tion sources.Moredetailedinformationonscanner
internal calibrationsand the data acquiredduring





onNovember20, 1984,by usingthe automatedse-
quenceshownin tableAI (d). Priorto thesolarcali-
bration,theinstrumentwascommandedto theshort
Earth scanmodeto preventthe instrumentfrom
scanningthe Sunwhile the azimuthbeamwasro-
tating to 0%Theazimuthbeamwasrotatedto 0°













The instrumentwascommandedto the shortscan
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modeat 11:11UT in preparationfor the rotation






The significantvariationin the _ angleof the
ERBSorbit resultsin periodicchangesto thenormal
operationsof thescannerinstruments.For a more
completediscussionon _, sccthe ':SpecialOpera-
tions"section(p. 10).DuringNovember1984,fl de-
creased from about 53 ° at the beginning of the month
to about 49 ° on November 5, and then increased to
about 128 ° by the end of the month. (See fig. 6(a).)
The spacecraft was configured with its X-axis rear-
ward and the Sun on the left side of the orbit from the
beginning of the month until November 20. The first
spacecraft, yaw maneuver was performed on Novem-
ber 20 at 12:44 UT when fi approached 90 °. Al-
though /3 did not reach 90 ° until November 21, the
yaw maneuver was performed 1 day earlier in prepa-
ration for a pitch maneuver that was scheduled for
the 21st. Normally, yaw maneuvers are performed
when _ approaches 90 ° from either direction, about
every 36 days. After the yaw maneuver on Novem-
ber 20, the spacecraft flew with its X-axis forward
and the Sun on the right side of the orbit for the
remainder of the month.
During the yaw rotation on November 20, 1984,
the nonscanner instrument remained in its normal
Earth-viewing elevation mode, a practice that has
continued with subsequent yaw maneuvers. The non-
scanner measurements made during yaw maneuvers
are not, however, included in the primary science
data products because of uncertainty in the space-
craft attitude angles. The scanner instrument eleva-
tion beam was rotated to the internal calibration po-
sition (stow) at 12:36 UT prior to the yaw maneuver,
where it remained until about 13:25 UT, well after
the yaw maneuver was completed. The practice of
stowing the scanner instrument during yaw maneu-
vers continued through April 1985, after which the
scanner instrument was left in its normal operating
mode during yaw maneuvers.
The first of two 180 ° spacecraft pitch maneuvers
was performed on November 21, 1984, when the Sun
was very near the spacecraft orbit plane. The see-
ond maneuver was performed on October 19, 1985.
The pitch maneuvers were requested by the ERBE
Science Teams to obtain instrument data while the
spacecraft was flying upside down. The upside-down
orientation permitted the instruments to make ra-
diometric measurements while viewing space and op-
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crating in their normal Earth-viewing scan modes.
The scanner instrument test was designed to obtain
measurements needed to determine the in-flight elec-
tronic noise offsets of the detectors while operating
at each elevation position in the normal Earth scan
mode. This was the only method by which scan-
ner instrument radiometric measurements could bc
obtained at all Earth-viewing elevation-beam angles
while viewing space in the normal Earth scan mode
of operation.
During the pitch maneuver on November 21,
1984, the spacecraft flew upside down for approxi-
mately 4 hours. Both the scanner and nonseanncr
instruments were stowed during the pitch-over ma-
neuver at about 12:50 UT, and again when the space-
craft was pitched back to its normal attitude position
of 0° at about 17:11 UT. At 14:22 UT the nonscanner
instrument was commanded out of stow and began
operating in its normal Earth-viewing elevation mode
(in this case, viewing space). The nonscanner instru-
ment executed several commands, such as heaters on
and off and various azimuth rotations. In addition
to viewing space while in the normal Earth-viewing
elevation mode of operation, the nonscanner instru-
ment also made measurements while viewing the Sun
directly. The instrument was then stowed for about
30 minutes while several commands were executed.
The instrument returned to its normal Earth-viewing
elevation mode (still viewing space) at 15:59 UT and
remained there for about an hour. At 17:03 UT it
was stowed in preparation for the spacecraft rotation
back to the normal attitude position. The sequence
of operations performed during the pitch maneuver
is listed in table 7(a).
The scanner instrument was in stow for the first
2 hours after the pitch maneuver began. The instru-
ment then viewed space while operating in its normal
Earth-viewing scan mode for approximately 80 min-
utes. The scanner instrument was stowed when the
Sun was nearly overhead to prevent the detectors
from scanning the Sun and was left in stow until
after the spacecraft had returned to its normal at-
titude. Data collected during this period were used
to characterize the electronic offsets of the detectors
at each scan position.
ERBS spacecraft--December 198_. Decem-
ber 1984 was the first calendar month during which
ERBE scanner and nonscanner instruments aboard
the ERBS spacecraft collected Earth-viewing data
every day. The percentage of data archived to thc
RAT was 99.86 and to the PAT was 99.55. (See
table l(b).)
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The fl angle increased from about 130 ° at the be-
ginning of the month to 170 ° on December 12, and
then decreased to about 97 ° on December 31. The
December 12 _ of 170 ° was the maximum for the
year (figs. 5 and 6(a)). Because of the high _, the
spacecraft operated in full sunlight from about De-
cember 7 18. This was the first month during which
the ERBS spacecraft operated in full-Sun conditions.
Similar conditions were experienced by the spacecraft
in June 1985 when fl attained its annual minimum
value of 10 °, and in December 1985 when fl again
attained a maximum value of 170 °. The _ angles
and Earth-Sun-spacecraft geometry are discussed in
detail in appendix B. The effects of extreme fl angles
on ERBS instrument operations are discussed in the
"Special Operations" section (p. 10).
The extreme ,3 conditions resulted in a much
hotter operational environment than that for Novem-
ber, thus causing heating conditions that affected in-
strument housekeeping temperatures. For the non-
scanner instrument these heating effects are clearly
seen in the housekeeping temperatures, such as the
FOV limiter temperatures of the Earth-viewing chan-
nels (fig. 8(c)), the solar monitor heat sink and aper-
ture temperatures (fig. 8(d)), and the blackbody tem-
peratures (fig. 8(e)). For the scanner instrument
these heating effects can be seen in the total and
longwave blackbody temperatures (fig. 9(c)) and in
the passive analog temperatures (fig. 9(d)).
The spacecraft operated with its X-axis positive
during the entire month of December 1984. Since
never reached 90 ° , there was no yaw maneuver during
this month.
The nonscanner instrument operated in the nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode and at the nor-
mal azimuth position of 0° for the entire month
except during calibrations. Successful internal and
solar calibrations were performed on December 3, 10,
and 17, 1984. A successful internal calibration was
also performed on December 26. (See table 7(a).)
The solar calibration attempted on December 26 was
unsuccessful because new azimuth angle data had not
been transmitted to the instrument before it was ro-
tated to azimuth angle position A. Thus, the instru-
ment was commanded to the azimuth angle position
for the previous solar calibration, and the Sun did
not pass through the fields of view of the detectors.
A successful solar calibration was performed on De-
cember 28 to make up for the calibration missed on
December 26.
The automated nonscanner solar calibration com-
mand sequence, which was used in previous so-
lar calibrations, was replaced with a new sequence
of commands beginning with the December 3 non-
scanner solar calibration (table A2). The new se-
quence had to be executed from the spacecraft mem-
ory bank rather than from an instrument-stored pre-
programmed instrument command sequence. During
previous solar calibrations, which used Icvel 1 to bias
the detector heaters, the output of the MFOV total
radiornetric detector had gone off scale while view-
ing the Sun directly. The new sequence uses level 2
instead of level 1 to bias the detector heaters. (See ta-
ble 7(a).) The output of all four detectors is affected
by the bias level change because the four bias heaters
cannot be commanded individually. Another change
from the automated command sequence was to leave
the solar port heaters on, as they normally are dur-
ing Earth-viewing operations, during the entire cali-
bration sequence instead of turning them on and off
several times as was done in the automated sequence.
The new calibration sequence was used for all subse-
quent nonscanner solar calibrations performed dur-
ing the period of this paper. (See appendix A.)
The scanner instrument operated in the normal
Earth scan mode and at the normal operating az-
imuth position of 180 ° except during calibrations
and from Dcccmber 6_19, when it operated in the
short scan mode to prevent the detectors from di-
rectly scanning the Sun during full-Sun conditions.
Successful internal and solar calibrations of the scan-
ner instrument were performed on December 3, and
an additional internal calibration was successfully
performed on December 26. A solar calibration at-
tempted on this day was unsuccessful because the
azimuth angle data for positions A and B were not
transnfitted to the instrument before the instrument
was rotated in azimuth. Thus, the azimuth beam ro-
tated to the azimuth positions for the previous solar
calibration, and the Sun did not pass through the
MAM window.
Figure 7(a) shows that the daily mean scan posi-
tion of the scanner instrument varied throughout the
year, starting at the end of December. This varia-
tion in mean scan position was due to sluggishness
in the scanner instrument elevation beam motion.
One effect of this irregular scan beam motion is mis-
alignment of the detectors at the internal calibration
source positions during internal calibrations. This
problem is discussed in more detail in the "Opera-
tional Anomalies" section (p. 14).
ERBS spacecraft--January 1985. The percentage
of data archived to the RAT was 99.90 and to the
PAT was 99.20 for January 1985. (See table 1(c).)
The _ angle decreased from 94 ° on January 1 to
54 ° on January 17, and then increased to about 86 °
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onJanuary31.(Seefigs.5and6(a).)Thespacecraft
wasconfiguredwith its X-axis positive from tile
beginning of the month until 22:40 UT on January 3.
At that time a 180 ° spacecraft yaw maneuver was
performed, and for the remainder of the month the
spacecraft flew with its positive X-axis negative.
The nonscanncr instrument operated ill the nadir
or Earth-viewing elevation mode and at the normal
azimuth position of 0 ° during tile month of January
except during calibrations. Successful nonscanner in-
ternal and solar calibrations were performed oil Jan-
uary 9 and 23. (See table 7(a).) A data dropout
occurred at the end of the solar calibration on Jan-
uary 23 with the result that two commands, detector
bias heater off and elevate to nadir, were not echoed
in the data and thus are not included in table 7(a).
Analysis of the data indicated that these commands
actually were sent and that the data dropout did not
affect the calibration.
The scanner instrument operated at the along-
track azimuth position of 90 ° from January 16
28. This was the first of two along-track scanner
operations; the second was in August 1985. During
both periods of along-track scanning, the scanner
instrument operated in the normal Earth scan mode
with the Earth portion of the scan in the direction
opposite that of tile spacecraft velocity vector. The
along-track scan provides validation measurements
for the bidirectional models used in the ERBE data
processing. In the along-track azimuth position, the
instrument scans in tile orbital plane looking forward
and aft, thus viewing regions of the Earth from
multiple angles.
Scanner internal and solar calibrations were suc-
cessfully performed on January 9, and an additional
successful internal calibration was performed on Jan-
uary 23. (See table 7(b).) The scanner instrument
was stowed during the yaw maneuver on January 3
from 22:31 UT to 23:10 UT. The instrument operated
in the short scan mode from 19:24 UT to 19:31 UT on
January 16 while it was rotating to the along-track
azimuth position, and again from 21:02 UT to 21:08
UT on January 28 while it was rotating back to the
cross-track azimuth position. During the rest of the
month, the instrument operated in the normal Earth
scan mode except while the solar calibration was per-
formed on January 9. The scanner instrument eleva-
tion beam continued-to experience irregular motion
during this month. (See fig. 7(a).)
ERBS spacecraft--February 1985. The percent-
age of data archived to the RAT was 98.85 for
February 1985. Scanner instrument data for Febru-
ary 20-28 are included ]nthe RAT, but they contain
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incorrect azimuth-beam angles and detector pointing
vectors and should be used with caution. Nonscan-
ner instrument data on the RAT are valid for the
entire month. Because of erroneous azimuth posi-
tion values reported by the scanner instrument for
February 20 28, no data were archived to the PAT
for either instrument for this period, and the PAT
archival rate was only 66.51 percent for the month.
(See table l(d).)
The/_ angle increased from about 89 ° on Febru-
ary 1 to about 158 ° on February 21, the maxi-
mum for tile month, and then decreased to about
142 ° at the end of the month. (See figs. 5 and
6(a).) The spacecraft was in full or near-full Sun
from February 19 24, and both the scanner and non-
scanner instruments experienced above-normal heat-
ing for February 18 25. A comparison of the instru-
ment housekeeping temperatures for February 1985
and December 1984 (figs. 8 and 9) shows a dog-
ear (two-maxima) pattern in December that is not
present in February. This dog-ear pattern is also evi-
dent during the hot-orbit periods in June and Decem-
ber 1985, whereas the temperature pattern of August
1985 is similar to that of February 1985. A compar-
ison of the _ angles in figure 6 with the temperature
data in figure 8 shows that maximum temperatures
occur when _ is near 24 ° or 156 °, which is the ele-
vation angle of the Earth's limb as viewed from the
spacecraft. In June and December fl passes through
24 ° and 156 ° , respectively, fairly rapidly on its way
to and from the extreme values of 10 ° and 170 °. In
February and Augnlst fl remains near 24 ° and 156 °,
respectively, for several days. Thus, the heating ef-
fects on the ERBE instruments are more sustained
during these months. These heating effects arc seen
in both the nonscanner instrument (see, for example,
the solar monitor heat sink and aperture tempera-
turcs in fig. 8(d)) and in the scanner instrument (see,
for example, the blackbody temperatures in fig. 9(c)).
The spacecraft was configured with its X-axis
negative until about 15:06 UT on February 1. At that
time a 180 ° yaw maneuver was performed, and for the
remainder of the month the spacecraft operated with
its X-axis positive. Prior to the yaw maneuver, at
14:51 UT, the scanner instrument was commanded
to stow. It returned to the normal Earth scan mode
at 15:30 UT.
The nonscanner instrument operated in the nor-
mal nadir or Earth-viewing elevation mode and at
the normal azimuth position of 0° during the month
of February except during the internal and solar cal-
ibrations on February 6 and 20. However, the non-





included on the PAT because of problems with the
scanner instrument.
On February 1 the scanner instrument was stowed
during the yaw maneuver. Successful internal and
solar calibrations of the scanner instrument were per-
formed on February 6. A solar calibration was also
performed on February 20, and an additional scanner
internal calibration was performed on February 26.
On February 17 the instrument was commanded to
the short scan mode to prevent the detectors from
scanning the Sun as the orbit approached full-Sun
conditions. The instrument remained in the short
scan mode until the solar calibration performed on
February 20. The scanner instrument elevation beam
continued to behave sluggishly during February. (See
fig. 7(a).)
A scanner internal calibration attempted on
February 20 was not successful because the scan-
ner instrument was still in short Earth scan mode,
which does not include scanning the internal call-
bration sources. (See table 4.) The scanner solar
calibration on February 20 was successful, and the
instrument was stowed after the calibration until
February 25 when it was commanded to return to the
normal Earth scan mode of operation. An analysis of
data after February 25 indicated that the scanner in-
strument azimuth beam did not return to its normal
cross-track position of 180 ° after the solar calibration
on February 20, even though the azimuth position
output showed it to be at 180 ° . The azimuth beam
apparently remained at or near the space-after-Sun
calibration position of 35.9°until the next solar call-
bration on March 6. The radiometric meksurements
at the internal sources during the scanner internal
calibration on February 26 indicate that the detec-
tors were probably being affected by direct sunlight
during this calibration.
This azimuth-beam problem, which is believed to
have been caused by Sun interference with the az-
imuth position sensor, resulted in the scanner in-
strument detectors sensing direct sunlight during
portions of some orbits from February 27 through
March 2. All scanner radiometric measurements on
the RAT that were made after the instrument was
returned to the normal Earth scan mode on Febru-
ary 25 should be treated with extreme caution be-
cause of this problem. It is likely that the detec-
tors not only scanned the Sun on February 28 but
also were actually pointed directly at the Sun dur-
ing some scans while making the eight space clamp
measurements.
ERBS spacecraft--March 1985. The percentage
of data archived to the RAT was 99.95 and to the
PAT was 99.41 for the month of March 1985. (See
table 1 (e).)
The fl angle decreased continually during March
from about 140 ° to 28 ° at the end of the month.
Some heating effects due to the low fl angles at the
end of the month can be seen in the housekeeping
temperature plots (figs. 8 and 9). The spacecraft
was configured with its X-axis positive from the be-
ginning of the month until 15:07 UT on March 13. At
that time a 180 ° yaw maneuver was performed and
the spacecraft operated with its X-axis negative for
the remainder of the month. The scanner instrument
was stowed from 14:56 UT to 15:35 UT for the yaw
maneuver.
The nonscanner instrument operated in its nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode and at its normal
azimuth position of 0° for the entire month except
during calibrations. Successful internal and solar cal-
ibrations were performed on March 6 and 20.
Successful scanner internal and solar calibrations
were performed on March 6 and 20. After the
March 6 calibrations, the instrument operated in
the normal Earth scan mode and at the normal
azimuth position of 180 ° except during the March 20
solar calibration and during the short time that it
was in stow on March 13 for the yaw maneuver.
The scanner instrument experienced some irregular
elevation beam motion throughout the month. (See
fig. 7(a).)
The scanner instrument azimuth beam had not
returned to its normal cross-track position of 180 ° af-
ter the solar calibration on February 20, even though
the azimuth position output showed it to be at 180 ° .
The azimuth beam apparently remained at or near
the space-after-Sun calibration position of 35.9 ° un-
til the next solar calibration on March 6. This prob-
lem is believed to have been caused by Sun interfer-
ence with the azimuth position sensor. This problem
is addressed in the "Operational Anomalies" section
(p. 14).
Analysis of scanner instrument coastline crossings
data for March 4 using the techniques discussed in
reference 8 indicated that the scanner instrument
azimuth beam was at about 35.9 ° from February 20
until March 6. Therefore, Earth locations of the
scanner measurements from March 1 to the time of
the solar calibration on March 6 were determined
using instrument pointing vectors computed for a
scanner instrument azimuth position of 35.9 ° .
The output data from all three scanner instru-
ment detectors were examined for effects of detec-
tor Sun damage, and only the shortwave part of
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the total detectoroutput showeda change. The
outputof theshortwaveandlongwavcdetectorswas
unaffected.Thefilteredradiancefromtheshortwave





duringthe unfilteringprocessto all ERBSscanner
instrumentdataacquiredafterMarch1, 1985.The
newspectralcorrectionmodelisappliedto thedata
after the RAT tapesaregenerated.Therefore,the
daytimetotal detectordataonthe RAT tapcsfrom
March1,1985,onwardaremodifiedby thesunburn
problem.Thenighttimedatafrom the total channel
arc unaffected.
ERBS spacecraft--April 1985. April 1985 is one
of the five ERBE validation months. It is the second
data month for which data were archived to the
RAT (March 1986) and the first for which data
were arehived to the PAT (December 1987). The
percentage of data archivcd for the month to the
RAT was 98.49 and that to the PAT was 98.12. (Sec
table l(f).) However, some data were lost during
April 18 20 because of ground station problems.
The fl anglc increased from about 29 ° at. the be-
ginning of April to about 123 ° on April 30. Tile
spacecraft operated in near-full-Sun conditions on
April 1 and 2 when fi was less than 30 ° (fig. 6(a)).
Heating effects caused by the low/3 can be seen at
the end of March and the beginning of April in the
housekeeping temperature plots, such as those for the
nonscanner instrument solar monitor heat sink tem-
peratures and the scanner instrument passive analog
ternperaturcs shown in figures 8(d) and 9(d), respec-
tively. The spacecraft was configured with its X-
axis negative from the beginning of the month until
15:06 UT on April 21 when a 180 ° yaw maneuver was
performed. The spacecraft operated with its X-axis
positive for the remainder of the month.
The nonscanner instrument operated in the nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode and at the nor-
mal azimuth position of 0° for the entire month
except during calibrations. Successful internal and
solar calibrations of the nonscanner instrument were
performed on April 3 and 17.
The scanner instrument operated in the short
scan mode from 3:36 UT on April 1 until 18:45 UT
on April 2 to prevent the detectors from scanning
the Sun during this time of low/3. The instrument
was stowed from 14:57 UT to 15:36 UT on April 21
for the yaw maneuver. Other than these periods and
during calibrations, the scanner instrument operated
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in the normal Earth scan mode and at the normal
azimuth position of 180 ° . Successful internal and
solar calibrations of the scanner instrument were
performed on April 3 and 17.
The scanner instrument elevation beam began
to experience motion problems after the solar cal-
ibration on April 17. Although similar problems
had been seen in previous months, this was the
first month during which the problems were severe
enough to cause differences between the edited and
uncdited mean scan positions for periods when the
instrument was in normal Earth scan mode. (See
fig. 7(a).) These problems continued throughout the
rest of April and all of May. Elevation-beam motion
problems were also evident, although less severe, in
June, July, and August. Figure 7(a) shows that for
these months the edited mean scan position was less
than the unedited mean value. This is indicative of
the sluggish scanner instrument problem discussed in
the :'Operational Anomalies" section (p. 14). Slug-
gishness results in misalignment of the detectors with
the internal calibration sources. Since the values that
are being edited out are in the neighborhood of 190 °,
the edited mean values are reduced. An analysis of
scan position data for several days in April and May
confirmed that the elevation beam was not properly
aligned at 190 ° at scan position 71.
ERBS spacecraft- May 1985. Data coverage was
nearly 100 percent for every day in May 1985. As
shown in table 1 (g), the percentage of data archived
to the RAT was 99.98 and to the PAT was 98.92.
The /3 angle increased from about 125 ° at the
beginning of the month to a maximum of about 130 °
on May 6, and then decreased to about 52 ° at the end
of the month. The spacecraft was configured with
its X-axis positive from the beginning of the month
until 13:23 UT on May 22 when a 180 ° yaw maneuver
was performed. The spacecraft operated with its
X-axis negative for the remainder of the month.
This was the first month since the launch of ERBS
that the scanner instrument was not stowed during
a yaw maneuver. Instead, the scanner instrument
continued to operate in its normal Earth scan mode
during this maneuver, and during all subsequent yaw
maneuvers throughout the life of the instrument.
The nonscanner instrument operated in the nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode and at the normal
0 ° azimuth position for the entire month except dur-
ing calibrations. Successful internal and solar cali-
brations were performed on May 1, 8, and 29.
The scanner instrument also operated in the nor-
mal Earth-viewing scan mode and at the normal 180 °
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ERBS spacecraft June 1985. The percentage of
data archived to the RAT was 99.88 and to the PAT
was 99.49 for June 1985. (See table l(h).)
The/_ angle decreased from about 49 ° on June 1
to about 10 ° on June 12, and then it increased to
about 79 ° by the end of the month. Since _ never
reached 90 ° during June, there was no yaw maneuver
and the spacecraft operated with its X-axis negative
during the entire month. The 10 ° fi angle on June 10
was the lowest value for the year, as shown in figures 5
and 6(a). Because of the low fi, the spacecraft
was operating in full-Sun conditions from June 6 18.
These conditions were similar to those experienced
by the spacecraft in December 1984 and December
1985 when fl attained its annual maximum value of
170 ° .
As discussed in the "Special Operations" section
(p. 10), extreme _ angles cause heating conditions
that affect instrument housekeeping temperatures.
These heating effects are clearly seen for the non-
scanner instrument in, for example, the FOV lim-
iter temperatures of the Earth-viewing detectors
(fig. 8(c)) and the solar monitor heat sink and aper-
ture temperatures (fig. 8(d)). For the scanner in-
strument these heating effects are clearly seen in, for
example, the total and longwave blackbody tempera-
tures (fig. 9(c)) and the passive analog temperatures
(fig. 9(d)).
The nonscanner instrument operated in the nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode and at the nor-
mal 0 ° azimuth position for the entire month, except
during calibrations. Successful internal and solar cal-
ibrations were performed on June 18 and 26. An
additional internal calibration was successfully per-
formed on June 12. (See table 7(a).)
The scanner instrument operated in the short
scan mode from June 5 20 to prevent the detectors
from scanning the Sun during this full-Sun period.
During the rest of the month the scanner instrument
operated in the normal Earth scan mode and at the
normal azimuth operating position of 180 ° except
during the solar calibration performed on June 26.
A successful internal calibration was also performed
on June 26. (See table 7(b).)
The scanner instrument elevation beam continued
to show sluggishness. (See fig. 7(a).) This resulted
in a misalignmcnt of the scanner instrument detec-
tors with the internal calibration sources during the
internal calibration on June 26.
ERBS spacecraft--July 1985. July 1985 was one
of the five ERBE validation months. This was the
third data month to be archived to the RAT (Septem-
ber 1986) and the second to be archived to the PAT
(February 1988). The percentage of data archivcd
to the RAT was 98.22 and to the PAT was 97.85.
(See table l(i).) A 7-percent data loss occurred on
July 5, and losses greater than 20 percent occurred
on July 11 and 29 because of accidental magnetic
tape degaussing at a ground station.
The _ angle increased from about 82 ° at the
beginning of the month to a maximum of about 126 °
on July 18, and then decreased to about i00 ° at the
end of the month. The spacecraft was configured
with the X-axis negative from the beginning of the
month until 15:36 UT on July 4. A yaw maneuver
was performed at this time to rotate the spacecraft
to X-axis positive. Both the scanner and nonscanner
instruments remained in their normal Earth-viewing
modes during the yaw maneuver.
The nonscanner instrument operated in the nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode and at the nor-
mal 0° azimuth position for the entire month, except
during calibrations. Successful internal and solar cal-
ibrations were performed on July 10 and 24.
The scanner instrument operated in the normal
Earth scan mode and at the normal 180 ° azimuth
position for the entire month, except during cali-
brations. Successful internal and solar calibrations
were performed on July l0 and 24. The scanner in-
strument elevation beam problem seen in previous
months also occurred in July. (See fig. 7(a).) Again,
this problem resulted in misalignment of the scan-
ner instrument detectors with the internal calibration
sources during internal calibrations.
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ERBS spacecraft--August 1985. The percentage
of data archived to the RAT was 99.72 and to the
PAT was 98.77 in August 1985. (See table l(j).)
Although this was not a validation month, August
was the third data month archived to the PAT (April
1988) because of the special along-track operation
that was performed.
The _q angle decreased from about 97 ° at the
beginning of the month to a minimum of about 21 °
on August 23, and then it increased to about 41 ° by
the end of the month. The spacecraft was configured
with its X-axis positive from the beginning of the
month until 13:22 UT on August 2 when a 180 ° yaw
maneuver was performed. The spacecraft operated
with its X-axis negative for the remainder of the
month. The spacecraft was in full- or near-full-
Sun conditions for August 19-29 when t3 was less
than 30 ° . The heating effects on the instrument
housekeeping temperatures were similar to those seen
during the full-Sun condition of February 19 24.
The nonscanner instrument operated in its nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode and at its nor-
mal 0° azimuth position for the entire month, ex-
cept during calibrations. Successful nonscanner
internal and solar calibrations were performed on Au-
gust 7 and 21. Several nonscanner instrument house-
keeping temperatures, such as the FOV limiter
(FOVL) temperatures, increased significantly dur-
ing the full-Sun conditions of August 19 29. (See
fig. 8(c).)
The scanner instrument operated in the normal
Earth scan mode and at the normal 180 ° azimuth
position from the beginning of the month until Au-
gust 7 when successful internal and solar calibrations
were performed. After tile calibrations on August 7,
the scanner instrument was rotated to an along-track
azimuth position where it remained until August 14.
This was the second and last time that the instru-
ment operated at the along-track azimuth position.
The instrument continued to operate in the normal
Earth scan mode during this period to provide valida-
tion data for the bidirectional models of typical Earth
scenes used in the ERBE data processing. The Earth
portion of the scan was in the direction opposite
that of the spacecraft velocity vector. The NOAA 9
scanner instrument also operated at an along-track
azimuth position of 90 ° from August 2-9, over-
lapping the ERBS along-track operation by 2 days.
The ERBS scanner instrument returned to its normal
operating azimuth position of 180 ° on August 14.
The scanner instrument operated in the short scan
mode for August 14-29 to prevent the detectors from
scanning the Sun during this full-Sun period. Dur-
ing this period several scanner instrument house-
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keeping temperatures increased significantly, such as
the blackbody temperatures shown in figure 9(c).
The instrument returned to its normal Earth scan
mode on August 29 and remained in this mode
through the end of the month. The scanner in-
strument elevation beam problems seen in previous
months were still evident in August, but to a lesser
degree.
ERBS spacecraft September 1985. Data cov-
erage was almost 100 percent for every day in
September 1985 except for the 16th when a TDRSS
scheduling problem caused a data loss of about
40 percent. The percentage of data archived to the
RAT was 98.52 and to the PAT was 98.11. (Scc ta-
ble l(k).)
The _ angle increased from about 44 ° at the
beginning of the month to about 150 ° at the end
of the month. There were no periods during the
month when the spacecraft was in full Sun for an
entire orbit. However, a full-Sun condition was
approached at the end of the month when _3 was
near 150 ° , resulting in solar effects similar to those
of April 1985. However, the scanner instrument was
not commanded to the short scan mode at this time,
as it had been in April. The heating effects can
be seen in the nonscanner instrument housekeeping
temperatures shown, such as in the FOV limiter
temperatures (fig. 8(c)) and in the solar monitor
heat sink temperatures (fig. 8(d)). The heating
effects can also be seen in the scanner instrument
housekeeping temperatures, such as in the blackbody
temperatures and passive analog temperatures shown
in figures 9(c) and 9(d).
The spacecraft was configured with its X-axis
negative from the beginning of the month until
13:42 UT on September 12. A 180 ° yaw maneuver
was performed at this time and the spacecraft oper-
ated with its X-axis positive for the remainder of the
month.
The nonscanner instrument operated in the nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode and at the normal
0 ° azimuth position for the entire month except dur-
ing calibrations. Successful nonscanner internal and
solar calibrations were performed on September 4
and 18.
The scanner instrument operated in the normal
Earth scan mode and at the normal 180 ° azimuth
position for the entire month except during calibra-
tions. Successful scanner internal and solar calibra-
tions were performed on September 4 and 18. The
scanner instrument elevation-beam problem seen in
previous months was still evident, but to a lesser
degree.
ERBS spacecraft--October 1985. October 1985
was one of the five ERBE validation months. This
was the fourth data month to be archived to the RAT
(October 1986) and the fourth archived to the PAT
(May 1988). The percentage of data archived to the
RAT was 99.93 and to the PAT was 98.52. (See
table l(1).) Instrument and spacecraft operations
reduced the amount of Earth-viewing data more than
usual. About 24 percent of the data for October 19
and about 9 percent of the data for October 20 were
not archived to the PAT because of this.
The _ angle decreased from about 150 ° at the
beginning of the month to about 53 ° at the end of
the month. The spacecraft operated with its X-axis
positive from the beginning of the month until about
14:38 UT on October 18. At this time a 180 ° yaw
maneuver was performed, and for the remainder of
the month the spacecraft operated with its X-axis
negative. The yaw maneuver was performed a day
earlier than normal (/_ was not quite 90 °) to prepare
for the pitch maneuver scheduled for the following
day.
The second of two pitch maneuvers was per-
formed on October 19. The first pitch maneuver had
been performed in November 1984. At 19:53 UT on
October 19 the spacecraft performed a 180 ° pitch
maneuver when the Sun was very near the space-
craft orbit plane. (See table 7.) The pitch maneuver
was requested by the ERBE Science Team primar-
ily to confirm the values of the electronic offsets of
the scanner instruments, which had been determined
from the data obtained during the pitch maneuver
on November 21, 1984. During the pitch maneu-
ver, the scanner and nonscanner instruments made
measurements while viewing space in their normal
Earth-viewing elevation modes. The nonscanner in-
strument also made measurements while viewing the
Sun directly. The spacecraft returned to its normal
operating attitude of 0 ° at 23:40 UT on October 19.
As was done during the November pitch maneu-
ver, the nonscanner instrument was commanded to
stow beforc the "pitch-over" and again before the
"pitch-back" maneuvers. Nearly 1 hour after the
spacecraft began flying upside down, the nonscanner
instrument elevation beam was commanded to the
normal nadir position, thus permitting the instru-
ment to view space while flying upside down. Dur-
ing the next 3 hours, several heater commands and
azimuth rotations were executed. The nonscanner in-
strument was stowed for the pitch-back maneuver on
October 20, and it remained in stow for about 2 hours
after the spacecraft had returned to its normal op-
erating attitude of 0°. The nonscanner instrument
returned to its normal Earth-viewing elevation mode
at 2:00 UT on October 20. (Refer to table 7(a) for the
operations performed during the pitch maneuver.)
The scanner instrument did not follow the same
sequence of commands as those issued during the
November pitch maneuver. In addition, an analysis
of the data showed that the instrument did not re-
spond normally to some of the scan mode commands
listed in table 7(b). The scanner instrument was
commanded to stow and then to go to the MAM scan
mode prior to the pitch-over command that occurred
at 19:53 UT. The instrument was in the MAM scan
mode prior to the pitch-back maneuver at 23:40 UT
on October 19, and it remained in that scan mode
until about 2:30 UT on October 20 when it finally
returned to normal Earth scan mode.
Successful internal and solar calibrations of the
nonscanner instrument were performed on October 2,
16, 20, and 31. A successful internal calibration was
also performed on October 30. A solar calibration
was attempted on October 30, but it was unsuccess-
ful because no new azimuth angle data were sent,
with the result that the instrument rotated to the
angles whose values wcre still in memory from the
previous calibration. As a result, the Sun did not
pass through the fields of view of the detectors. Note
that there were two internal calibrations performed
on October 20, 1985, the day after the pitch maneu-
ver. (See table 7(a).)
Scanner internal and solar calibrations were suc-
cessfully performed on Octobcr 2 and 16. No fur-
ther scanner instrument calibrations were performed
during October because of the scanner instrument
problems experienced on October 19 and 20 in con-
junction with the pitch maneuver. Because of the
problems encountered in changing scan modes during
the pitch maneuver on the 19th, all subsequent scan-
ner instrument operations were performed with the
instrument in normal Earth scan mode. The scanner
instrument continued to experience some sluggish-
ness during normal operations. (See fig. 7(a).)
ERBS spacecraft--November 1985. The percent-
age of data archived to the RAT was 98.72 and to
the PAT was 98.54 for November 1985. (See ta-
ble l(m).) Thirteen percent of the data for Novem-
ber 3 and 25 percent of the data for November 15
were not recovered because of operational problems
at the GSFC.
The fl angle decreased from about 51 ° at the be-
ginning of the month to a minimum of about 49 ° on
November 5, and then it increased to about 129 ° by
the end of the month. The spacecraft was configured
with its X-axis negative from the beginning of the
month until 15:02 UT on November 21 when a 180 °
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yawmaneuverwasperformed.Thespacecraftoper-
atedwith its X-axis positive for the remainder of the
month.
The nonscanner instrument operated in its nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode and at its normal
0° azimuth position for the entire month except dur-
ing calibrations. Successful nonseanner internal and
solar calibrations were performed on November 13
and 27.
The scanner instrument operated in its normal
Earth scan mode and at the normal 180 ° azimuth
position for the entire month. No scanner calibra-
tions were performed during November because of
thc scanner instrument problems experienced in Oc-
tober 1985. The scanner instrument elevation-beam
problems seen in previous months were still evident
in October. (Sec fig. 7(a).)
ERBS spacecraft December 1985. The percent-
age of data archived to the RAT was 99.12 and to the
PAT was 98.99 for December 1985. (See table l(n).)
About 22 percent of the data for December 15 were
lost at the GSFC because of operational problems.
The _ angle increased from about 132 ° at the
beginning of the month to a maximum of about 170 °
on December 11, and then it decreased to about
94 ° by tile end of the month. The 170 ° _ angle
on December 11 was the maximum for the year.
(See figs. 5 and 6(a).) Because of the extreme ¢_
angle, the spacecraft operated in full- or near-full-
Sun conditions from December 5 18, resulting in a
hotter-than-normal operating cnvironment. These
conditions were similar to those of December 1984
when ,9 also reached its annual maximum value of
170 ° and to those of June 1985 when fl reached
its annual minimum value of 10°. Figures 8 and 9
show the responses of the nonscanner and scanner
instrument housekeeping temperatures to full-Sun
conditions.
The spacecraft was configured with its X-axis
positive from the beginning of the month until
15:14 UT on December 31 when a 180 ° yaw maneu-
ver was performed. The spacecraft operated with its
X-axis negative for the remainder of the month.
The nonscanner instrument operated in the nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode and at the normal
0 ° azimuth position for the entire month except dur-
ing calibrations. Successful nonscanner internal cali-
brations were performed on December 4, 18, and 25,
and successful solar calibrations were performed on
December 18 and 25. (See table 7(a).) A solar cal-
ibration was attempted on December 4, but three
commands necessary to perform the calibration (el-
evate to solar ports, azimuth to position A, and de-
tector bias heater on at level 2) were not sent and
the calibration attempt was unsuccessful. Although
the SMA shutter did cycle on and off, the instrument
was not at a position to detect the Sun. On Decem-
ber 18 the same data storage commands were sent
to the instrument twice, but this did not affect the
calibrations.
The scanner instrument was rotated to an az-
imuth of 145 ° at 20:15 UT on December 5 and re-
mained there until 13:40 UT on December 18 to pre-
vent the detectors from directly scanning the Sun
during this full-Sun period. This was the first month
that scanner instrument azimuth rotation was used
for full-Sun operating conditions. During previous
months the scanner instrument operated in the short
scan mode during full-Sun conditions. However, be'
cause of the problems encountered in changing scan
modes during the pitch maneuver on October 19, the
scanner instrument was left in the normal Earth scan
mode for all operations after October 1985.
The scanner instrument operated in its normal
Earth scan mode for the entire month. The scan-
ner instrument azimuth beam operated at 180 ° for
the entire month except during the full-Sun period
of December 5 18 when it operated at 145 °. Suc-
cessful scanner internal calibrations were performed
on December 18 and 25. These were the first scanner
instrument calibrations performed since October 16,
1985. No scanner internal calibration was performed
on December 4 because the spacecraft was approach-
ing full-Sun conditions at that time. A set of azimuth
angle load commands was sent to the instrument on
December 4 in preparation for the azimuth rotation
to 145 ° on December 5. No scanner solar calibrations
wcrc performed in December. Scanner solar calibra-
tions were discontinued as a result of the problems
encountered in changing scan modes during the pitch
maneuver performed on October 19, 1985.
The scanner instrument experienced some irreg-
ular elevation-beam motion throughout the month.
(See fig. 7(a).) One effect of this problem is misalign-
ment of the detectors with the internal calibration
sources during scanner internal calibrations. Fig-
ure 7(a) shows that the edited and unedited scan
angles were the same, indicating that the elevation-
beam problem was not severe enough to cause scan
angle data to be edited out during processing.
ERBS spacecraft--January 1986. January 1986
was the last of the five ERBE validation months.
This was the fifth data month archived to the RAT
(October 1986) and the sixth archived to the PAT
(August 1988). The August 1985 data were archived
#
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to the PAT beforethe January1986data, even
thoughAugust1985wasnot a validationmonth,




The fl angledecreasedfrom about 92° at the
beginningof themonthto about54° onJanuary16,
and then it increasedto about 88° by the endof
the month. The spacecraftwasconfiguredwith
its negativeX-axis pointing along the spacecraft
velocity vector from tile beginning of the month until
15:01 UT on January 31 when a 180 ° yaw maneuver
was performed. The spacecraft operated with the
X-axis positive for the remainder of the month.
Successful internal and solar calibrations of the
nonscanner instrument were performed on January 8
and 22. The instrument operated in the normal
Earth-viewing elevation mode and the azimuth beam
operated at the normal 0° position throughout the
month except during calibrations.
The scanner instrument operated in the normal
Earth scan mode and at the normal azimuth position
of 180 ° during the entire month. Successful scanner
internal calibrations were performed on January 8
and 22. No scanner solar calibrations were performed
in January. There was some irregularity in the
scanner instrument elevation-beam motion during
this month. One effect of this was misalignment of
the scanner instrument detectors with the internal
calibration sources during internal calibrations.
NOAA 9 Spacec_'aft Operations
NOAA 9 spacecraft--February 1985. The
NOAA 9 spacecraft was launched into orbit in De-
cember 1984, and during the months of Decem-
ber 1984 and January 1985 the ERBE instruments
aboard this satellite were evaluated in preparation
for normal operations. This evaluation included four
sets of internal and solar calibrations of the non-
scanner instrument and several internal calibrations
of the scanner instrument. February 1985 is the first
month for which NOAA 9 data were processed for
archival. Therefore, this is the first month for which
ERBE data are available from both the ERBS and
NOAA 9 satellites. Since February 1985 was not a
validation month, the data were not archived until
recently. The RAT was archived in November 1989
and the PAT was archived in February 1990. The
percentage of data archived to the RAT was 91.29
and to the PAT was 89.63 for the month of February
1985. (See table l(d).) The/_ angle remained nearly
constant at about 57 ° for the month of February.
The nonscanner instrument operated in the nadir
or Earth-viewing elevation mode during the month,
except during periods of calibration. The instrument
operated at 180 ° during the month, except during
calibration periods, even though it was reporting an
azimuth position of 170 ° . Earth locations of non-
scanner instrument measurements were computed us-
ing an azimuth angle of 170 °, but the effect of this
incorrect azimuth on the accuracy of the locations is
negligible because the detectors are nadir-pointing.
Nonscanner internal and solar calibrations were sue-
cessfully performed on February 2, 6, 13, and 20 us-
ing the combined calibration sequences outlined in
table A6(a). Two commands are missing from the
calibration sequence for the internal calibrations on
February 2, and one command is missing from the
internal calibration on February 13 because of data
dropouts. An analysis indicated that these com-
mands were, in fact, sent to and executed by the
instrument.
The scanner instrument operated in the normal
Earth scan mode and at the normal 0° azimuth posi-
tion for the entire month except during calibrations.
Scanner internal calibrations were successfully per-
formed on February 6, 13, 14, and 20. The first scan-
ner solar calibrations were successfully performed on
February 14 and 20 using the combined calibration
sequences outlined in table A6(b).
NOAA 9 spacecraft March I985. The percent-
age of data archived to the RAT was 91.85 and to the
PAT was 90.75 for the month of March 1985. (See
table l(e).) The/3 angle decreased from about 57 °
at the beginning of the month to about 56.7 ° at the
end of the month.
The nonscanner instrument operated in its nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode except during cali-
brations. Data indicate that the instrument operated
at an azimuth position of 180 ° for the entire month
except during calibrations. Successful nonseanner
internal and solar calibrations were performed on
March 6 and 20.
Successful scanner internal and solar calibrations
were performed on March 6, and a solar calibration
was also performed on March 20. The scanner instru-
ment operated in the normal Earth scan mode and
at the normal 0° azimuth position except during cal-
ibrations and during a stow operation on March 20.
The electronic slice 3 temperature (fig. ll(d)) in-
creased to above-normal values late on March 19,
and the scanner instrument was stowed and the in-
strument powered off at 1:18 UT on March 20. The
temperatures decreased significantly with the instru-
ment in stow, and the instrument was powered back
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onat 13:23UT.However,thescannerinstrumentre-
mainedin stowuntil 14:51UT on March20when
a solar calibrationwasperformed. The scanner
instrumentresumedoperationin its normalEarth
scanmodeafter the solar calibration. Noneof
thescannerinstrumentemperaturesexceededtheir
critical operatinglimits, and instrumentperfor-
mancewasnot affectedby the higher-than-normal
temperatures.
NOAA 9 spacecraft April 1985. April 1985 was
one of four NOAA 9 data validation months. This
was the first NOAA 9 data month to be archivcd to
the RAT, in March 1986, and also the first archived
to the PAT, in March 1988. The percentage of data
archived to the RAT was 91.65 and to the PAT was
88.90. (See table l(f).) The _ angle increased from
about 56.8 ° at the beginning of the month to about
57.9 ° at the end of the month.
The nonscanncr instrument operated in its nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode for the entire
month except during calibrations. Although the in-
strument output indicated that the azimuth position
was 170 ° throughout the month except during solar
calibrations, analysis indicated that it was operat-
ing at 180 °. Successful nonscanner internal and solar
calibrations were performed on April 3 and 17.
The scanner instrument operated in the normal
Earth scan mode and at the normal azimuth posi-
tion of 0° for the entire month except during calibra-
tions. Successflfl scanner internal and solar calibra-
tions were performed on April 3 and 17.
The scanner instrument experienced elevation-
beam motion problems throughout the month of
April. As figure 7(b) shows, edited mean scan-
position values were less than unedited mean val-
ues, which is an indication of the sluggish scanner
instrument problem discussed in the "Operational
Anomalies" section of this paper (p. 14). When such
sluggishness occurs, the scanner instrument detec-
tors may not be aligned with the internal calibra-
tion sources during the internal calibrations. Such
misalignment occurred during both the April 3 and
April 17 internal calibrations, and it is most evident
at scan position 71, the first of the four internal cal-
ibration positions.
NOAA 9 spacecraft May 1985. The percentage
The nonscanner instrument operated in its nor-
real Earth-viewing elevation mode throughout the
month except during calibrations. Successful inter-
nal and solar calibrations were performed on May 8
and 29. A data dropout occurred during the inter-
nal calibration on May 8, but it did not affect the
calibration. The nonscanner instrument operated at
an azimuth position of 180 °, instead of the normal
azimuth of 170 °, from May 1 29 except during so-
lar calibrations. The azimuth beam returned to the
proper position of 170 ° after the solar calibration on
May 29.
The scanner instrument operated in the normal
Earth scan mode and at the normal 0 ° azimuth posi-
tion for the entire month except during caIibrations.
Successful internal and solar calibrations wcrc pcr_
formed on May 8 and 29. The scanner instrument
elevation-beam motion problem observed in April
was much less severe in May. (See fig. 7(5).)
NOAA 9 spacecraft June 1985. The percentage
of data archived to the RAT was 89.12 and to the
PAT was 87.14 for the month of June 1985. (See
table l(h).) Data were not available from NOAA for
June 1 and 2. Excluding these 2 days, the percentage
of data on the RAT was 95.48 and on the PAT was
93.37. The _ angle increased from about 60.5 ° to
about 61.9 ° at the end of the month. This was the
maximum _ for the year.
The nonscanner instrument operated in its nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode throughout thc
month, except during calibrations. Successful inter-
nal and solar calibrations were performed on June 12
and 26. The nonscanner instrument operated at its
normal 170 ° azimuth position from the beginning of
the month until the solar calibration of June 12. Af-
ter this calibration the instrument returned to an az-
imuth position of 180 °, where it remained through
the end of the month except during the solar calibra-
tion on June 26.
The scanner instrument operated in its normal
Earth scan mode and at its normal 0° azimuth
position for the entire month except during calibra-
tions. Successful scanner internal and solar cali-
brations were performed on June 12. The scanner
instrument elevation-beam motion problem seen in
previous months got significantly worse after the
June 12 calibration. (See fig. 7(b).) The problem
of data archived to the RAT was 88.62 and to the was most severe at the end of the month. Both the
.... 15)kT W_ 87142 for the month Of May 1985. (See scanner solar and internal calibrations attempted on
table l(g).) The data for May ll were not available June 26 were affected by this improper scan too-
from NOAAIThe/_ angle increased from about 57.9 ° tion. Misalignment of the detectors at the inter-
at the beginning of the month to about 60.4 ° at the nal calibration positions occurred during the internal
end of the month, calibration. The solar calibration was unsuccessful
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becausethedetectorsdid not scanto the MAM po-
sitionduringthetimethat theSunwasin theMAM
fieldof view.
NOAA 9 spacecraft-July 1985. July 1985 was
one of the four NOAA 9 data validation months.
This was the second NOAA 9 data month to be
archived to the RAT (January 1987) and also the
second archived to the PAT (September 1988). The
percentage of data archived to the RAT was 88.87
and to the PAT was 90.53. (See table 1(i).) No RAT
was archived for July 18 because LaRC was unable to
read the NOAA input tape for that date until after
the RAT's for the month had been archived. The
input tape was successfully processed later, and a
RAT and PAT were generated for July 18. The /3
angle decreased from 61.9 ° on the first of the month,
its maximum value for the year, to about 60.2 ° at
the end of the month.
The nonscanner instrument operated in its nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode throughout the
month except during calibrations. The nonscanner
instrument operated at an azimuth position of 180 ° ,
instead of its normal position of 170 °, throughout
the month except during solar calibrations. Success-
ful nonscanner internal and solar calibrations were
performed on July 10 and 24.
The scanner instrument operated in its normal
Earth scan mode and at its normal 0° azimuth po-
sition for the entire month except during calibra-
tions. Successful scanner internal and solar cali-
brations were performed on July I0 and 24. The
scanner instrument elevation-beam problems contin-
ued throughout July. The primary effect of the
problem was misalignment of the scanner instru-
ment detectors with the internal calibration sources
at the first internal calibration position during inter-
nal calibrations.
NOAA 9 spacecraft--August 1985. The percent-
age of data archived to the RAT was 91.61 and to the
PAT was 90.79 for the month of August 1985. (See
table l(j).) No data were received from NOAA for
August 1 and 2. Excluding these 2 days, the percent-
age of data on the RAT was 97.93 and on the PAT
was 97.05. The/3 angle decreased from about 60.1 °
to about 55.2 ° during August.
Nonscanner internal and solar calibrations were
successfully performed on August 7 and 21. The
nonscanner instrument operated in its normal Earth-
viewing elevation mode except during calibrations.
The nonscanner instrument operated at an azimuth
position of 180 ° , instead of the intended 170 ° , from
the beginning of the month until the solar calibration
on August 7. After this calibration the azimuth beam
returned to the normal i70 ° position and remained
there until the solar calibration on August 21. Upon
completion of this calibration, the azimuth beam
returned to 180 ° instead of the normal operating
position of 170 ° and remained there through the end
of the month.
The scanner instrument operated in the normal
Earth scan mode for the entire month except during
solar calibrations. The scanner instrument operated
at the along-track azimuth position of 90 ° for Au-
gust 2 9. This period included 2 days, August 7 9,
during which the ERBS scanner instrument was also
operating at the along-track azimuth position. This
was the only period during which the NOAA 9 scan-
ner instrument operated at the along-track azinmth
position. In this azimuth position the Earth portion
of a scan is in the direction of the spacecraft veloc-
ity vector. On August 9 the scanner instrument was
rotated back to its normal operating position of 0°,
where it remained for the rest of the month except
during solar calibrations. Successful scanner internal
calibrations were performed on August 7, while the
instrument was operating at the along-track azimuth
position, and on August 21, and a successful solar
calibration was also performed on Allgalst 21. Be-
cause of continuing irregular behavior of the scanner
instrument elevation beam (see fig. 7(b)), there was
some misalignment of the scanner instrument detec-
tors with the internal calibration sources during in-
ternal calibrations. The elevation-beam sluggishness
observed during August was slightly improved over
that observed in July.
NOAA 9 spacecraft--September 1985. The per-
centage of data archived to the RAT was 89.83 and to
the PAT was 88.29 for the month of September 1985.
(See table l(k).) The/3 angle decreased from about
55 ° to about 49.8 ° .
The nonscanner instrument operated in its nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode for the entire
month except during calibrations. The nonscanner
instrument azimuth position was 180 ° , instead of the
intended 170 ° , for the entire month except during so-
lar calibrations. Successful nonscanner internal and
solar calibrations were performed on September 4
and 18.
The scanner instrument operated in its normal
Earth scan mode and at its normal azimuth posi-
tion of 0 ° for the entire month except during cali-
brations. Successful internal calibrations were per-
formed on September 4 and 18. A successful scanner
solar calibration was performed on September 4. The
solar calibration attempted on September 18 was not
successful because the elevation beam hung up while
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operatingin ttle MAM scanmode,andthedetectors
did not viewtheSunproperlyin theMAM window.
Theinstrumentreturnedto tile normalEarthscan






NOAA 9spacecraft October 1985. October 1985
was one of the four NOAA 9 data validation months.
This was the third NOAA 9 data month to be
archived to the RAT (March 1987) and the fourth
archivcd to the PAT (December 1988). The percent-
age of data archived to the RAT was 85.47 and to
the PAT was 80.49. (See table 1(1).) No data were
available for October 29. The RAT for October 27
was not archived because LaRC was unable to read
the input tape before the RAT's for the month werc
archived. The input tape was successfully processed
later after the RAT archival date, and the RAT and
PAT were generated. Tile fl angle decreased from
about 49.7 ° to about 46.9 ° during the month.
The nonscanner instrument operated in the nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode and at an azimuth
position of 180 ° for tile entire month except during
calibrations. Nonscanner internal and solar calibra-
tions were successfully performed oil October 2, 16,
and 30.
The scanner instrument operated in the normal
Earth scan mode and at the normal 0° azimuth posi-
tion for the entire month except during calibrations.
Scanner internal and solar calibrations were success-
fully performed on October 2, 16, and 30. There was
some misalignment of the detectors at the internal
calibration positions during the internal calibrations
because of continuing problems with the scanner in-
strument elevation-beam motion. (See fig. 7(b).)
NOAA 9 spacecraft _-November 1985. The per-
centage of data arehived to the RAT was 91.14 and to
the PAT was 82.29 for the month of November 1985.
(See table l(m).) The _ angle reached its minimum
value for the year of about 46.9 ° on November 4
and then increased to about 48.3 ° by the end of the
month.
Except during calibrations, the nonscanner in-
strument operated in the normal Earth-viewing
elevation mode for the entire month. Successful
nonseanner internal and solar calibrations were per-
formed on November 13 and 27. The nonscanner
instrument azimuth beam operated at 180 ° instead
of 170 ° for the entire month except during solar
calibrations.
Successfifl internal and solar calibrations of tile
scanncr instrument were performed on November 13
and 27. Except during solar calibrations, the scanner
instrument operated in the normal Earth scan mode
and at the normal cross-track azimuth angle of 0°
for the entire month. Even though the scanner in-
strument sluggishness problem continued, it showed
improvement over previous months. The primary ef-
fect of the sluggishness was misalignment of the scan-
ner instrument detectors at the internal calibration
position during internal calibrations. (See fig. 7(b).)
NOAA 9 .spacecraft December 1985. The per-
centage of data archived to the RAT was 87.50 and
to the PAT was 86.02 for the month of December
1985. (See table l(e).) The _ angle increased from
about 48.3 ° to about 51.3 ° .
The nonscanner instrument operated in its nor-
mal Earth-vicwing elevation mode for the entire
month except during calibrations. The azimuth
beam operated at 180 ° during the entire month ex-
cept during solar calibrations. Nonscanner internal
and solar calibrations were performed successfully
on December 11. Calibrations were also performed
on December 25, but a 100-minute data dropout re-
sulted in the loss of all the data during tile internal
calibration and a portion of the data at the begin-
ning of the solar calibration. The data were recov-
ered for the entirc period when the Sun was in the
field of view of the nonscanner instrument detectors.
However, because of the data dropout, the flags that
mark a solar calibration are not set properly in the
archived data.
Except during periods of calibration, the scanner
instrument operated in the normal Earth scan mode
and at the normal cross-track azimuth-beam posi-
tion of 0°. Scanner internal and solar calibrations
were performed on December 11 and 25. The scan-
ner instrument elevation-beam problem continued in
December with some improvement over October and
November. (See fig. 7(b).) During both internal cal-
ibrations, there was some misalignment of the detec-
tors with the internal calibration sources.
NOAA 9 spacecraft--January 1986. January
1986 was the last of the four NOAA 9 data validation
months. This was the fourth NOAA 9 data month to
be archived to the RAT (August 1988) and tile third
archived to the PAT (November 1988). The percent-
age of data archived to the RAT was 94.55 and to
tile PAT was 92.89 for the month of January. (See
table 1(o).) The ¢? angle increased from about 51.4 °
to about 52.9 ° during January.
Successful internal and solar calibrations of




January22. Theinstrumentoperatedin the nadir,
or Earth-viewingelevationmode,duringthemonth
exceptduringcalibrations.The azimuthbeamop-
eratedat 180° , instead of the normal 170 ° , for the
entire month except during the solar calibration.
The scanner instrument operated in the nor-
mal Earth scan mode and at the normal cross-track
azimuth position of 0°, except during solar calibra-
tion periods. Successful internal and solar calibra-
tions were performed on January 22. The scanner
instrument detectors were misaligned with the inter-
nal calibration sources during the internal calibration
because of continuing irregular scanner instrument
elevation-beam motion.
Concluding Remarks
An overview of the Earth Radiation Budget
Experiment (ERBE) mission has been presented
that includes science objectives, data processing and
archival strategy, and the design and operational ca-
pabilities of the instruments. In-flight operations
and data acquisition have been discussed for the first
15 months of the mission, November 1984 through
January 1986. Archival at the National Space Sci-
ence Data Center (NSSDC) of ERBE science data
for the period was begun in February 1986 and com-
pleted in March 1990. The discussion includes nor-
mal and special operations of the spacecraft and in-
struments, operational anomalies, and the responses
of the instruments to the in-orbit and seasonal vari-
ations of the solar environment. Appendixes discuss
calibration procedures, data obtained during typical
periods of calibration and normal Earth-viewing op-
erations, and a general discussion of the solar envi-
ronment for Earth-orbiting spacecraft. This paper
is a valuable reference and source of information for
people who analyze or utilize ERBE data.
An analysis of ERBE mission operations for the
period from November 1984 through January 1986
leads to the following notable results and conclusions.
Data Coverage and Archival
The collection of ERBE science data for archival
began in November 1984 for the ERBE instruments
aboard the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS)
(operated by NASA) and in February 1985 for
the ERBE instruments aboard the NOAA 9 space-
craft (operated by the National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration). The first ERBE data were
archived to the Raw Archival Tape (RAT) in Febru-
ary 1986 and to the Processed Archival Tape (PAT)
in March 1986. Archival of the first year of data
was completed in November 1989 to the RAT and in
March 1990 to the PAT.
Data coverage was consistent throughout the first
15 months of operation of the ERBE instruments
aboard the ERBS spacecraft. The monthly average
rate for data archived to the RAT was 99 percent and
to the PAT was 97 percent. There were more data
losses and the data coverage was somewhat more
variable during the first 12 months of operation of tile
ERBE instruments aboard the NOAA 9 spacecraft.
The monthly average rate of data archived to the
RAT was 92 percent. The minimum amount archived
to the RAT was 87 percent in December 1985 and the
maximum amount was 98 percent in August 1985.
The monthly average rate of data archivcd to the
PAT was 89 percent. The minimum amount archived
to the PAT was 82 percent in November 1985 and the
maximum amount was 97 percent in August 1985.
These percentages do not include days for which no
data were archived.
Operations During Normal Earth-Viewing
Measurements
For more than 97 percent of the time, the ERBE
nonscanner and scanner instruments on the ERBS
and NOAA 9 spacecraft made Earth-viewing radi-
ation measurements. The nonscanner instruments
on both spacecraft operated in the nadir (Earth-
viewing) elevation mode during Earth-measurement
operations. The Solar Monitor Assembly (SMA)
shutter on both nonscanner instruments remained off
during normal operations. The detector and solar
port heaters remained on during normal operations,
but all other heaters, including those that control the
output of the calibration sources, remained off. The
temperatures of the heat sinks and apertures of the
four Earth-viewing detectors on both nonscanner in-
struments arc critical to the normal operation of the
instruments and were controlled to nearly constant
values during normal operation.
The scanner instruments on both spacecraft op-
erated in the normal Earth scan mode and at a cross-
track azimuth position most of the time. A typical
scan cycle originated on the dark side of the orbit
where the space measurements were made, and the
scan motion across the Earth was in the direction of
the Sun side of the orbit. During full-Sun periods of
the ERBS spacecraft orbit, the scanner instrument
on that spacecraft operated in either the short Earth
scan mode or at the azimuth position of 145 ° to pre-
vent the detectors from directly scanning the Sun.
During periods in January and August 1985, the
scanner instrument on the ERBS spacecraft operated
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at analong-trackazimuthpositionsothat thescan
planewasapproximatelyin the orbit plane. The






Internal and solar calibrations of both the non-
scanner and scanner instruments on both the ERBS
and NOAA 9 spacecraft were generally performed
on Wednesdays at 14-day intervals during the pe-
riod of this paper. Additional calibrations of all
ERBE instruments were performed during the first
few months after they were launched into orbit. The
normal calibration schedule for the instruments on
the ERBS spacecraft was altered during full-Sun pe-
riods. During these periods regularly scheduled cal-
ibrations were not performed. Instead, a set of Cali-
brations was normally performed immediately prior
to and after the full-Sun periods.
During the first 15 months of operation of the
ERBE instruments aboard the ERBS spacecraft,
35 successful internal calibrations and 21 successful
solar calibrations were performed on the scanner in-
strument. In addition, 40 successful internal calibra-
tions and 37 successful solar calibrations were per-
formed on the nonscanner instrument. Almost all
calibrations attempted were successful. One scan-
ncr and three nonscanner solar calibrations that
were attempted were unsuccessful because the in-
struments were commanded to incorrect azimuth po-
sitions. One scanner internal calibration that was
attempted was unsuccessful because the instrument
was operating in the short scan mode at the time
that the calibration was attempted, and thus the de-
tectors did not scan to the internal calibration po-
sition. Scanner solar calibrations were discontinued
after October 1985.
During the first 12 months of operation of the
ERBE instruments aboard the NOAA 9 spacecraft,
25 successful internal calibrations and 21 success-
ful solar calibrations were performed on the scan-
ner instrument. In addition, 25 successful internal
and 26 successful solar calibrations were performed
on the nonscanner instrument. As with the instru-
ments on the ERBS spacecraft, almost all calibra-
tions attempted were successful. Data from one non-
scanner internal calibration were lost because of a
data dropout. Two scanner solar calibrations were
unsuccessful because sluggishness in the motion of
the instrument elevation beam prevented the detee-
tors from properly scanning to the Mirror Attenuator
Mosaic (MAM) position.
Solar Environment and Its Effect on the
Response and Operation of Instruments
The precession rate of the line of nodes of the
ERBS spacecraft orbit is about -3.95 deg/day. The
precession rate for a Sun-synchronous orbit is about
1 deg/day. Thus, relative to the Sun, the orbit is
precessing about -5 deg/day. This precession rate
causes the Sun to cross the orbit plane about ev-
ery 36 days and produces a range of/3 between 10°
and 170 ° . When/3 is less than 24 ° or greater than
156 °, the ERBS spacecraft is in sunlight continu-
ously. These conditions occurred five times during
the first 15 months of operation of the ERBS space-
craft. During periods when /3 was near 24 ° and
156 ° , significant increases in the average values of
housekeeping temperatures of the scanner and non-
scanner instruments occurred. However, the oper-
ational, critical, nonscanner heat sink and aperture
temperatures and the scanner detector temperatures
were not affected significantly.
A variation in the 13 angle also requires changes
in the operation of the instrument and spacecraft.
About every 36 days when the Sun crosses the plane
of the ERBS orbit, tile spacecraft is rotated 180 °
about the nadir axis to reposition the solar panels
to tilt toward the Sun side of the orbit. The yaw
maneuver also has the effect of reorienting the ERBE
instrument so that the primary Earth scan motion is
from the dark to the Sun side of the orbit. Twice
during the first year of operation, the spacecraft was
pitched 180 ° when the Sun was approximately in the
orbit plane. When/3 was less than 24 ° or greater than
156 °, the ERBE scanner instrument operated either
in the short Earth scan mode or at an off-cross-track
azimuth angle to prevent the detectors from directly
scanning the Sun.
The precession of the line of nodes of the
NOAA 9 orbit is nearly synchronous with the ap-
parent motion of the Sun about the Earth. The /3
angle during the first year varied from 47 ° to 62 ° ,
and the resulting solar heating was more benign and
less variable than that of the ERBS orbit. There were
no significant changes in the day-to-day values of in-
strument housekeeping temperatures. There were no
periods when the spacecraft was in sunlight continu-
ously, and no changes in the operation of tile space-
craft or instruments were required because of changes
in the pq angle.
The output of the radiometric detectors of both
instruments on both spacecraft responded to in-orbit
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effectwasalsoapparentin the outputof the solar
monitornonscannerdetectorthat normallyviewed




spikesat sunriseand sunset,indicatingthat the
instrumentsweresensingdirectsolarinput.
Anomalies in the Operation of the
Azimuth and Elevation Beams




beamto rotateto a wrongazimuthangleand/orto
outputanerroneousposition.It isbelievedthat the
problemwascausedby straylight impingingon the
positionsensor.Themostseriousresultoffaultyop-
erationof anazimuthbeamwasthescanningof the
Sunby the detectorsof the scannerinstrumenton
the ERBSspacecraftin February1985.Thisprob-
lemwasa continuingconcernduringthe periodof
this paperandaddedsignificantlyto the datavali-
dationeffort.
Problemsoccurredin orbit with the operation
of theelevationbeamsof bothscannerinstruments.
Sluggishelevation-beamrotationof the scannerin-
strumentswasobservedfromtime to time, andoc-
casionallya beamwouldhangup during a scan.
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Table 1. Summary Information for RAT and PAT Tapes Archived at the NSSDC
[For explanation of abbreviations, see "Nomenclature" on p. 1]
(a) November 1984 a
ERBS spacecraft








































SC INT, all NS CAL's






































RAT PAT Special events
apercentage of data for all days in month on
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................
Percentage of data for days in month with data on -
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................













(b) December 1984 a
ERBS spacecraft












































































aPercentage of data for all days in month on
RAT ..... _....................................
PAT .........................................
Percentage of data for days in month with data on
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................













(c) January 1985 a
ERBS spacecraft


































Yaw turn (+) to ( )
All CAL's




































Percentage of data on
RAT PAT Special events
aPercentage of data for all days in month on
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................
Percentage of data for days in month with data on--
RAT .........................................
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(d) February 1985 a
ERBS spacecraft




























































Y_wturn (-) to (+)
All CAL's

































































SC INT, all NS CAL's
SC INT, all NS CAL's
All SC CAL's
All CAL's
aPercentage of data for all days in month on
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................
Percentage of data for days in month with data on
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................








July 1989 Nov. 1989







(e) March 1985 a
ERBS spacecraft







































































































































































SC SOL, all NS CAL's
apercentage of data for all days in month on- -
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................
Percentage of data for days in month with data on
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................








Sept. 1988 Sept. 1988
Oct. 1989 Oct. 1989
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Table 1. Continued
(f) April 1985 a
ERBS spacecraft































































































































































apercentage of data for all days in month on-
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................
Percentage of data for days in month with data on
RAT .........................................
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aPercentage of data for all days in month on
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................
Percentage of data for days in month with data on--
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................



















(h) June 1985 a
ERBS spacecraft

























































































































































SC INT, all NS CAL's
ERBS NOAA 9
apercentage of data for all days in month on--
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................
Percentage of data for days in month with data on
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................







Dee. 1988 Apr. 1989
July 1989 Oct. 1989
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Table 1. Continued
(i) July 1985 a
ERBS spacecraft








































































































































apercentage of data for all days in month on
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................
Percentage of data for days in month with data on--
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................






















(j) August 1985 °
ERBS spacecraft









































































































































































SC INT, all NS CAL's
All CAL's
apercentage of data for all days in month on -
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................
Percentage of data for days in month with data on
RAT .........................................
PAT








Jan. 1988 Aug. 1989
Apr. 1988 Dec. 1989
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Table 1. Continued
(k) September 1985 a
ERBS spacecraft











































































































































apercentage of data for all days in month on
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................
Percentage of data for days in month with data on--
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................












Jan. 1989 May 1989
July 1989 Nov. 1989
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Table i. Continued
(1) October 1985 a
ERBS spacecraft
















































































































































































apercentage of data for all days in month on
RAT .........................................
PAT ......................... , ...............
Percentage of data for days in month with data on
RAT .........................................
PAT





















(m) November 1985 a
ERBS spacecraft







































































































































apercentage of data for all days in month on
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................
Percentage of data for days in month with data on
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................



















(n) December 1985 a
ERBS spacecraft




















































































SC INT, all NS CAL's
SC INT, all NS CAL's


























































All SC, NS SOL CAL's
apercentage of data for all days in month on
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................
Percentage of data for days in month with data on -
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................








May 1989 Nov. 1989




(o) January 1986 a
ERBS spacecraft
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apercentage of data for all days in month on--
RAT .........................................
PAT .........................................
Percentage o[ data for days in month with data on--
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Table 3. Operational and Pulse Discrete Commands for Instruments
(a) Nonscanner instrument
1. Mode commands
Command description Hex value
Azimuth to 0 ° position 811
Azimuth to 90 ° position 812
Azimuth to 180 ° position 813
Azimuth to position A 814
821Elevation to internal source (stow)
Elevation to solar ports
Elevation to nadir (Earth view)
822
823
SMA shutter cycle on 831
SMA shutter cycle off 832
Detector heaters on 841
Detector heaters off 842
Solar port heaters on 851
Solar port heaters off 852
WFOV blackbody heater off 861
WFOV blackbody heater to temperature 1 862
WFOV blackbody heater to temperature 2 863
MFOV blackbody heater off 871
MFOV blackbody heater to temperature 1 872
MFOV blackbody heater to temperature 2 873
Detector calibration heater off 881
Detector calibration heater level 1 882
Detector calibration heater level 2 883
Detector calibration heater level 3 884
SWICS off 891
SWICS level 1 892
SWICS level 2 893
SWICS level 3 894
Internal calibration sequence 8A1


















MFOV total heat sink temperature
MFOV SW heat sink temperature
WFOV total heat sink temperature
WFOV SW heat sink temperature
solar port temperature
MFOV blackbody temperature 1
MFOV blackbody temperature 2
WFOV blackbody temperature 1
Address for WFOV blackbody temperature 2
Data, most significant byte













3. Pulse discrete commands
Command description
Turn on instrument power
Turn off instrument power
Turn on pulse load bus A power
Turn off pulse load bus A power
Turn on pulse load bus B power
Turn off pulse load bus B power
Turn on standby heater power







Command description Hex value
Azimuth to 0 ° position
Azimuth to 90 ° position
Azimuth to 180 ° position
Azimuth to position A
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth scan between 0° and position A






SWICS at level 3
SWICS at level 3--modulated
SWICS at level 2
SWICS at level 2--modulated
SWICS at level 1



















Internal calibration sequence 8A1
Solar calibration sequence 8A2
2. Data storage commands
Command description
Address for azimuth position A
Address for azimuth position B
Data, most significant byte





























on pulse load bus A power
off pulse load bus A power
on pulse load bus B power
off pulse load bus B power
on standby heatcr power (pedestal)
off standby heater power (pedestal)
on standby heater power (head)
off standby heater power (head)
on pulse bus series relay
off pulse bus series relay
on blackbody heater bus power
off blackbody heater bus power
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Table 4. Scan Profiles of Scanner Instrument
[Scan angle is given in degrees; footnotes are given at end of table a]
Normal Earth mode Short Earth mode MAM scan mode
Scan
position Scan angle View Scan angle View Scan angle View































































































































































































































aScan angle is the elevation angle ¢ that is defined in the "Coordinate Systems and In-Flight Geometry"




Table 5. List of Data Output by Instruments
(a) Nonscanner instrument
RAT PAT Measurement Measurements
Data description units units interval, sec per 16 sec








MFOV total aperture temperature
MFOV SW aperture temperature
Solar monitor heat sink temperature
WFOV total aperture temperature
WFOV SW aperture temperature
MFOV total FOV limiter temperature
MFOV SW limitcr temperature
Calibration heater voltage
Solar monitor aperture temperature
WFOV total FOV limiter temperature
WFOV SW FOV limiter temperature
Beam electronics board temperature
Solar monitor baffle temperature
Azimuth drive position
WFOV total heat sink temperature
WFOV SW heat sink temperature
MFOV total heat sink temperature
MFOV SW heat sink temperature
WFOV blackbody temperature
MFOV blackbody temperature
WFOV solar port temperature


























RAT PAT NIeasurement Measurements














Detector positive bias voltage
Detector negative bias voltage
Total drift balance DAC voltage
LW drift balance DAC voltage
SW drift balance DAC voltage
Temperature reference voltage 1
Temperature reference voltage 2
SW MAM temperature
Total MAM baffle temperature
SW MAM baffle temperature
Total MAM temperature
SWICS amplifier output (1)
SWICS amplifier output (2)




















Table 6. Normal In-Flight Operational Modes of Instruments



















































shortwave heat sink temp.
total heat sink temp.
shortwave heat sink temp.
total heat sink temp.
SW blackbody temp. level 1
TOT blackbody temp. level 1
SW blackbody temp. level 2












3. Bi-level switch indicators
Description
Instrument power
Pulse load bus A
Pulse load bus B
Standby heater power
Instrument heater power a
Calibration heater bias power a
Azimuth motor power a












































2. Bi-level switch indicators
Description
Instrument power
Pulse load bus A
Pulse load bus B
Standby heater power (pedestal)
Blackbody calibration heater power
Standby heater power (head)
Azimuth motor power a





















hr:min:sec of day command Eventdescription
Beginazimuthangleloadcommandsfor solarcalibration
11/05/84 00:54:09 54 419 AddressazimuthpositionA
00:54:41 55 2xx Datacommand,highbyte00:55:45 56 lxx Datacommand,lowbyte


















Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
calibration sequence









































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
























































Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azinmth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
calibration sequence
11/05/84 11:10:09 670 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
11/05/84 15:59:13 959 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
11/12/84 05:50:41 351 419 Address azimuth position A
J 05:54:57 355 2xx Data command, high byte
05:56:33 357 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 58.2 °)
11/12/84 15:44:17 944 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
15:44:49 945 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
15:45:21 945 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
-. 17:21:21 1041 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)












































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2



















































End internal calibration sequence
11/12/84 18:31:13 1111 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin solar calibration sequence
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off










































Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
11/20/84 04:11:29 251 419 Address azimuth position A
04:12:01 252 2xx Data command, high byte





End azimuth angle load commands (A = 84.6 °)
06:43:29 403 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
06:44:01 404 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
06:44:33 405 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
Begm azimuth angle load commands, repeat of above
07:27:45 448 419 Address azimuth position A
07:28:17 448 2xx Data command, high byte
07:28:49 449 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 84.6 °)

























































































End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
11/20/84 09:24:01 564 419 Address azimuth position A
l 09:25:05 565 2xx Data command, high byte
09:26:09 566 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 84.6 °)
11/20/84 09:30:25 570 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin solar calibration sequence
11/20/84
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
/vIFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off


















Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A





































Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on





















































Yaw maneuver to X-axis positive
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Spacecraft pitch to 180 °
Elevate to nadir (space)
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
SWICS off
Azimuth to 90 °
Elevate to nadir (space)
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Azimuth to 0 °
Spacecraft pitch to 0°
17:42:09 1062 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin azimuth angle toad commands for solar calibration
11/26/84 03:36:49 217 419 Address azimuth position A
03:37:21 217 2xx Data command, high byte03:38:25 218 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 71.03 °)
11/26/84 04:53:05 293 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
04:54:09 294 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
04:54:41 295 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
























































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SW_ICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
11/26/84 07:40:33 461 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)








































End solar calibration sequence
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)











commandDate hr:min:sec Event description
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
12/03/84 01:41:05 101 419 Address azimuth position A





End azimuth angle load commands (A = 39.98 °)
376 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
376 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
377 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
473 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)













































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off








543 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
550 822 Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
551 814 Azimuth to position A




























SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
12/10/84 09:44:49 585 419 Address azimuth position A
09:45:21 585 2xx Data command, high byte
09:48:01 588 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 2.78 °)
12/10/84 15:23:29 923 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
15:24:01 924 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
15:24:33 925 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
17:00:33 1021 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)













































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence




































Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
12/17/84
12/17/84
End modified solar calibration sequence.








467 419 Address azimuth position A
467 2xx Data command, high byte
469 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 21.53 °)
479 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1









































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off









• 12/17/84 10:37:05 637 861 " WFOVblackbodyheateroff
t 10:37:37 638 871 MFOVblackbodyheateroff10:38:09 638 851 Solarport heaterson10:38:41 639 891 SWICSoff
Endinternalcalibrationsequence
12/17/84 j 10:45:37 [ 646 l 823 I Elevate to nadir (Earth)

























Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands (incomplete)
12/26/84 [ 02:43:29 J 163 [ 419 [ Address azimuth position A
End azimuth angle load commands
12/26/84 04:49:53 290 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
i 04:50:25 290 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 104:50:57 291 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
06:26:57 387 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
























































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off




































End internal calibration sequence
12/26/84 07:36:49 457 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off


























End modified solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
12/28/84 01:28:17 88 419 Address azimuth position A
01:28:49 89 2xx Data command, high byte01:29:21 89 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 69.68°).
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
12/28/84 Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off

























Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence












Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 65.48 °)
398 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
399 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
399 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1





















































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
01/09/85 09:25:05 565 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)

























Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence.









Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte










Date hr:min:sec of day Event description
01/23/85 12:44:33 765 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
12:45:05 765 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
12:45:37 766 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
• 14:21:37 862 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth) ....




















































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
931 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)













Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0 °
Data dropoutl missed two commands.
End modified solar calibration sequence








commandDate hr:min:sec Event description
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
02/06/85 00:06:41 7 419 Address azimuth position A
t 00:07:13 7 2xx Data command, high byte
00:07:45 8 lxx Data command, low byte










Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1













































































End internal calibration sequence
02/06/85 I2:45:37 766 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
02/06/85 12:53:05 773 822 Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
12:53:37 774 814 Azimuth to position A
12:54:09 774 883 Detector bias heater on at level 2
.. 13:04:17 784 831 SMA shutter cycle on
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off





























SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
i
End modified solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
02/20/85 05:41:05 341 419 Address azimuth position A





Begin internal calibration sequence
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 20.4 °)
584 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
584 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
585 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1












































































End internal calibration sequence
02/20/85 ] 12:30:41 751 823
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off








hr:min:sec of day command Event description

























Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
03/06/85 03:44:49 225 419 Address azimuth position A
l 03:45:21 225 2xx Data command, high byte
03:45:53 226 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 60.9 °)
03/06/85 07:48:01 468 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
I 07:48:33 469 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
07:49:37 470 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
-, 09:25:05 565 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)







































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off

















Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
03/06/85 10:34:57 635 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)































Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
solar calibration sequence
Yaw maneuver to X-axis negative


















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte





Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1

























































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off


































End internal calibration sequence
03/20/85 12:22:09 742 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
03/2o/85
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off


















Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
04/03/85 03:59:45 240 419 Address azimuth position A
l 04:00:17 240 2xx Data command, high byte
04:00:49 241 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 29.7 °)
04/03/85 14:09:21 849 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
14:09:53 850 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
14:10:25 850 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
•, 15:46:25 946 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)












































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2




















































WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
04/03/85 16:56:17 1016 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)

























Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence.












Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte













Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1



























































Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
04/17/85 13:21:53 802 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)




























End modified solar calibration sequence
04/21/85 15:06 Yaw maneuver to X-axis positive
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
05/01/85 05:26:41 327 419 Address azimuth position A
i 05:27:13 327 2xx Data command, high byte
05:28:17 328 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 53.7 °)
05/01/85
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off



















Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)












Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)











































































End internal calibration sequence
05/01/85 12:14:09 734 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
Event description
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off




























Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence.










Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte













Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
























































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWlCS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
05/08/85 12:05:05 725 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)

























Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence












hr:min:sec of day command Event description









264 419 Address azimuth position A
265 2xx Data command, high byte
266 lxx Data command, low byte

























































821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1



























Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence





























Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence
06/12/85 09:00:33 541 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
09:01:05 541 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
09:01:37 542 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
•. 10:37:05 637 823 Elevate to nad!r.(Earth)















































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence


















Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
01:35:45 96 419 Address azimuth position A
01:36:17 96 2xx Data command, high byte
01:36:49 97 lxx Data command, low byte
















Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1





















































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SVVICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence














Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2

























SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
06/26/85 05:08:33 309 419 Address azimuth position A
05:09:05 309 2xx Data command, high byte05:09:37 310 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 61.43 °)
06/26/85 08:_19:2i n 529 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
I 08:49:53 530 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
i 08:50:25 530 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
• 10:26:25 626 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)














































































Dctector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heatcr on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence












































15:36 Yawmaneuverto X-axis positive






173 419 Address azimuth position A
173 2xx Data command, high byte
174 lxx Data command, low byte














Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1


































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1






























Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal sequence
12:01:20 721 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)

























End modified solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
07/24/85 05:27:12 327
05:27:44 32805:28:48 329
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off




Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 59.4 °)
07/24/85 08:53:04 533 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
!! 08:54:08 534 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
i 08:54:40 535 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
_ 10:30:08 630 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)


















































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2














































Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off











End internal calibration sequence
701 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)

















Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence
o8/02/85 13:22 Yaw maneuver to X-axis negative
Begin azimuth angle 10ad commands for solar calibration
08/07/85 01:40:00 100 419 Address azimuth position A
01:40:32 101 2xx Data command, high byte
01:41:04 101 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 72.98 °)
08/07/85 10:44:00 644 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
10:44:32 645 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
10:45:04 645 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
12:21:04 741 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin internal calibration sequence

































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1

























































Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off












811 [ 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)

















Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
08/21/85 00:13:36
00:14:0800:15:12
14 419 Address azimuth position A
14 2xx Data command, high byte
15 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 20.78 °)
08/21/85 08:39:44 520 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
08:40:16 520 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
08:40:48 521 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
.. 10:16:16 616 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)




















Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on









































































End internal calibration sequence
08/21/85 11:26:40 687 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)





SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off


























Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence.







Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte











Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1








of day I Hex Icommand Event description













































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
09/04/85 I 12:55:44 I 776 I 823 ] Elevate to nadir (Earth)

























Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azinmth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence
09/12/85 l 13:42 [ I [ Yaw maneuver to X-axis positive
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
09/18/85 ] 01:04:16 64 I 419 Address azimuth position A
01:04:48 65 2xx Data command, high byte1 101:06:24 66 lxx Data command, low byte


























Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1

















































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
11:43:12 703 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)

























Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)











hr:min:sec of day command Event description




















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
,de load commands (A = 29.18 °)
821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1














































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at levcI 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
10/02/85 I 13:06:24 [ 786 [ 823 t Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence.
















Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2




























SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence.













Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azinmth angle load commands (A = 76.5 °)
594 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
595 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
595 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
691 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)













































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence






Date hr:min:sec of day command Event description

























End modified solar calibration sequence
14:38
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off



























































Yaw maneuver to X-axis negative
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
WFOV blackbody heater off
Spacecraft pitch to 180 °
Elevate to nadir (space)
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Detector bias heater on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Azimuth to 90°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Azimuth to 0 °
Spacecraft pitch to 0 °
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1










































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2




















































Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off












823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
load commands for solar calibration
419 Address azimuth position A
2xx Data command, high byte
lxx Data command, low byte













Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)

































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
VgFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater oll at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
















1035 861 WFOV blackbody heater off
1036 871 MFOV blackbody heater off
1037 851 Solar port heaters on
1037 891 SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
10/20/85 17:24:00 1044 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)

























Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azinmth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence
10/30/85 10:08:i6 608 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
10:08:48 609 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
10:09:20 609 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
,- 11:45:20 705 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)






























































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1































Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
10/30/85 12:55:12 775 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)

















Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2 "
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence.





05:40:00 340 419 Address azimuth position A
05:40:32 341 2xx Data command, high byte
05:41:36 342 lxx Data command, low byte










Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
















































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off












































MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
End internal calibration sequence
10/31/85 11:30:56 691 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
10/31/85
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off


















Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
11/13/85 06:32:48 393 419 Address azimuth position A
06:33:20 393 2xx Data command, high byte06:34:24 394 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 62.03 °)
11/13/85 09:49:04 589 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
09:49:36 590 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
09:50:08 590 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
,- 11:26:08 686 823 Elcvatc to nadir (Earth)
































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1





























































Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWlCS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
























Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off





End modified solar calibration sequence
Yaw maneuver to X-axis positive
_zimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
264 419 Address azimuth position A
264 2xx Data command, high byte
266 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 63.23 °)
609 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
610 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
610 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
706 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)

















Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)









































































Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SV_rICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal Calibration sequence
11/27/85 12:56:16 776 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)

















Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
12/04/85 04:12:32 253 419 Address azimuth position A
l 04:13:04 253 2xx Data command, high byte04:13:36 254 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 32.03 °)
12/04/85 10:00:48 601 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
10:01:20 601 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
10:01:52 602 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1

































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Dctector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
12:47:44 768 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin partial solar calibration sequence.











SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
12/18/85 02:12:00 132 419 Address azimuth position A






End azimuth angle load commands (A = 28.88 °)
507 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
508 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1








commandDate hr:min:sec ExTent description
Begin azimuth angle load commands, repeat of above
12/18/85 08:49:52 530 419 Address azimuth position A
08:50:24 530 2xx Data command, high byte
08:51:28 531 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 28.88 °)
12/18/85 10:04:32 605 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
















































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
S_,_,rICS oil at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody hcatcr off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
12/18/85 11:14:24 674 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)

























End modified solar calibration sequence
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off









of day commandDate hr:min:sec Event description
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
12/25/85 02:47:44 168 419 Address azimuth position A





End azimuth angle load commands (A = 60.23 °)
582 821 "Elevate to internal source (stow)
583 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
584 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
679 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)













































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off












End internal calibration sequence
749 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
857 822 Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
858 814 Azimuth to position A
858 883 Detector bias heater on at level 2


























SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence
12/31/85 15:14 Yaw maneuver to X-axis negative
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
01/08/86 03:11:12 191 419 Address azimuth position A
l 03:11:44 192 2xx Data command, high byte
03:12:48 193 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 66.6 °)
01/08/86 08:20:00 500 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
08:20:32 501 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
08:21:04 501 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
,. 09:57:04 597 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)












































































End internal calibration sequence
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
"WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off












































Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off







End modified solar calibration sequence.









Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte










Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1


































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off

























WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
01/22/86 12:22:08 742 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)

























End modified solar calibration sequence
01/31[_{_6 ....... 15:01 Yaw maneuver to X-axis positive
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off






























































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at levcl 1 modulatcd
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
calibration sequence
821 Scan to stow
Release contamination covers
11/05/84 13:03:13 783 813 Azimuth to 180 °
11/05/84 15:57:05 957 822 Normal scan mode




















SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off



































at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.














SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated














































End internal calibration sequence.

































at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated



























End internal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
11/08/84
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
S_,_CS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
























at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters on
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated





























































































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated



























at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
cMibration heaters on
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated




8A1 Begin internal calibration























at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters on
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated

















SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated


























































at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.





























































at levcl 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters on
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence.



















End azimuth angle load commands (A = 99.6 °, B = 84.6°).




Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte

















SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated


























































at, level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated




































824 Short scan mode
811 Azimuth to 0 °
solar calibration sequence
8A2 Begin solar calibration
824 Short scan mode
811 Azimuth to 0 °
814 Azimuth to position A
825 MAM (solar) scan mode
815 Azimuth to position B
814 Azimuth to position A
824 Short scan mode
813 Azimuth to 180 °
























End 180 ° pitch procedure.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
11/26/84
Scan to stow
Pitch spacecraft 180 °
Normal scan mode
Scan to stow




















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte










































































at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters on
at level 1 modulatcd
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence
11/26/84 07:53:21 473 824 Short scan mode
1 !/26/84 07:53:53 474 811 Azimuth to 0°































End solar calibration sequence.





Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode




















End azimuth angle load commands (A = 55.2 °, B = 40.2 °)
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte


























































End internal calibration sequence
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS oil at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated


























824 Short scan mode




Azimuth to 0 °
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
















824 Short scan mode
822 Normal scan mode
End Sun avoidance operation.
















































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
S\VICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
















824 Short scan mode
811 Azimuth to 0°
calibration sequence
8A2 Begin solar calibration
824 Short scan mode
811 Azimuth to 0 °
814 Azimuth to position A
825 MAM (solar) scan mode
815 Azimuth to position B
814 Azimuth to position A
824 Short scan mode
813 Azimuth to 180 °




























































Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte

















angle load commands (A = 80.63 °, B = 65.63°).
Begin internal calibration sequcnce
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated











































at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters on
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated













End internal calibration sequence
579 824 Short scan mode
579 811 Azimuth to 0°














Azimuth to 0 °
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 180 °
Normal scan mode
sequence



















































812 Azimuth to 90 °
822 Normal scan mode
calibration sequence
8A1 Begin internal calibration
897 SWICS on at level 1 modulated
895 SWICS on at level 2 modulated
893 SWICS on at level 3 modulated
891 SWICS off
Pulse Blackbody calibration heaters on
897 SWICS on at level 1 modulated
895 SWICS on at level 2 modulated
893 SWICS on at level 3 modulated
891 SWICS off
Pulse Blackbody calibration heaters off
897 SWICS on at level 1 modulated
895 SWICS on at level 2 modulated
893 SWICS on at level 3 modulated
891 SWICS off
calibration sequence















Azimuth to 180 °
Normal scan mode
Scan to stow
Yaw maneuver to X-axis positive
Normal scan mode








Begin internal calibration sequence
02/06/85
9 419 Address azimuth position A
9 2xx Data command, high byte
l0 ixx Data command, low byte
11 41B Address azimuth position B
12 2xx Data command, high byte
13 lxx Data command, low byte























SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on








































02/06/85 12:58:57 779 824 Short scan mode
02/06/85 12:59:29 779 811 Azimuth to 0°
Begin solar calibration sequence
02/06/85
Event description
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated



































Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 180 °
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin Sun avoidance operation
02/17/85 15:08:01 I 908 824 Short scan mode



















End azimuth angle load commands (A = 35.93 °, B = 20.93°).
Begin internal calibration sequence
02/20/85
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated





























Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
02/20/85 12:42:57 t 763 824 Short scan mode
02/20/85 12:43:29 [ 763 811 Azimuth to 0°

































Azimuth to 0 °
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 180 °
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence
02/20/85 21:56:01 1316 821 I Scan to stow
02/25/85 18:27:29 1107 822 ]. Normal scan mode
End Sun avoidance operation.





























































at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters on
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
03/06/85 I 03:39:29 219 419 I Address azimuth position A
' 03:40:01 220 2xx Data command, high byte











Date hr:min:sec of day command Event description
03/06/85 03:42:09 222 41B Address azimuth position B
03:42:41 223 2xx Data command, high byte03:43:45 224 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 75.98 °, B = 60.98°).















































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated





End internal calibration se( uence
10:48:17 648 I 824 Short scan mode
10:48:49 649 I 811 Azimuth to 0°
Begin solar calibration see uence
10:53:37 654 8A2 Begin solar calibration
10:54:09 654 824 Short scan mode
10:54:41 655 811 Azimuth to 0°
10:55:13 655 814 Azimuth to position A
11:01:05 661 825 MAM (solar) scan mode
11:06:25 666 815 Azimuth to position B
11:12:49 673 814 Azimuth to position A
11:19:13 679 824 Short scan mode
11:19:45 680 813 Azimuth to 180 °
11:24:33 685 822 Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence
14:56:17 I 896 I 821 Scan to stow
15:07 I I Yaw maneuver to X-axis negative:35:45 936 822 Normal scan mode








Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte








































Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 73.2 °, B = 58.2°).





























































at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters on
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence
03/20/85 [ 12:35:29 755 I 824 l Shortscanmod e03/20/85 I 12:36:01 756 811 Azimuth to 0°


































Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 180 °
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence
04/01/85 03:36:49 l 217 824 Short scan mode



















































































































End internal calibration sequence
1030 824 Short scan mode
1031 811 Azimuth to 0 °

































Azimuth to 0 °
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 180 °
Normal scan mode






Date hr:min:sec of day command Event description




































Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
angle load commands (A = 94.58 °,

































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at lcvel 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
04/17/85 13:35:13 815 824 Short scan mode
04/17/85 13:35:45 816 811 Azimuth to 0 °
































Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode








































184 419 Address azimuth position A
184 2xx Data command, high byte
185 Ixx Data command, low byte
186 41B Address azimuth position B
187 2xx Data command, high byte
188 lxx Data command, low byte


































Begin solar calibration sequence
05/01/85
calibration sequence
8A1 Begin internal calibration
897 SWICS on at level 1 Inodulated
895 SWICS on at level 2 modulated
893 SWICS on at level 3 modulated
891 SWICS off
Pulse Blackbody calibration heaters on
897 SWICS on at level 1 modulated
895 SWICS on at level 2 modulated
893 SWICS on at level 3 modulated
891 SWICS off
Pulse Blackbody calibration heaters off
897 SWICS on at level 1 modulated
895 SWICS on at level 2 modulated
893 SWICS on at level 3 modulated
891 SWICS off
calibration sequence
824 Short scan mode



































Azimuth to 0 °
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode





Date Universal time I [
Minutes Hex
hr:min:scc of day ...... command Event description



















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 64.8 °, B = 49.8°).

















































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
12:17:53 738 I 824 Short scan mode
12:18:25 738 I 811 Azimuth to 0 °


































Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 180 °
Normal scan mode
05/22/85 I 13:23 I
End solar calibration sequence






























































































at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
















End internal calibration sequence
738 824 Short scan mode
738 811 Azimuth to 0°














Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 180 °
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence.

















Date hr:min:sec of day command Event description



















End azimuth angle load commands (A = 76.5 °, B = 61.5°).
Begin internal calibration sequence
06/26/85
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte

























































at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters on
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated







End internal calibration sequence
710 824 _ Short scan mode
711 811 [ Azimuth to0 °

































Azimuth to 0 °
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 180 °
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence









commandDate hr:min:sec Event description



















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
07/10/85
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 81.23 °, B = 66.23°).















































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
07/10/85 12:14:40 735 824 Short scan mode
07/10/85 12:15:12 735 811 Azimuth to 0°



































Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B

































End azimuth angle load commands (A = 74.48 °, B = 59.48°).
Begin internal calibration sequence
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte

















































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated













at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence
07/24/85 11:53:20 713 824 Short scan mode
07/24/85 11:54:24 714 811 Azimuth to 0°


































Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 180 °
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence









































End azimuth angle load commands (A = 88.13 °, B = 73.13°).
Begin internal calibration sequence
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte












SWICS on at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated




















































































at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration sequence
824 Short scan mode





Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode










commandDate hr:min:sec Event description
Begin along-track scan operation
08/07/85 16:06:40 967 812 Azimuth to 90 °
Resume cross-track scan operation
0___8/14/85 12:36:00 756 813 Azimuth to 180 °
Begin Sun-avoidance scan operation
08/19/85 01:26:40 87 824 Short scan mode
08/29/85 14:15:44 856 822 Normal scan mode
End Sun avoidance scan operation.



















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
09/04/85
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 72.08 °, B = 57.08°).

























































at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters on
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off














824 Short scan mode
811 Azimuth to 0°
solar calibration sequence
8A2 Begin solar calibration
824 Short scan mode
811 Azimuth to 0 °
814 Azimuth to position A






























Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 180 °
Normal scan mode
09/12/85
End solar calibration sequence
13:42 Yaw maneuver to X-axis positive



















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 77.78 °, B = 62.78°).
begin internal calibration sequence
09/18/85 Begin internal calibration





























































at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters on
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated










End internal calibration sequence
717 824 Short scan mode
717 811 Azimuth to 0 °










Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode

























Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 180 °
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence.



















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 44.63 °, B = 29.63°).















































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off










at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated




13:20:16 800 t 82411
Begin
Short scan mode





























Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B






























Azimuth to 180 °
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence.



















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 91.58 °, B = 76.58°).















































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
10/16/85 12:54:40 775 824 Short scan mode
10/16/85 12:55:12 775 811 Azimuth to 0°
Begin solar calibration sequence






























Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 180 °
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence






































MAM (solar) scan mode
Scan to stow
MAM (solar) scan mode
Spacecraft pitch 180 °
Normal scan mode
MAM (solar) scan mode
Normal scan mode
MAM (solar) scan mode
Spacecraft pitch to 0°
End 180 ° pitch procedure
10/20/85 00:30:08 30 822 Normal scan mode
00:33:52 34 825 MAM (solar) scan mode
00:36:00 36 824 Short scan mode
-, 00:37:36 38 822 Normal scan mode
NOTE: Normal scan command failed until about 02:30
11/21/85 15:02 Yaw maneuver to X-axis positive














Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
(A = 179.03 °, B = 144.98°).End azimuth
Begin Sun-avoidance operation
12/05/85 .... 20:15:12 1215 815 Azimuth to position B (145 °)














































End internal calibration sequence
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated

















12/18/85 13:40:32 821 813 Azimuth to 180 °
End Sun-avoidance operation.
































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence



































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated















at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated

















SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated













































Blackbody calibration heaters on









at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration ,sequence







Table 8. List of Operational Commands Executed by






commandDate hr:min:sec Event description
Data dropout - missed two commands
02/02/85 12:58:12 778 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
02/02/85 13:11:32 792 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)












































































End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
02/02/85 14:16:36 857 419 Address azimuth position A
l 14:17:08 857 2xx Data command, high byte14:17:40 858 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 123.75°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
02/02/85 14:18:12 858 8A2 Begin solar calibration
14:18:44 859 852 Solar port heaters off
14:19:16 859 822 Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
.- 14:19:48 860 814 Azimuth to position A
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off









































End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
Event description
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)









Address azinmth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte


















Azimuth to position A
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)






























































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1




























End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands
02/06/85
Event description
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
02/06/85
13:33:56 814 419 Address azimuth position A
13:34:28 814 2xx Data command, high byte
13:35:00 815 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 123.68°).














816 8A2 Begin solar calibration
816 852 Solar port heaters off
817 822 Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
817 814 Azimuth to position A
818 882 Detector bias heater on at level 1
827 851 Solar port heaters on
828 831 SMA shutter cycle on
859 832 SMA shutter cycle off
859 852 Solar port heaters off
860 813 Azimuth to 180 °
860 881 Detector bias heater off
870 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
870 851 Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
02/06/85 14:35:48 876 419 Address azimuth position A
14:36:20 876 2xx Data command, high byte14:36:52 877 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 170.0 °)
02/06/85 14:37:24 877 814 Azimuth to position A
































WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
sequence
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on






































































SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
02/13/85 14:0h08 841 419 Address azimuth position A
14:0h40 842 2xx Data command, high byte
14:02:12 842 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 123.68°).








































End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)









Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte






























Azimuth to position A
Begin internal calibration sequence
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1






















































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off






















SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
02/20/85 12:46:28 766 419 Address azimuth position A
12:47:00 767 2xx Data command, high byte12:47:32 768 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 123.68 °)
02/20/85 12:48:04 768 8A2 Begin solar calibration
12:48:36 769 852 Solar port heaters off
12:49:08 769 822 Elevate to solar ports (Sun)








































Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
02/20/85 13:48:20 828 419 Address azimuth position A
l 13:48:52 829 2xx Data command, high byte
13:49:24 829 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 170.0 °)













Begin internal calibration sequence
o3/o6/85
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1






























































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1































Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.




719 419 Address azimuth position A
720 2xx Data command, high byte
720 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 123.98°).









































Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)






End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
781 419 Address azimuth position A
781 2xx Data command, high byte
782 lxx Data command, low byte


















Azimuth to position A
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp.
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp.
Elevate to nadir (Earth)




















Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on



































































SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
03/20/85 12:53:56 774 419 Address azimuth position A
12:54:28 774 2xx Data command, high byte12:55:00 775 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 124.2°).









































Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
03/20/85 13:55:48 836 419 Address azimuth position A
l 13:56:20 836 2xx Data command, high byte
13:56:52 837 lxx Data command, low byte
































Azimuth to position A
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)













































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin _zimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
04/03/85 17:13:08 1033 419 Address azimuth position A
17:13:40 1034 2xx Data command, high byte
17:14:12 1034 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 124.13°).

















Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A















































04/03/85 18:15:00 1095 419 AddressazimuthpositionA
18:15:32 1096 2xx Datacommand,highbyte18:16:04 1096 lxx Datacommand,lowbyte
Endazimuthangleloadcommands(A = 170.0°)













Begin internal calibration sequence
04/17/85
i
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1







































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off













commandDate hr:min:sec Event description
04/17/85 12:58:12 778 851 Solar port heaters on
04/17/85 12:58:44 779 891 SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.












Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 123.75°).









































Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.













Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte





814 Azimuth to position A





Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1

























Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level I
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off






















































Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
05/08/85 12:41:08 761 419 Address azimuth position A
12:41:40 762 2xx Data command, high byte12:42:12 762 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 122.33°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
05/08/85
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off









































End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
05/08/85 13:43:00 823 419 Address azimuth position A
l 13:43:32 824 2xx Data command, high byte13:44:04 824 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 170.0 °)
13;44:36 825 814 Azimuth to position Ao5/08/85
05/29/85
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)













Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1

























































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Dctector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Dctector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off




End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
12:19:16 739 419 Address azimuth position A
12:19:48 740 2xx Data command, high byte
12:20:20 740 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 120.45°).



































Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °








commandDate hr:min:sec Event description
05/29/85 13:15:16 795 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
05/29/85 13:15:48 796 851 Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
05/29/85 13:21:08 801 419 Address azimuth position A
i 13:21:40 802 2xx Data command, high byte
13:22:12 802 lxx Data command, low byte
End azinmth angle load commands (A = 170.0 °)













Begin internal calibration sequence
06/12/85
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1




















































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody hcater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SV¢ICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off









hr:min:sec of day command Eventdescription
Beginazimuthangleloadcommandsfor solarcalibration
06/12/85 13:12:37 793 419 AddressazimuthpositionA














































Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA sMtter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.




854 419 Address azimuth position A
855 2xx Data command, high byte
856 lxx Data command, low byte





























Azimuth to position A
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)













Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1

























































End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
06/26/85 12:23:33 744 419 Address azimuth position A
12:24:05 744 2xx Data command, high byte
I2:24:37 745 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 118.8°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
06/26/85
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off










































Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
06/26/85 13:25:25 805 419 Address azimuth position A
13:25:57 806 2xx Data command, high byte
13:26:29 806 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 170.0 °)
06/26/85 13:27:01 807 814 Azimuth to position A
07/10/85 10:27:48 628 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)










commandDate hr:min:sec Event description
07/10/85 10:43:48 644 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
07/10/85 12:10:44 731 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)













































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin _zimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
07/10/85 13:15:48 796 419 Address azimuth position A
13:16:20 796 2xx Data command, high byte
13:16:52 797 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 118.95°).


























Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on



























End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
O7/lO/85
Event description
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)


















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte












Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1













































































End internal calibration sequence
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off













t Minuteshr:min:sec of day nox tcommand Event description






Ixx Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 119.78°).









































Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte











Azimuth to position A
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)









































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2

















































End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
08/07/85 13:17:24 797 419 Address azimuth position A
l 13:17:56 798 2xx Data command, high byte
13:18:28 798 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 115.2°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
08/07/85
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off









































End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
08/07/85 14:19:16 859 419 Address azimuth position A
l 14:19:48 860 2xx Data command, high byte
14:20:20 860 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 170.0 °)





Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)













Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1






Date hr:min:sec of day
Hex
command Event description












































































End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
08/21/85 12:27:16 747 419 Address azimuth position A
12:27:48 748 2xx Data command, high byte
12:28:20 748 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 123.75°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
o8/21/85
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off

































Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off

























Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
08/21/85 13:29:08 809 419 Address azimuth position A
l 13:29:40 810 2xx Data command, high byte
13:30:12 810 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 170.0 °)













Begin internal calibration sequence
09/04/85
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1













































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
VVFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
























Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte

















End azimuth angle load commands (A = 126.45°).




























Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
860 419 Address azimuth position A
861 2xx Data command, high byte
861 lxx Data command, low byte


























Azimuth to position A
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp.
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp.














Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp.

























































Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
S\VICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.






748 419 Address azimuth position A
748 2xx Data command, high byte
749 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 129.23°).








































End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
09/18/85 13:29:40 810 419 Address azimuth position A
13:30:12 810 2xx Data command, high byte13:30:44 811 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 170.0 °)
13:31:16 811 814 Azimuth to position A
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)














Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
























































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
10/02/85
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
13:18:28 798 419 Address azimuth position A
13:19:00 799 2xx Data command, high byte
13:19:32 800 lxx Data command, low byte
































Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off



















Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.












Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte














Azimuth to position A
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)












































































End internal calibration sequence
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. i
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off













commandDate hr:min:sec Event description
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
10/16/85 12:27:16 747 419 Address azinmth position A
12:27:48 748 2xx Data command, high byte12:28:20 748 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 133.43°).









































Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
















419 Address azimuth position A
2xx Data command, high byte
lxx Data command, low byte
load commands (A = 170.0 °)






Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1




































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1























































End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
Event description
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off













Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 134.25°).

























Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on



















SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azinmth angle load commands for 170 °
10/30/85 14:20:20 860 419 Address azimuth position A
14:20:52 861 2xx Data command, high byte
14:21:24 861 lxx Data command, 10w byte


































Begin internal calibration sequence
to internal source (stow)
blackbody heater on at temp. 1















































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias hcatcr off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration




Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
azimuth angle load commands (A = 134.1°).

















Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A










of day command Event description









851 Solar port heaters on
831 SMA shutter cycle on
832 SMA shutter cycle off
852 Solar port heaters off
813 Azinmth to 180 °
881 Detector bias heater off
823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
851 Solar port heaters on
calibration sequence.
angle load commands for 170 °
End solar
Begin azimuth
11/13/85 13:29:08 809 419 Address azimuth position A
13:29:40 810 2xx Data command, high byte13:30:12 810 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 170.0 °)















































































Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port hcatcrs off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at lcvcl 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off



















MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
11/27/85 13:18:28 798 419 Address azimuth position A
l 13:19:00 799 2xx Data command, high byte13:19:32 800 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 133.13°).















































Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
11/27/85 14:20:20 860 419 Address azimuth position A
l 14:20:52 861 2xx Data command, high byte14:21:24 861 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 170.0 °)

















Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp.
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp.
Elevate to nadir (Earth)

























Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1




































































Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
S\¥1CS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
12/11/85 12:28:20 748 419 Address azimuth position A
12:28:52 749 2xx Data command, high byte12:29:24 749 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 131.7°).









































Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heatcr off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.









Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte










of dayDate hr:min:sec Event description




13:31:48 812 814 Azimuth to position A
10:32:36 633 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
10:33:08 633 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
10:48:36 649 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
Data dropout: missed all internal calibration commands and
the first six solar calibration commands.






















SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte












Azimuth to position A
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1



















































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2









































Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
01/22/86 13:24:21 804 419 Address azimuth position A
13:24:53 805 2xx Data command, high byte
13:25:25 805 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 128.25°).










































End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
01/22/86 I4:26:13 866 419 Address azimuth position A
14:26:45 867 2xx Data command, high byte
14:27:17 867 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 170.0 °)
01/22/86 I 14:27:49 868 814 Azimuth to position A
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)




























































































































at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters on
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated











SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
cMibration heaters on

















at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated












SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on







































SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.




















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
angle load commands (A = 108.53 °,



































Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B




End solar calibration sequence.





























































at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters on
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated






























End azimuth angle load commands (A = 108.53 °, B = 123.53°).

































Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte




Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B




End solar calibration sequence.














































End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
03/06/85
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
S'WICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated




















End azimuth angle load commands (A -- 108.83 °, B = 123.83 °)
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte






Date hr:min:sec of <lay
Hex
command Event description































End solar calibration sequence
03/20/85 01:18:28 78 821 Scan to stow






Azinmth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azinmth to position B






















End azimuth angle load commands (A = 109.05 °, B = 124.05°).











Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte





















End solar calibration sequence.




Azimuth to 0 °
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
S_A_CS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated






























End internal calibration sequence.




Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated






















(A = 108.98 °
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azinmth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte




































Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B




End solar calibration sequence.





























































at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters on
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated






Date hr:min:sec of day
nex
command Event description



















End azimuth angle load commands (A = 108.6 °, B = 123.6°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
04/17/85
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte































End solar calibration sequence.





Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B

















































at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters on
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence.
05/08/85
1
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
14:34:44 875 419 Address azimuth position A
14:35:16 875 2xx Data command, high byte






Date hr:min:sec of day command Event description
05/08/85 14:36:20 876 41B Address azimuth position B
14:36:52 877 2xx Data command, high byte14:37:24 877 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A -- 107.18 °, B = 122.18°).


































Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B



















End solar calibration sequence.
































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at level 1 modulated








at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence.




















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte













































Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0 °
Normal scan mode
End solar :alibration sequence.





























































at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters on
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence.



















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load lmands (A = 104.33 °, B = 119.33°).














































End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
Event description
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode




































































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated













at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration sequence.







Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
angle load commands (A = 103.73 °, B = 118.73°).































End solar calibration sequence
Begin solar calibration
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0 °
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode




















8A1 Begin internal calibration





















































End internal calibration sequence.







at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters on
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated













Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 103.8 °, B = 118.8°).


































Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B




End solar calibration sequence.












SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated








































































































































































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated


































Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
14:33:40 874 811 Azimuth to 0°
Resume cross-track operation.















































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off










at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at, level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence.





















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 108.6 °, B = 123.6°).





































Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
































































































































































597 897 SWICSonat level1modulated
598 895 SWICSonat level2modulated


















































































































































































































































































































































at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off



























End azimuth angle load commands (A = 1
Begin solar
solar calibration
419 Address azimuth position A
2xx Data command, high byte
lxx Data command, low byte
41B Address azimuth position B
2xx Data command, high byte
lxx Data command, low byte



































Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0 °
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence.















































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.



















End azimuth angle load commands (A = 119.1 °, B = 134.1 °)
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte






























































































































































865 811 Azimuthto 0°















































































































at level 2. modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters on
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated













Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 117.98 °, B = 132.98°).































End solar calibration sequence
Begin solar calibration
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0 °
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B




























































at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters on
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence.



















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 116.55 °, B = 131.55°).


































Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B








End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
649 8A1 Begin internal calibration
650 897 SWICS on at level 1 modulated
651 895 SWICS on at level 2 modulated


























































End internal calibration sequence.








at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
calibration heaters off
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated













Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 115.05 °, B = 130.05°).

































Azimuth to 0 °
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B




End solar calibration sequence.





























SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS oil at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Blackbody calibration heaters on
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated






























End internal calibration sequence.




Blackbody calibration heaters off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
S\_qCS on at level 2 modulated




















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 113.1 °, B = 128.1°).


































Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0 °
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence
193

























































Local time of ascending node,
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(b) NOAA 9 spacecraft.
Figure 3. Spacecraft coordinate systems and alignment of axes with instrument axes.
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(b) NOAA 9 spacecraft for February 1985 through January 1986.
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(a) Heat sink temperatures. Earth-viewing detectors.
Figure 8. Daily values of minimum, mean, and maximum housekeeping measurements from nonscanner
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(a) Heat sink temperatures. Earth-viewing detectors.
Figure 10. Daily values of minimum, mean, and maximum housekeeping measurements from nonscanner
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Figure 11. Daily values of minimum, mean, and maximum housekeeping measurements from scanner instrument
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Description of Instrument Calibration
Procedures and Data From Typical
Calibration








try duringa solarcalibrationis described.Finally,
dataarc discussedfor a typicalset of calibrations
performedwith the instrumentsaboardthe ERBS
spacecraft.
Calibration Procedures





that followareexecutedby the instrumentin the





ments(tableA1) arethe samefor the instruments
onboth spacecraft.However,the automatedsolar
calibrationsequencesdifferbetweenthe two space-
craftascanbeseenin tablesAl(c) andAl(d). The
differencesin thesolarCalibrationsequencesaredue




wereemployedin all calibrationsof ERBEinstru-
mentson theNOAA9spacecraftfor theentirefirst
yearof their operation.The automatedsequences
werealsousedfor both scannercalibrationsand
for the nonscannerinternalcalibrationsduring the
first 15monthsof operationof theERBSspacecraft.
However,a modifiedversionof the automatedso-
lar calibrationsequencewasusedfor calibrationsof
thenonscannerinstrumentaboardtheERBSspace-





















ally executedin conjunctionwith thecommandsin
thecalibrationsequencesof tablesA1 andA2. The
Sunazimuthangledatamustbe loadedvia instru-
mentdatastoragecommandsprior to thetimethat
themodecommandis issuedto beginexecutionof a
solarcalibrationsequence.(Seethe discussionon
p. 5 in the "InstrumentOperationalCapabilities"
section.) The azimuth angle data storage commands
are executed via sequences stored in a spacecraft
computer memory. Table A3 lists the command se-
quences for loading and storing azimuth angle data
for solar calibrations of the nonscanner and scanner
instruments aboard the two spacecraft.
The internal calibration sequences for the non-
scanner instruments are preceded by a special set
of auxiliary mode commands (table A4). The com-
mands in these sequences were added to the cali-
bration commands to permit the Earth-viewing de-
tectors to become acclimated to the output of the
internal calibration sources prior to the beginning of
the internal calibrations. Initiation of the automated
internal calibration sequences begins in less than a
minute after the end of the sequences listed in ta-
ble A4. The commands in the sequences arc identical
for the instruments on both spacecraft. However, it
can be seen that the relative times at which the com-
mands in a sequence are executed are different for the
instruments on the ERBS and NOAA 9 spacecraft.
Most of the calibrations of a specific instrument
on a spacecraft have employed a single command se-
quence that includes the internal and solar calibra-
tion sequences and all other associated auxiliary com-
mands. The commands in these combined calibration
sequences are listed in tables A5 and A6 for cali-
brations of instruments on the ERBS and NOAA 9
spacecraft, respectively. All commands in a com-
bined calibration sequence are executed at the rel-
ative times shown. Recall that all commands in an
automated sequence (except for the first command)
are executed from the instrument computer mem-
ory. Therefore, only those commands in tables A5
and A6 that are noted by asterisks are required to
be stored in a spacecraft computer memory. The en-
tire sequence for the nonscanner solar calibrations on
the ERBS spacecraft is executed out of memory be-
cause an automated series is not employed. The com-
mand sequences to load the required Sun azimuth
angle data are included in the combined calibration
sequences used on the NOAA 9 spacecraft. (See
table A6.) However, the load sequence of the Sun
azimuth angle data is not part of the combined se-
quences used on the ERBS spacecraft (see table A5),
and the Sun angle data are always loaded prior to
the initiation of the combined sequence.
The combined nonscanner calibration sequences
(tables A5(a) and A6(a)) begin with the command
to elevate the detectors to the internal calibration
sources, and all subsequent command times are reck-
oned relative to the execution of that command. As
noted earlier, the Sun azimuth data load commands
are included in the combined sequence employed on
the NOAA 9 spacecraft. Table A6(a) shows an az-
imuth data load command before and after the solar
calibration. The second set of azimuth data is re-
quired to rotate the nonscanner azimuth beam back
to its normal operating angle of 170 °. Table A5(a)
shows that a new command "Elevate to nadir" has
been added between the internal and solar calibra-
tion portions of the combined nonscanner calibration
sequence used on the ERBS spacecraft.
The combined scanner calibration sequences (ta-
bles A5(b) and A6(b)) begin with the execution of
the automated internal calibration sequence com-
mand, and execution times of all subsequent com-
mands are reckoned from the time of their execution.
Two commands (steps 14 and 15) are included be-
tween the internal and solar portions of the combined
sequence for the ERBS spacecraft. The command at
step 15 ensures that the solar calibration will begin
with the azimuth beam positioned at 0° (which is al-
ready the case for the instrument on NOAA 9). The
preceding command "Short scan mode" ensures that
the azimuth rotation from 180 ° to 0° will not result
in the scanner detectors directly viewing the Sun.
Data From In-Flight Calibrations
Calibrations on December 3, 1984, of the instru-
ments on the ERBS spacecraft are discussed to il-
lustrate data from a typical set of instrument cali-
brations. Calibrations of both instruments employed
the combined internal and solar calibration sequences
listed in table A5.
Nonscanner Calibration
Table A7(a) lists the commands and the times
(UT and minutes of day) when the commands were
executed for the combined nonscanner and solar cal-
ibrations performed on December 3, 1984. The Sun
azimuth angle data required for the solar calibra-
tion were loaded prior to the execution of the first
command in this sequence. Figure Al(a) shows
the output of the four normally Earth-viewing non-
scanner detectors from about 25 minutes before the
start of the automated internal calibration sequence
(07:53:53 UT or 474 minutes) and ending nearly
3 hours later. A decrease in the raw counts for the
output of a detector indicates an increase in input
radiation. The data plots begin with the four de-
tectors still viewing the internal calibration sources
in preparation for the beginning of the actual cali-
bration sequence. The detector calibration heaters
were turned on at their three different levels dur-
ing the internal calibration. (See table AT(a).) This
procedure, which causes the scale of the output of
the detectors to be biased upward at three progres-
sively higher values, prevents the output of the de-
tectors from being driven off scale when responding
to the output of the calibration sources. Tile calibra-
tion heaters remain off during normal Earth-viewing
operations, and the first turnoff of the detectors at
07:54:25 UT had no effect on the calibration heaters
because the heaters were already off.
Figure Al(b) shows the variation of the black-
body and solar port t_emperature measurements dur-
ing the same period as the radiometric data shown
in figure Al(a). The blackbody heater levels 1 and 2
were both set to produce a blackbody temperature
of about 19.5 °. 2-hrning the blackbody heaters on
and off, therefore, had very little effect on the actual
blackbody temperatures that were already at an am-
bient temperature very close to 19.5 ° . The solar port
temperatures, however, reflect sharp changes in tem-
perature when the solar port heaters were turned off
and on during the calibration.
Table AT(a) shows that the SWICS is turned on
at each of its three output levels 2 minutes and 8 sec-
onds after the detector bias heater is turned on at
a new level. The output of the shortwave detec-
tors (fig. Al(a)) shows that the shortwave detec-
tors, which view the SWICS during internal calibra-
tions, responded sharply as the SWICS output was
turned on at level 3 at 08:00:17 UT (480 minutes),
level 2 at 08:24:17 UT (504 minutes), and level 1 at
08:48:17 UT (528 minutes). The automated internal
calibration sequence ended with the last SWICS off
command at 08:55:45 UT, and the elevation beam
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was rotated back to nadir at 09:02:41 UT in prepa-
ration for the beginning of the solar calibration.
The modified solar calibration sequence began at
09:10:09 UT when the elevation beam was rotated
to the solar ports (78.0°). The azimuth beam was
rotated to the Sun position (39.98 °) at 09:10:41 UT,
where it remained until after the Sun had passed
through the field of view of the detectors. The output
of the four detectors in figure Al(a) shows the effect
of turning on the detector bias heaters at level 2 at
09:11:13 UT (551 minutes), a few minutes before the
Sun is in the field of view of the detectors.
The SMA shutter-on command, which blocks and
unblocks (effectively opening and closing) the solar
monitor window every 32 seconds, was on for a
30-minute period that included the time when the
sun crossed the solar monitor field of view. The
operation of the solar monitor shutter during this
period permitted measurements to be made before
and after the Sun passed through the field of view
of the detectors. Figure A2 shows the response of
three of the nonscanner detectors during a 10-minute
period that included the period when the Sun was
in the field of view of the detectors. The output
of the MFOV total radiation detector is presented
in figure A2(a). Figure A2(b) shows the output of
the WFOV shortwave detector superimposed on the
output of the solar monitor detector. The 32-second
period of the shutter on the solar monitor is apparent
in the output of that detector. All three detectors
show some response to tile Sun for about 6.5 minutes,
and the response was constant at a maximum value
for about 3.0 minutes.
Scanner Calibration
The scanner internal calibrations are performed
with the instrument operating in the normal Earth
scan mode (the normal mode for internal calibra-
tions). The primary calibration data are obtained
while the detectors view the internal calibration
sources located at an elevation angle of 190 ° . (See
table 4.) Four measurements are made at the in-
ternal calibration sources (positions 71-74). During
the calibration, the output of the calibration sources
varies in the preprogrammed sequence of table A5(b).
The SWICS is cycled through its three levels of out-
put three different times. The blackbody heaters are
turned on 32 seconds before the beginning of the sec-
ond set of SWICS commands and turned off 32 see-
onds before the beginning of the third set. Turning
the blackbody heaters on and off is by pulse discrete
commands rather than by normal mode commands.
Table A7(b) lists the commands and the times
(UT and minutes of day) when the commands were
executed for the combined scanner internal and solar
calibrations performed on December 3, 1984. Fig-
ure A3(a) presents the output from the shortwave
and longwave radiometric detectors from the scanner
instrument during the period of the internal calibra-
tion on December 3. These data have been corrected
by subtracting out the values measured at scan po-
sition 1. The shortwave detector response is shown
for the first and fourth internal calibration measure-
ments (71 and 74, respectively) in the first scan cy-
cle of each 16-second period. These measurements
are made while the detectors are viewing the inter-
nal calibration sources at an elevation angle of about
190 ° . The nonuniform (ragged) response of the short-
wave detector for measurement 71 is caused by an-
gular misalignment of the detectors with the calibra-
tions source. The response at measurement 71 is
typical for internal calibrations. However, during
many calibrations, the misalignment and resulting
effects on the detector output have been signifi-
cantly worse than those shown in figure A3(a). The
smoother response of the shortwave detector for 74
is also typical. The smoother response reflects the
more precise alignment of the detector with the in-
ternal calibration source after the elevation beam has
had time to settle in at the required elevation beam
angle of 190 °. The misalignment problem is inher-
ent in the design of the scanner elevation-beam drive
mechanism. The elevation-beam design and the as-
sociated problems are discussed in reference 8.
Figure A3(b) shows the temperatures of the
blaekbodies during the scanner internal calibration.
The blackbody temperatures are seen to increase
from the time that the heater was turned on at
08:01:53 UT (481 minutes) until it was turned off at
08:25:53 UT (506 minutes). Figure A3(a) shows the
response of the longwavc detector to the blackbody
output for measurement 74. The longwave detector
shows an increased response during the periods that
the SWICS is on.
The automated scanner solar calibration on
December 3 began at 09:21:21 UT (table AT(b)).
The Sun azimuth angle (angle B) w.as 40.20 ° and
tile space-view angle (angle A) was 55.2 °. Figure A4
shows the response of the scanner shortwave detector
at the MAM (a scan angle of 233 ° - scan position 40)
from 565 to 595 minutes. The measurements have
been corrected by subtracting the output measured
at scan position 1. Figure A4 also shows the instru-
ment azimuth angle during the solar calibration. The
period includes the entire time that the scanner was
in the MAM scan mode and the detectors were view-
ing space and Sun in the MAM window. This re-










Sun-Spacecraft Geometry During Solar
Calibrations
The ERBS spacecraft was flying X-axis forward
at the time of the calibrations on December 3, 1984,
with the Sun on the right side of the orbit. (See
fig. 4(a) for in-flight coordinate reference.) Fig-
ures 5(a) and 6(a) indicate that the Sun's _ angle was
about 139 °. Figure A5 shows the position of the Sun
in the orbit reference coordinate system described
in appendix C. The cone elevation angle defined in
appendix C has been modified to illustrate the ac-
tual elevation angles in the two different instrument
axes systems. (See fig. 2.) To an observer at the
origin of the orbit reference axis system, the Sun ap-
pears to cone counterclockwise about the orbit angu-
lar momentum vector. Note that this coning motion
is about the negative Y-axis of the ERBS spacecraft
axes system illustrated in figure 4(a). The cone half-
angle is the radius of the circle in figure A5. The
cone half-angle is about 41.0 °, or 180.00 ° minus p.
Solar calibrations of the nonscanner and scanner
instruments can be performed only at Sun elevation
angles corresponding to the fixed clevation angles
of the Solar Monitor Assembly (78 °) and the MAM
(11°). Recall that the azimuth beams of the instru-
ments can rotate only between 0 ° and 180 °. There-
fore, the calibrations on December 3 could be per-
formed only at azimuth angles near 40 ° . The actual
angles to which the instruments were rotated to view
the Sun during the solar calibration were 39.98 ° and




























Table A1. ERBE Instrument Preprogrammed (Automated) Calibration Sequences
[Footnotes are given at end of table]

























































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off













































SWICS on at level t modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Discrete command inserted a
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Discrete command inserted b
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated





















































Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
(c)
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 0°
Azimuth to 180°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on






















































Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
(c)
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0°
Azimuth to 180 °
Normal scan mode
apulse command CF15 issued: Blackbody calibration heaters on.
bpulse command CF16 issued: Blackbody calibration heaters off. (See table 3(b).)
CThe Sun crosses the center of the detector field of view.
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Step
Table A2. Modified Nonscanner Solar Calibration Sequence





































aThe Sun crosses the center of the detector field of view.
Event description
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
(a)
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0 ° (ERBS)
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
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Table A3. Azimuth Angle Load Command Sequences













Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte


















(c) NOAA 9 nonscanner solar azimuth sequence
Event description
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte













Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte



















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, tow byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte



















Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1















Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1

















































Begin preinternal calibration sequence
a821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
a862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
a872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
a823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.





















































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
calibration sequence
02:46:56 a823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)


















Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
(b)
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)










































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Discrete command inserted c
SWlCS on at level 1 modulated
SWlCS on at level 2 modulated
SWlCS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Discrete command inserted d
SWlCS on at level 1 modulated
SVVICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
14 01:22:08 a824 Short scan mode
15 01:22:40 a811 Azimuth to 0°



































Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
(b)
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 180 °
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence
aNot part of the automated command sequence.
bThe Sun crosses the center of the detector field of view.
CPulse command CF15 issued: Blackbody calibration heaters on.








commandStep hr:min:sec Event description
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
1 00:00:00 a821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
2 00:00:32 a862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
3 00:16:00 a872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
4 01:42:56 a823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)












































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands
30 02:48:00 a419 Address azimuth position A
31 02:48:32 a2xx Data command, high byte
32 02:49:04 alxx Data command, low byte



















































Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
(b)
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands
46 03:49:52 419 Address azimuth position A
47 03:50:24 2xx Data command, high byte
48 03:50:56 lxx Data command, low byte
49 03:51:28 814 Azimuth to position A






commandStep hr:min:sec Event description




























































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Discrete command inserted c
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Discrete command inserted d
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SV_rICS on at level 2 modulated




















Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands.

























Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
(b)




End solar calibration sequence
aNot part of the automated command sequence.
bThe Sun crosses the center of the detector field of view.
Cpulse command CF15 issued: Blackbody calibration heaters on.
dpulse command CF16 issued: Blackbody calibration heaters off. (See table 3(b).)
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Table A7. Commands Used in Calibrations Aboard ERBS Spacecraft
on December 3, 1984




day commandhr:mn:sec Event description
Begin azimuth angle load commands (table A3(a))
01:41:05 101.08 419 Address azimuth position A
01:41:05 101.08 419 Address azimuth position A
01:41:37 101.62 2xx Data command, high byte
01:42:41 102.68 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands.





375.75 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
376.28 862 WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
376.82 872 MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
472.82 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End additional internal calibration sequence.













































































Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. i
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
MFOV blackbody heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV blackbody heater off
MFOV blackbody heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWqCS off














Elevate to nadir (Earth)


























Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
(a)
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)



















































































SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
Discrete command inserted c
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End automated internal calibration sequence
09:16:01 556.02 824 Short scan mode
09:16:33 556.55 811 Azimuth to 0°





































Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
(a)
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 180 °
Normal scan mode
calibration sequence
aThe Sun crosses the center of the detector field of view.
bpulse command CF15 issued: Blackbody calibration heaters on.
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(b) WFOV shortwave and solar monitor detectors.
Output of nonscanner ra_iiometric detectors during ERBS solar calibration on December 3, 1984.
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(a) Detector output.
Figure A3. Scanner output during internal calibration on ERBS on December 3, 1984.
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Figure A4. Response of shortwave detector during ERBS solar calibration.
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The beta angle (_3), the angle between the Sun
and the angular momentum vector of an Earth-
orbiting spacecraft, plays a very important role
in Earth radiation measurement missions, such as
ERBE. This appendix discusses _ for Earth-orbiting
spacecraft, in general, and for the ERBS and NOAA 9
spacecraft orbits, in particular. It shows how the
value of fl affects the variation of Sun angles at points
within an orbit and on regions on the Earth viewed
from those points. In-orbit Sun angles and the atten-
dant effects on instrument operations are discussed
for a typical orbit of the ERBS spacecraft.
Figure B1 illustrates the Earth-Sun-spacecraft ge-
ometry of an Earth-orbiting spacecraft in a celestial
coordinate system where
h spacecraft altitude
1_ unit vector in direction of orbit
angular momentum
P arbitrary point
unit vector in direction of spacecraft
position
RS unit vector in direction of Sun
r radius of Earth
X, Y, Z axes of celestial coordinate system
(:X:-axis points to first point of
Aries, _'-axis is in equatorial plane,
and Z-axis points to celestial pole)
_r, _r, _/ coordinates defined in figure B3
AS, 5S right ascension and declination,
respectively, of Sun
_t, i right ascension of ascending node
and inclination of orbit, respectively
The Sun fl is defined in this paper as the angle be-
tween the orbit angular momentum and Sun vectors.
(See fig. B1.)
The components of the Sun unit vector in the ce-
lestial coordinate system of figure B1 can be defined
in terms of the right ascension As and declination 5S
of the Sun as
I:ts, X = cos _S cos AS
RS, Y -- cos @ sin AS
RS, Z = sin @
Likewise, the angular momcntum vector can bc de-
fined in terms of the right ascension of the orbit as-
cending node _ and inclination i as
N X =sinfl sini
Ny = - cos f_ sin i
N z = cos i
The/3 angle can then be determined by the relationship
A A
t3 = arccos(N. RS)
= arceos(sin i cos 5S sin(f_ - AS) + cos i sin 5S)
The declination of the Sun varies from -23.5 °
to 23.5 ° during the year. The change in the right
ascension of the Sun has a mean value for the year
of 360/365.25 deg/day, but the value varies from
the mean because the orbit of the Earth about the
Sun is not completely circular. The inclination of
most spacecraft orbits is constant. However, fl varies
for most spacecraft orbits because the orbits are
designed to have some specified rate of change for
the right ascension of the ascending node (_). In all
cases, then, the difference (f_ - AS) also varies.
The inclination of the ERBS orbit is constant at
about 57.0 ° and the rate of change in the right ascen-
sion of the ascending node is about -3.95 deg/day
(table 9). This large value of ft results in a large vari-
ation of/3 for the year. The /3 values of the ERBS
orbit varied between 10 °, near the summer (June)
solstice, and 170 ° , near the winter (December) sol-
stice. The large value of _ also results in the Sun
crossing the orbit plane about every 36 days. The/_
value is less than 90 ° when the Sun is on the port
side of the spacecraft and is greater than 90 ° when
the Sun is on the starboard side.
The NOAA 9 spacecraft orbit is nearly Sun-
synchronous and has a constant inclination angle of
about 98.96 °. The resulting variation in/J during the
year is about 15 ° (fig. 5(b)).
We now look at how the value of _ affects the
Sun angles at arbitrary points within an orbit and
on regions of the Earth viewed from those points.
The angular position of the Sun relative to an arbi-
trary point P in the orbit is illustrated in figure B2.
The Sun's angular position can be defined by the
spherical coordinates, a (azimuth angle) and either
(zenith angle) or ¢ (elevation angle). The angle
a is measured counterclockwise about the vector
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fromthe negativel_-axis. The angles_"and ¢ are
given,respectively,by
¢= arccos(fi,fiS) and ¢ = 180° - ¢_
Now look at the orbit geometryof figure B1
in a differentperspectiveby forminga newset of
CartesiancoordinateswhoseX-axis is :_r and is
defined by
:_' = (I_l x ftS)/sin/3
where 1_ x RS is the vector cross product. Since
1_1 is perpendicular to l_l, it is in the orbit plane,
and since it is also perpendicular to RS, it is on
the Sun terminator. The new coordinate system is
illustrated in figure B3, where X_ is normal to and
points out of the page and the Y- and Z-axes are
defined, respectively, as
"_'=N and Z'=X' x "Y'
The orbit plane is in the :_l _ _t plane, and the
orbit ground track crosses the terminator on ascent
at the point where the spacecraft position vector is
A
along the positive Xt-axis. The Sun elevation angle
is 90 ° at the point of terminator crossing, and the
colatitude of the point can be determined by
Colatitude = arccos(X'. Z)
From figure B3 it can be seen that the minimum
value of the Sun elevation angle is 90 ° -/3 and that
the maximum value is 90 ° + /3. The elevation angle
of the limb of the Earth is dependent only on the
spacecraft altitude and is defined by
0 = arcsin[r/(r+h)]
where r is the radius of the Earth and h is the
spacecraft altitude.
If/3 > 90 ° - 0, there will be points in the orbit
where the limb-to-limb views on the Earth are in
full sunlight and also some points where the views
are in total darkness. However, if/3 < 90 ° - 0,
then all limb-to-limb regions viewed from the orbit
will contain the terminator and, thus, will be in
part sunlight and part shade continuously. The
spacecraft itself will enter shade during an orbit only
if/3 > 90 ° - 0.
Figure B4 illustrates the variation of the Sun
azimuth angle versus elevation angle (as defined in
fig. B2) for a typical orbit of the ERBS spacecraft.
The data are plotted at 1-minute intervals for the or-
bit that begins at 500 minutes on September 3, 1985.
The spacecraft was flying X-axis rearward with the
Sun on the starboard side of the spacecraft (fig. 4(a)).
The value of/3 was about 53 ° (fig. 6(a)). From a po-
sition on the ERBS spacecraft, the Sun would appear
to cone counterclockwise about the orbit momentum
vector. The half-angle of the cone motion is equal to
the value of ft. The Sun azimuth angles of figure B4
are measured from the negative l_-axis, whereas the
azimuth beam rotations of the ERBE instruments on
the ERBS spacecraft are measured from the positive
N-axis (fig. 4). Thus, the values of the Sun azimuth
angle in the coordinate systems of the instruments
rotate about a value of 0 ° instead of 180 ° as shown
in figure B4.
The Sun is below the limb of the Earth at all
points in the orbit with elevation angles less than 66 °
and is above the horizon of the spacecraft at elevation
angles greater than 90 °. The scanner detectors,
which normally scan in the 0 ° - 180 ° azimuth plane
oil the ERBS spacecraft, do not risk viewing the
Sun during normal operations when /3 is greater
than 24 (90 ° - 0). During several days in February,
June, August, and December, fl was less than 24 °.
(See fig. 6.) During these full-Sun periods, the
scanner was operated in the short scan mode or at an
azimuth angle of 145 ° to prevent the detectors from
directly scanning the Sun. Tile Earth-Sun-spacecraft
geometry and its effects on the output of tile ERBE
instruments are discussed in appendix C for the first
500 minutes of September 3, 1985.
Nonscanner solar calibrations must be performed
at points in the orbit where the Sun elevation an-
gle is very nearly 78 °, which is the elevation angle
of the solar monitor detector and the solar ports.
The corresponding elevation angle of the MAM in
the scanner instrument coordinate system is 12 °. To
perform a solar calibration, an instrument azimuth
beam is rotated to the azimuth angle whose corre-
sponding elevation angle is 78 ° . The points are indi-
cated in figure B4 where the solar calibrations could
have been performed for this orbit on September 3,
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Figure B4. Sun azimuth and elevation angles for ERBS orbit on September 3, 1985.
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Appendix C
ERBE Instrument Data During Typical
Periods of Normal In-Orbit Operation
Data output from the ERBE instruments aboard
the ERBS spacecraft and the corresponding in-orbit
environment are presented and discussed for the pe-
riod from 500 to 1000 minutes on two different days
in 1985. Data are discussed for two different fl an-
gle conditions of the ERBS spacecraft orbit. The
first data set is for September 3, 1985, when fl had a
mean value of about 53.5 ° . During this period, the
Earth as viewed from the spacecraft was in full sun-
light during some portions of each orbit and in total
darkness for some portions. A value of fl of 53.5 ° is
about the average for the NOAA 9 orbit during the
period of this paper (fig. 5(b)). The in-orbit effects of
solar input on the output of the instruments for the
ERBS data on September 3 are about typical for the
fl range for thc NOAA 9 orbits. The second data set
is for June 10, 1985, during which fl had a mean value
of about 12.5 °. The Sun was above the Earth's limb
during the entire data period. The spacecraft was in
sunlight continuously, and the Earth as viewed from
the spacecraft was in partial sunlight continuously.
Appendix B provides general information on how fl
affects the in-orbit variations of Sun angles.
Figure Cl(a) is a plot of the ERBS spacecraft
ground track from 500 to 1000 minutes on Septem-
ber 3, 1985. The data are plotted at 1-minute inter:
vals. The data period covers about five orbit revo-
lutions (orbits 4965--4969). The period begins with
the spacccraft over the west comst of South America
and ends with the spacecraft about 25 ° east of Aus-
tralia. When the spacecraft was at the nodal crossing
of the first orbit (orbit 4965), the position of the Sun
was about 7.5 ° north latitude and about 45 ° east
longitude.
Figure Cl(b) shows plots of solar beta (_), az-
imuth (c_), and elevation (¢) angles at the spacecraft
for tim 500-minute period, and figure Cl(c) is a plot
of. the solar azimuth angle versus elevation angle for
the first orbit of the 500-minute period. The solar
azimuth angle in figure Cl(c) differs from that in fig-
ure B4 (same orbit) because the azimuth angle of
an instrument is measured from an axis that is ro-
tated 180 ° from that in figure Cl(c). The maximum
Sun elevation angle (fig. CI(b)) of 143 ° (90 ° + _)
occurred during the ascent of each orbit at -14.0 °
south latitude, and the minimum elevation angle of
37.0 ° (90 °- _) occurred during orbit descent at 14.0 °
north latitude. Both sunset and sunrise occurred
during orbit descent at latitudes of 55.0 ° north and
-35.0 ° south, respectively. The spacecraft was in to-
tal darkness at clevation angles less than 66 ° and in
full sunlight at elevation angles greater than 114 ° .
Figure C2(a) shows plots of the output of the
nonscanner radiometric detectors, and figure C2(b)
shows housekeeping temperatures from the non-
scanner instruments aboard the ERBS spacecraft for
the 500-minute data period on September 3, 1985.
The raw output of the nonscanner detectors de-
creases with radiation input. The data arc plotted at
16-second intervals, and each data point is the first of
20 measurements sampled in a 16-second period. The
distance along the Earth's ground track between the
center of each consecutive 16-second measurement is
about 110 km. This is only a fraction of the distance
across the Earth's field of view of either the MFOV
or WFOV detectors. Therefore, there is overlap be-
tween the fields of view of many of the consecutive
16-second measurements plotted in figure C2(a).
The spikes in the output of the WFOV Earth-
viewing nonscanner detectors (fig. C2(a)) are caused
by the detectors responding to direct sunlight at
sunrise and sunset. The detectors can sense the Sun
at the Earth's limb because the WFOV detectors
have fields of view that encompass slightly more than
the limb-to-limb disk of the Earth as viewed from the
spacecraft. The successful performance of WFOV
detectors requires them to have fields of view large
enough to include this "space ring." Unfortunately,
the resulting response to the Sun at sunrise and
sunset virtually invalidates the measurements made
by these detectors for several minutes during each
orbit. The flat portions of the output of the SW
nonscanner detectors represent periods when these
detectors are viewing completely dark regions of the
Earth. The MFOV detectors have fields of view
smaller than those of the WFOV detectors, and the
periods during each orbit when the MFOV detectors
view totally dark regions are significantly longer than
those of the W'FOV detectors.
The output of the nonscanner solar monitor de-
tector, which is viewing space during this normal
data period, responds to the in-orbit variation in
solar heating. It can be assumed that the Earth-
viewing detectors also respond to the in-orbit varia-
tions in solar input, but the specific response to the
Sun is masked by the larger radiation input from the
Earth. Two of the instrument housekeeping tem-
peratures plotted in figure C2(b) show significant
responses to the in-orbit solar input. The most sen-
sitive of these temperatures is the FOV limiter tem-
perature of the total-radiation WFOV detector. The
changes in the FOV temperature are especially sharp
at sunrise and sunset. The in-orbit variation of this
temperature is typical of that for the temperatures
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of the FOV limiters on all four Earth-viewing detec-
tors. The effects on the output of tile Earth-viewing
detectors due to changes in the temperatures of the
FOV limiters are modeled in the radiation conversion
algorithms.
Figures C3(a) and C3(b) show plots of the raw
output of the scanner radiometric detectors at two
different scan positions. The plotted data at scan po-
sition 39 have been corrected by subtracting out the
corresponding measurements at scan position 1. The
raw output of the scanner detectors increases with
radiation input. The data are plotted at 16-second
intervals, and each data point is the first of four mea-
surements made at the specific scan angle during the
16-second period. The Earth's fields of view of the
measurements at scan position 39 are centered ap-
proximately at nadir (sec table 4), and therefore at
about the center of the fields of view of the non-
scanner measurements.
The along-track distance across the Earth's field
of view of a scanner measurement is about 36 km,
and the along-track distance between each 16-second
measurement plotted in figure C3(a) is about 112 kin.
However, the distance between two consecutive
4-second measurements made at nadir is only 28 km,
and thus there is along-track overlap between two
consecutive 4-second scanner measurements.
A comparison of the data in figures C2(a) and
C3(a) shows that the output of the scanner detectors
at nadir is more sensitive to the along-track varia-
tions in the Earth's radiation field than the output
of either the MFOV or WFOV nonscanner detectors.
The response of the scanner detectors to solar
heating at the space look position (scan position 1)
when the spacecraft first enters sunlight at about
600 minutes is quite apparent in the output of the
SW and LW detectors shown in figure C3(b). The
solar heating, as well as other spurious effects, is
accounted for at any scan position by subtracting the
radiation measured at the space clamp position from
the measurement at that position. This technique
should be valid if a detector output (in radiance) due
to solar input is the same at all scan positions as that
at the space look position.
Figure C4 shows plots of the ground track data
and Sun-angle data for the ERBS orbit from 500
to 1000 minutes on June 10, 1985, a period when
the Earth was approaching the point of the summer
solstice. The data period begins with the spacecraft
near 45 ° north latitude and 175.0 ° west longitude.
When the spacecraft was at the nodal crossing of
orbit 3700 (the first full orbit in the period), the
position of the Sun was 23.0 ° north latitude and 35 °
east longitude.
Figure C4(b) shows that the Sun /3 decreased
during the period and had a mean value of about
12.8 °. Figures C4(b) and C4(c) show that the Sun
was well above the Earth's limb (Sun elevation of
66.0 ° ) during tile period, so there was no sunrise
or sunset relative to the spacecraft. The scanner
instrument operated in the short scan mode from
June 5 until June 20 to prevent the detectors from
scanning the Sun. The maximum Sun elevation
angle (103 ° ) occurred during orbit descent at -38.0 °
south latitude, and the minimum elevation angle
occurred during ascent at 30.0 ° north latitude. The
spacecraft crossed the Earth terminator at -34.5 °
south latitude on ascent and at 34.5 ° north latitude
on descent.
The output of the WFOV detectors (fig. C5(a))
shows no spikes because there was no sunrise or
sunset, and the output of the WFOV SW detector
shows no periods of constant output because the
WFOV detectors did not view any regions that were
totally (lark. The WFOV and MFOV total-radiation
detectors show abrupt increases in output at about
the time that the Sun elevation angle is 90 ° and
decreasing. This is the time when the spacecraft
crosses the Sun terminator during orbit descent. The
output of the solar monitor detector is not much
different from that on September 3, but it is a little
smoother because of the absence of Sun ingression
and cgression.
The mean values of the nonscanner instrument
temperatures plotted in figurc C5(b) decrease during
the data period. This decrease is consistent with
plots of the daily averages of these temperatures in
June 1985 (figs. 8(c)-8(e)). The maximum values
of the daily means of these temperatures occurred
on June 7 at /3 _ 24 ° as 13 decreased toward the
minimum of 10 ° on June 12.
Figure C6(a) shows the output of the scanner de-
tectors at scan position 39, which has been corrected
by subtracting out the measurement at scan posi-
tion 1. The output of the detectors at scan position 1
is shown in figure C6(b). The overall response of all
three scanner detectors at scan position 1 (first space
clamp measurement) is much smoother on June 10
than on September 3 because of the absence of Sun
ingression and egression. Therefore, the effects of in-
orbit heating on the output of the detectors while
viewing the Earth should be more effectively ac-
counted for in the data conversion algorithms during
full-Sun periods. The scale shift at about 950 min-
utes seen in the output of the total detector at scan
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position1is typicalofshiftsthat occurin theoutput
of all scannerdetectorsfrom timeto time becmlse
of an automaticdetector-bridgerebatancefeature.
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(a) Radiometric data.
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(b) Housekeeping temperature measurements.
Figure C2. Concluded.
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(b) Housekeeping temperature measurements.
Figure C5. Concluded.
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from November 1984 through January 1986. This period covers the first 15 months of operation
of the instruments on ERBS and the first 12 months of operation of the instruments on NOAA 9.
Calibrations and other operational procedures are described, and operational and instrument
housekeeping data arc presented and discussed.
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